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BUILT
COMPLETELY
T.Y. CONVERTER
for the new commercial
stations. complete with 2
valves. Frequency can be
set to any channel within
the 186 -196 Mc /s band. I.F.
will work into any existing
T.V. receiver between 4268 Mc s. Input arranged for
80 ohm feeder, EF80 as RF
amplifier. ECC81 as local
oscillator and mixer. The
gain of the first stage, RF
amplifier 10Dß. Required
power supply
20X at 0.6
.C.
at 25mA. 6 v. A.C.
amp. Input filter ensuring
freedom from unwanted
adjustSimple
signals.
ments only, no instruments required for trimming. Will work into any
Band sw tch, and wire T.R.F. or Supe het incorporating
in black rackle finished
wound gain con rol. Fully screened
max. over 11 height 411n.
rase, size 51ín. long, 311n. wide.with
built -in power supply.
£2.19.6. P. & P. 216. As above
PATTERN
£3.19.6. P. & P. 26. A.C. Mains 200 250 v.
COMPLETELY BUILT
GENERATOR
FOR 13 MONTHS.
GUARANTEED
GENERATORS
BOTH
GENERATOR
SIGNAL
40-70 Mc s direct calibration, checks frame and line time base.
120 Kr s -320 Kr S.
Completely built Signal Generator, coverage
frequency and linearity, vision channel alignment, sound channel
Mc swidth
300 Kas -900 Kr s, 900 Kr s-2.75 Mc s. 2.75 Mc s-8.5 Mes,618 x 41in.
and sound rejection circuits and vision channel 61band
x 411n. and
28 Mc s, 16 Mc s -56 Mc s. 24 Mc s-84 Mcis. Metal case 10 x
Silver plated coils, black crackle -finished case 10 x
230 -250 v.
Size of scale 61 x 3: in. 2 valves and rectifier. A.C.ofmains
A.C. mains 200 250 volts. This instrument will
white
front
panel.
cent..
30
per
a
depth
c.p.s.
to
400
of
price
Internal modulation'
any T.V. receiver. accuracy plus or minusof1 "... Cash
continuously variable align
modulated
£1. P. & P. 4 or 29 - deposit and 3 monthly payments
output £3.19.6
á mod. switch, variable A.F.case
W.
and extra.
and moving coil output meter. Black crackle- finished
Line or Frame Oscillator Blocking Transformer.. 4 6 each.
2 ",,, £4.19.6 or 34'- deposit
white panel. Accuracy plus or minus
10 henry. 106
Smoothing Choke, 250 mA. 5 henry, 8/6 250 mA.state
P. Si P. 4,- extra.
and 8 monthly payments 25
tube. 15 -.
Wide Angle P.M. Focus Unit, Vernier adj..
Y.M. Focus Unit for Mullard tubes with vernier adjustment.

`

_~

c

anst

:

15 / -.

3 -speed

Ion Traps for Mullard or English Electric tubes. 5,'-, Post paid.
T.V. ('oils. moulded former, iron cored. wound for rewinding
1/purposes
or he
a1in. x .. 18 each. WTh coil rmr e
Prac. T.V. Converter.
BY FAMOUS MANUFACTURER
DubIller .001 10kV working. 3 6.
balanced
Primary. 200 -250 v. P. & P. 2 -.
Complete Kit of parts comprising accurately mat.
6.
large
rubber
300-0 -300. 100 mA, 6 v. 3 amp.. 5 v. 2 amp.. 22
precision made heavy turntable with motor.
amp.. 14 6.
base plate.
Drop Ihro' 350-0-350 v. 70 mA, 6 v. 2.5 amp..5 5v. v.2 2amp..
constant speed condenser. starting
Drop Ihro 250-0-250 v. 80 mA, 6 v. 3 amp.. 5 v. 2 amp..146.
Can be assembled in half -an -hour.
14 6.
280 -0-280. drop through, 80 mA. 6 v. 3 amp.,
A.C. Mains 200'250 v. Fully guaranteed.
11 6.
Drop thro' 270-0-270 60 mA. 6 v. 3 amp..
Post Paid.
farts sold separately.
250 v. 350 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a.. twice 2 v. 2 a.. 19'6.
tNmi- shrouded drop-through 380 -0-380 120 mA, 6.3 V. 3 amp..
5 V. 2 amp., 25 -.
USED gin. TUBE. 22/14(' with ion burn, 17 6. Post paid.
Auto Trans. Input 200.250, H.T. 500 v.. 250InA., 6 v. 4 a., twice
Used Mullard Oin. tube 22/17 and 18 ion burn. 25 - post paid.
2 V. 2 a., l9í6.
Auto Trans- Input 200 250. H.T. 350 v. 350 rnA. Separate I..T.
A.C. mains 230,240 Comprising choke, power- 6.3 v. 7 a.. 6.3 v. 11 amp.. 5 v. 3 amp.. 25 -. P. & P. 3 -.
factor condenser. 2 tube Heater 'Transformer. Pr' 530'250 v. 6 v. 11 amp.. 6 -.
holders. starter, and
136.
-0-350 75 mA, 6.3 v. 3 a. tap. 4 v. 6.3 v. l4 a..
v. C.T. 2.5 a.. 27 6
starter- holder. P. & P. 350
500-0 -500 125 mA, 4 v. C.T. 4 a., 4 v. C.T., 4 5a.,
3 -. 17/6.
mA,
4 v. C.T. 5 a.. 4 v. C.T. a., 4 v. C.T. 4 a.. 39 6.
500
-0-500
250
40 WATT17f6
Chassis mounting or drop -thro. Pri 110 -250 v. Sec. 350-0 -350
comprising trough 250 mA. 6.3 v. 7 amp., 6.3 v. 0.5 amp.. 5 v. C.T. 0.5 amp.. 4 v. 4 amp..
Fluorescent
26 tube holders, starter,
ame
inwhite stove enamel.
32/6. P. & P. 3'6.
and barretee. P. & P. 1 6. 122.
It.F. E.II.T. Oscillator Coll. 6 -9 kV with EY51 rectifier winding.
and circuit diagram. 15 /-.
As above. but complete with 6V6, EY51 and associated resistors
current
Three speed autr matie changer by A.S.R. MONARCH
and condensers. Circuit diagram. 37 6.
model. Will take 71n., 101n. or 121n. records mixed. Turnover
12ín., 25'- 10in..
P.M. Speakers, closed field 3 ohm speech coil.
crystal head
QUANTITY.
25/- : 8fn., 20:6: 611n.. 18 /6: 5in., 18:6. P. & P. 2.- each extra.
VERY LIMITED
P. & P. 3'valve plus mete! rectifier.
£7.15.0.
Used A.C. mains 200 250 volts. 4walnut
A.C. Mains 200 250.
cabinet, sire 14 x 94
medium wave superhet in polished
complete with valves 6K8, 6K7m. 6Q7 and 6F6. 61in. PM
core. EY51 heater 71ín.,
speaker. Fully guaranteed. P. & P. 7 6. £3.15.0.
Line and E.11.7'. Transformer, 914V. Ferrocart
transformer
output
frame
winding, complete with scan coils and
1,200 ft. High impedance recording tape on aluminium
-. P. & P. 3 -.
paid.
and line and width control. 35 line
frame blocking trans- spool. 12 6 post
As above but complete with 100 and
and 150 mid. 350 wkg.,
formers, 4 henry 250 mA. choke. & mfd.
3'
-.
P.
P.
380 mA. A.C. ripple. 82.9.6.
-. 1 5 -pole
mid.. 22 v. wkg. .Standard wave-change Switches. 4 -pole 3-way
Yale holders. moulded octal 250
..
3 3
mfd.. 500 wkg. ...
3-way
Mazda and !octal. 7d. each. 16
v. wkg.. wire ends 2 6
mfd.,
500
2 -way 2/6 each. 2 -pole
8
type, long spindle, 4 -poledway and 9 pole
and
Paxolin, octal Mazda
8 mid.. 350 v. wkg., tag ends 1 6
1-pole 12 -way 5i -. P. & P. 3d.
11 -way twin wafer. 5iMoulded
each.
!octal,
4d.
350
v.
wkg.,
100+150
mfd.,
USED metal rectifier, 250 v. 150 mA., 616.Perspex. New aspect.
B7G. B8A and BOA. 7d. each.
._ 4 6
280 mA.. A.C. ripple
Combined 121n. Mask and Escutcheon
..
B7G and BOA moulded with 100+200 mfd., 275 wkg.
6
edged in brown. Fits on front of cabinet. 12/6. As above for
3 3
can. 1 6 each.
16+16 mfd., 350 wkg.
screening
15in. tubes. 17 6.
... 1 9
...
wkg.
mfd.,
180
...
50
wkg.
...
2:mfd..
350
an. spindle. chrom- 32
Polishing Attachment for electric drills.
_.
._
1
6
65 mfd., 220 wkg.
...
... 4icloths and one sheepskin 16 24. 350 wkg.
ium plated 5in. brush, 3 polishingPost
..
1 6
... 1/3 8 mfd., 150 wkg.
...
4 mfd., 200 wkg.
& pkg. 1 6. 12/6. Spare
mop mounted on a 31n. rubber cup.
280
wkg.
7 6
60+100
mfd.,
...
wkg.
...
450
3/6
40
mfd..
sheepskin mops. 2 6 each.
...
...1111.
50 mid.. 12 wkg.
16 x 8 mfd., 500 wkg....
.. 1 9
... 5/9 50 mid., 50 wkg.
16 x 16 mfd., 500 wkg.
ends
wire
... 3'9 Miniature
16 x 16 mfd.. 450 wkg.
moulded. 100 pf., 500 pf..
... 4!mfd., 350 wkg.
32.32
..
... 7d.
...lid. and .001, ea. ...
...
25 mfd.. 25 wkg.
R. & T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) ITD.
Where cost and packing charge is not stated, please add 1.6 up to 10 -W.3
2!- up to £1 and 2/6 up to £2. All enquiries S.A.E. Lists Sd. each.
HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON,
23
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KT55. List price: 25'- plus P. Tax 9/9
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HEATER
0.3
52
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view from
underside of

A
V

base KT55

TYPICAL OPERATION

h

Tetrode connection. Push -pull.
Data per pair unless otherwise stated.
Max
signal

Quiescent

V.(b).....
Va

_

.

..................__...._

_............

200. _...........190

.............
._

_......

Ig2. ._.........._ _....._..- 15 ..........._... 45......_. mA
Rk (per valve) I75..........._.I75........._. (1

V
V

RL(a-a) ..................._............_

V

4

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET

2 ..........kfl

Pout_ ............._..........._....._.__...:25 ............. W

Vin (gi -gi) (pk)....._..........._.28.8 .._.... V
-23.5............V
Vgl (approx.) -20.5
I...._ _ ........................ 220.............. 225 ........... mA

THE

Mass

signal

Quiescent

22$............215

Vg2 ...................... 200 ...........190

,

r

KT 5 5 output valve

,

The new Osram KT55 beam tetrode has a heater rating of
0.3A, 52V. It is intended for use in a series heater chain for
either DC or AC /DC mains amplifiers.
Outstanding characteristic is its high power output (25 watts
per pair) with minimum distortion at comparatively low
H.T. voltage (200V).
The Osram KT55 will form a popular companion -type to the
well -known KT66. Two valves, type KT55, will supersede the
need for four valves, type KT33C, in AC /DC amplifiers
required to deliver up to 25 watts at 200 volts.

4

i
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D.
9....._.....kf)

HOUSE,

KINGSWAY, W.C.2

CONSTRUCTORS' BARGAINS

BAND ill CONVERTER.
Coil lilt ty TELETRON, with circuit and wiring details. etc. For use with TRF or Superhot TV Receivers. ONLY 15; -.
Drilled chassis 3 9, or slightly larger to hold power pack components, 8 - (postage on either Gd.). Instruction leaflet only, 8d.

\DILATOR UNIT TYPE 6.- Contains

AVOMINOR

('ARRYING

CASES.

-

VCR 97 tube with mu -metal screen, 4
valves EF50 and 2 of EB34, valveholders,
CRT holder, condensers, resistors, etc.
NEW CONDITION. ONLY 39'8 (carriage,
etc., 7.6).

Size 5in. x Sin. x 2in. with long carrying
strap. In high quality leather with press
stud fixing flap. Made for UNIVERSAL
Avominor. BRAND NEW. ONLY 7,6
(post, etc., 1; -).

AMPLIFIER TYPE 2231 or 208A -As

DRY " RF.('EIVER MAINS
UNIT. If your battery portable uses
midget 1.4 v. valves of the 1S4, IT4, IR5,
3S4 series, then this will save you pounds
in batteries. Delivers LT & HT from
normal mains. Manufactured by "AVO"
for the Ministry of Supply. Fused on

described in July. 1955, issue of Practical
Television, for making a TV CONVERTER.
Complete with 2 valves EF50. ONLY 10.-

(post, etc., 21-).
PYE 45 MCIS I.F. STRIPS. -Ready -made
for London Vision Channel. Complete
with 6 valves EF50 and 1 of EA50, and
details of very slight mods. required.
BRAND NEW. ONLY 49.6 (post, etc., 2 6).
8.F. STRIP 194.-Another easily modified strip for TV. Complete with 6 valves
SP61, 1 of EA50, and 1 of EF36 ; also mod.
data. ONLY 29 :6 (post, etc.. 2 6).

UNIT 159.-Contains 4
valves, 1 each EF50. EA50, SP61, RL37 and
v. Selector switch. ONLY 7.6 (post.
etc., 2 -1.
RECEIVER

24

R.F. UNITS TYPE 26.-Complete with 2
valves EF54 and 1 of EC52, this is the
variable tuning unit covering 65 -50 me s
5-6 metres). BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S
CARTONS. ONLY 27 6.
POI'KEC VOLTMETERS. -Read 0 -15

and 0 -300 v. A.C. or D.C. BRAND NEW.
ONLY 18;8.

Open

" ALL

mains side. and ready to work. Size 81in.
x 51in. x 31 in. BRAND NEW. ONLY 39.8.
'l'11 ANSFO It MER.- Normal
Primary, with Secondary of
r.m.s. ( approx. 2,800 v. D.C.).
special
A
offer of interest to all using
the VCR97 or similar tube.
Size
2:in. W. x I11n. D. x lin. H.
tin.
for tag panel. AN UNREPEATABLE
SNIP, and well worth buying as an
insurance against failure of existing
E.H.T. supplies. ONLY 15;- (postage,

I:.ILT.
230 v.
2.000 v.

-1-

etc.,

2

-).

SP1:AKEIIS.-P.M. Olin. less trans..
8in.. less trans.. 16/6: 101n. with
19 6

BEN\D IX 'rRANSMITTF:R TA-12-C.A magnificent
of American equip
nient. Wave ranges are 300,600 kc s..
3.000 4,800 ko:s.. 4,800.7.680 kas., 7.680
12,000 kc s., and 1 spot frequency on each
can be selected.

Valves employed are
of 807 and 4 of 12SK7. A superb buy at
ONLY 59,6 (carriage, etc., 10,6).
3

MODEL

MOTOR.-Rever-

TRANSFORMERS.-Manufactured to
our specifications and fully guaranteed.
Normal Primaries. 425 -0-425 v. 200 ma.
6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a.. 5 v. 3 a., ONLY
85'- : 350 v. -0-350 v. 160 ma., 6.3 v. 5 a..
6,3 v. 3 a.. 5 v. 3a., ONLY 47.6 ; 250 v. -0250 v. 100 ma., 6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY
37.6. 350 v.-0-350 v., 150 ma.. 6.3 V. 5 a.,
5 v. 3 a.. ONLY 328. 250 -0-250 v. 60 ma..
6.3 v. 3 a.. 5 v. 2 a., ONLY 21;-. The above
are fully shrouded, upright mounting. 5.5

kV. E.H.T. with 2 windings of 2 v. 1 a..
ONLY 79'6 : 7 kV. E.H.T. with 4 v. 1 a..
ONLY 89 6. PLEASE ADD 2 - POSTAGE
FOR EACH TRANSFORMER.

:

trans.. 276 (post 2 -).
'HOKES. -1011 60 mA., 4;7.8 (post

1. -).

:

5H 200 mA.,

E.H.T. TRANSFORMER FOR VCR97
TUBE.-2.500 v. 5 ma.. 2-0-2 v.
v. 2 a., 42'8 (postage 2, -).

until 1 p.m. Saturday's, we are 2 mins. from High Holborn (Chancery Lane Station)
Cash triti( order. please, and print name and address clearly.

U.E.I. CORPN.

MAKERS

sible poles. Only 2in, long and lain.
diameter, with lin. long spindle. Will
operate on 4, 6, 12 or 24 volts D.C. ONLY
10,6 (post. etc.. 1, -).

5

1.1 a. 2-0-2

mitts. by bus from Ring', Cross.

Include postage and carriage on all items.

THE RADIO CORNER, 138, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.1.
(Phone TERminus 7937.)
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Your set deserves

Mul lard

February, 1956

a

LORIG=LII1fC TV TUBE
If you are building a television receiver, leave nothing
to chance: choose a Mullard Tube. Mullard Television
Tubes owe their high reputation for performance,
reliability and LONG LIFE to the unrivalled facilities
for research possessed by Mullard and to the complete
control of manufacture from the production of raw
materials to the finished product. For practical
evidence of performance and reliability, ask the
people who use them.

MULLARD LONG LIFE TUBES
FOR HOME CONSTRUCTORS
I,W22 -I6
MW31 -74
MW36-24

MW4I -1

MW43 -64

...
...
...
...
...

9

inch circular screen.

circular grey -glass screen.
inch rectangular grey -glass screen.
inch circular screen. Metal cone.
inch rectangular grey -glass screen.

12 inch
14
16
17

MW43-64

MULLARD LTD CENTURY HOUSE SHAFTESBURY AVENUE

LONDON

W.C.2

MW41-I
MVM290

INTRODUCING THE NEW

PRIMAXA
SPOTLIGHT
SOLDERING GUN P

92/6 post free

The New Primaxa Model 100 carries its own spotlight system
with two magnifying lenses for uniform and shadow free
illumination of the soldering spot. It is a HEAVY DUTY solderer, with increased soldering power
and is ready for action in 6 seconds. Can be used intermittently without overheating. Available in 110,
200/220, 220/250v. for A.C. only. 50/60 cycles (100 watts).

SHORT TECHNICAL DATA

One

Power Consumption, 100 watts.
Heating Time, 6 secs.
Effective Area, 1/64 sq. in. Weight, 34 ozs. Cable length, 6 ft.
The

_
-¿

PRIMAX
balanced grip

SOLDERING GUN
in unbreakable case
(60

WATTS)

ì iR/M4X-SOIDERER-

s''

\,
Price

Sole

S.

72/6

Guarantee

Year's

(NOT FOR SOLDERING BITS)

Distributors

:

KEMPNER

Ltd.

29 Paddington Street,

is

available as before

London,
Phone

:

HUNTER

W.I.
0755

;

_;

-i,11111111111i1IIN

pr
Té
8,

IIIIIIIB!Ili

üiiu

TELEVISION TIMES

Editor : F. J. CAMM
Tower House,
Editorial and Advertisement Offices : " Practical Television," George Newnes, Ltd.,Rand,
London.
Southampton Street. Strand, W.C.2. 'Phone : Temple Bar 4363. Telegrams : Newnes,
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magasine Post.
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Televiews

IS ITV FAILING ?
THE news that a large organisation and its
associated companies have withdrawn
their advertising support from ITA
programmes, and the fact that many of the
programmes are put out without any supporting
advertising at all rather supports the accuracy of
our forecast before the ITA service commenced,
that advertisers would find that form of publicity
unprofitable in view of the high cost in relation
to the transient and scant publicity offered in
return for the high expenditure. Another factor
is that at present ITA has not a nation -wide
coverage.

There is a battle going on between the BBC
and ITA as to who has captured the greatest
proportion of viewing time. The BBC through
its research bureau claims the major portion,
whilst ITA with their " Metering " system make
similar claims.
Judging from the quality of the programmes,
there can be little wonder that firms are either
withdrawing or failing to support. They are
amateurish in extreme and bear the stamp of
hasty preparation. No evidence is available as
to what results advertisers are getting, but the
limited advertising support suggests that this
new form of visual advertising has had disappointing results. This is not so much a
criticism of 1TA as a provider of alternative
programmes, as a criticism of the quality of .the
programmes. The BBC programmes have always
had their critics, but viewers have a useful
yardstick with which to measure one against
the other. If those who have had their sets
converted for the alternative programmes are
disappointed, they will naturally tell their friends
so, and this will deter others from going to the
expense of the change -over. Perhaps it would
have been wise for the service to have been
delayed a few more months so that programme
plans could have reached a higher stage of
perfection. It is obvious that immediate changes
are necessary if the new service is to survive, for
we understand that it is losing at present a
considerable sum of money each day. Readers

will remember our criticism, which was that there
was too great a stranglehold on the amount of
publicity permitted in each programme and that
it could not be expected that advertisers would

spend large sums of money just to pay for an
alternative programme. Perhaps now that ITA
has had a few months' experience they can
approach the authorities for a relaxation of the
grip they hold over the programmes, some of
which leave the impression that they have been
not only hastily prepared, but with too lively
an eye on the advertisement revenue, and too
little consideration to the important fact that,
as with newspapers and periodicals, the advertiser
must get his money back. Viewers who look in
to 1TA have a duty to write their criticisms to
the Authority for their guidance. We doubt
the accuracy of the so-called metering system
which at present is the guide of ITA viewing
time. We say that it is not possible by this
system to obtain any reliable evidence.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TELEVISION
in this issue we commence
ELSEWHERE
publication of our new series of articles
entitled " A Beginner's Guide to Television," the
treatment of which will follow the style of
" A Beginner's Guide to Radio," which ran in
our companion journal, Practical Wireless. Those
readers intending to follow this series should
place a regular order with their newsagents and
avoid the disappointment experienced by many
readers of our companion journal due to. the
greatly increased demand which that series
created.
SEPARATE LICENCES
-General, replying to a question
THEinPostmaster
the House of Commons recently,
declined to introduce separate licences for radio
and TV so that people who possess only a television set need not pay the full charge of £3. He
said that it was unlikely that the £3 television
licence fee could be reduced in view of the
growing of the TV service. In any case, it would
involve separate licensing of sound sets and
A

TV sets even in the same household.

-F. J. C.
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BBC Experimental
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Colour System

AN OFFICIAL STATEMENT ON THE SYSTEM AND APPARATUS BEING USED
FOR EXPERIMENTS

THE BBC has installed experimental colour
television equipment at the London station at
Alexandra Palace for a series of experimental
tests of colour television transmission systems. These
tests started on October 10th, and at the present
time a particular type of signal, based on the American
N.T.S.C. standard, is being radiated. It is important
to understand the nature of these tests and how it
has come about that this system is the first to be tested.
In December, 1953, the F.C.C. approved for public
service in U.S.A. the colour television standards
recommended by the National Television Systems
Committee (N.T.S.C.). The principal features of the
N.T.S.C. signal which need concern us here are :
1. The colour signal is transmitted in the same
radio frequency channel and by the same transmitters
as carrb the established monochrome service.
2. It is claimed that the system is " compatible "
i.e., that existing monochrome receivers can produce
a monochrome version of the colour picture which
is as good as if the picture had originated from a

1.
To explore the degree of compatibility of the
system by making observations on some thousands
of black /white receivers.
2. To see whether the system is capable of producing a consistently good quality colour picture.
The tests in connection with the first question are
already proceeding and it is hoped to provide a
statistical answer in due course. Naturally, since
colour pictures are being transmitted, some experience
and knowledge are being obtained on the second
point, but no wide-scale observations are yet taking
place because sufficient colour receivers are not yet
available.
It cannot be emphasised too strongly that the
work is entirely experimental with the sole object of
obtaining data which, in due course, will be studied
by the Television Advisory Committee, the industry
and the BBC.
The test transmissions, which take place outside
normal programme hours and have no entertainment
value, are in no sense a public service and do not
indicate that the start of such a service is imminent.
The BBC has no definite plans for the introduction of
such a service ; there are many difficult technical
problems to be solved before this can be contemplated.

normal monochrome camera.
3. It is further claimed that the standards are
such as to allow for considerable future development
in the quality of the colour picture, in the same way
as the original specification for the monochrome
television service has allowed a continuous improve- The N.T.S.C. Type of Colour Signal
As the equipment at Alexandra Palace has been
ment in quality over the course of the years.
In this country the BBC has operated since 1936 designed on the basis of the N.T.S.C. signal, a brief
(except for the war period) a well -established and description of the essential features of the latter will
successful monochrome service employing 405 lines, be given for the information of those who are not
50 frames per second interlaced. The advent of the acquainted with the principles on which it is based.
N.T.S.C. colour system naturally aroused interest in For those who are familiar with the N.T.S.C. specifithe question as to whether this system would show cation the differences between the signal transmitted
the same advantages here when
modified to suit British television
standards. Since the scanning and
transmission standards of the U.S.A.
and this country differ in important
ways there was no a priori reason
to answer this question affirmatively,
and work was therefore started on
the problem in the BBC research
laboratories and in certain industrial
organisations.
Work in the laboratories has
now reached the stage where
practical transmission equipment is
available and, with the agreement
of the G.P.O. and the co- operation
of the radio industry, the investigation will be extended to a wider
field. The results of these investigations will be at the disposal
of the Television Advisory Committee, which has been asked by the
Postmaster -General to report on the
whole field of colour television.
The equipment at Alexandra General view of the colour studio control room. On the left is the film
Palace generates a modified scanner, on the right the power supply and pulse generator equipment, In
N.T.S.C. type of colour signal the centre control console and three -tube colour picture monitor, and extreme

and its purpose is

:

right the radio check colour receiver.

t
or
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This ingenious combination of band saving, band
from Alexandra Palace and the American standard
sharing, suppressed carrier modulation and " frewill be apparent.
Because of the physical make -up of the human eye, quency interleaving " is claimed in the U.S.A. to
the sensation produced by practically all the colours produce an adequately compatible signal. Whether
encountered in real life can be reproduced by the or not such is the case in the British version appliedis
additive mixture of red, green and blue lights. to typical domestic receivers in this country
Therefore, it is a common feature of all colour the chief matter under investigation at the present
television systems with any pretensions to accurate time.
colour reproduction that the receiver employs The Equipment Installed at Alexandra Palace
coloured lights of red, green and blue, whose inThe main items of equipment installed at Alexandra
tensities are controlled by three separate signals
from the transmitter. The N.T.S.C. signal transmits Palace are :
1. Colour slide and film scanner. -Designed and
these three signals as : (a) a luminance (brightness)
component ; and (b) a chrominance (colour) com- made by Research Department, Engineering Division,
BBC.
ponent, having two separate parts.
2. Colour camera. 3. Signal coding equipment.
The luminance component is the same as that
which would be produced by a panchromatic mono- 4. Colour picture monitors. 5. Colour test equipment.
chrome television camera looking at the same scene, -Designed and made by Marconi's Wireless Teleand this' signal therefore produces a normal mono- graph Company Limited.
chrome representation of the coloured scene on a monochrome
receiver.
The chrominance component consists of two colour -difference signals,
which in the simplest terms may
be said to convey the hue and
degree of saturation of the colour
information. In the colour receiver
these three signals representing
brightness, hue and saturation are
combined to produce the required
intensity from each of the red,
green and blue lights. The fact
that a monochrome receiver and
'a colour receiver can simultaneously
produce each its own version of
the scene from the same signal
gives the N.T.S.C. system its
valuable feature of " compatibility."
It would be possible to transmit
the chrominance signal quite independently of the luminance signal
and in this case the compatibility
would be virtually perfect. HowA general view of the three -tube colour camera.
ever, the second unique feature
of the N.T.S.C. signal is that the
two components have been combined in such a way I. Colour Slide and Film Scanner
The colour slide and film scanner is the source of
that they occupy the same total bandwidth as that
used by the equivalent monochrome signal. Due the pictures which are being transmitted for the
to the manner in which the human eye perceives present series of tests of the compatibility of the
colour, the separation of luminance and chrominance N.T.S.C. signal. It. produces pictures from slides
enables the bandwidth of the chrominance signal either 34in. x 2kin. or tin. x 2in. or from 16mm.
to be reduced to about one -third of that of the film, by selection of the appropriate optical system.
The scanner employs the flying spot principle and
luminance. Further saving of bandwidth is achieved
by placing this reduced bandwidth information the source of light is, therefore, a cathode-ray tube
at the upper end of the luminance band in such of which the phosphor emits light as evenly as can be
a way that the inevitable interference (cross -talk) achieved over the whole of the visible spectrum. The
between the two signals has a minimum effect light from the raster on the face of the scanning tube
on the compatible picture on the monochrome is passed either through the slide or the film as
receiver. The actual mechanism by which this desired and the coloured image so produced is then
band sharing takes place employs a colour sub- split into three separate parts, which represent
carrier (in the British version 2.66 Mc/s) which respectively the red, green and blue information in
is simultaneously modulated in amplitude and the picture. This colour analysis process is performed
phase by the two -colour difference signals, the carrier by a combination of dichroic mirrors, coloured filters,
itself being suppressed so that the chrominance signal plane mirrors and lenses. The three-colour separation
exists only when colour is present in the scene being pictures, which emerge from the analyser as three
transmitted. The colour sub -carrier is an odd multiple physically separate rays of light, are then focused
of half the line scanning frequency and, under these cir- each on to a photo-multiplier tube 'which turns the
cumstances the visibility of the best pattern produced intensity of the light, which is varying in accordance
with the scene being scanned, into corresponding
between it and the scanning lines is a minimum.
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electric voltages. The three voltages are then passed
through three separate and identical chains of
electronic equipment which supply gamma correction,
correction for the distortion introduced by the finite
decay time of the light from the scanning tube
phosphor, and equalisation for aperture loss, exactly
as in the case of a monochrome flying spot scanner.
The film transport mechanism is a standard intermittent motion 16 mm. projector with a " pull -down "
time of about 4 milliseconds. Since the time available
for " pull -down " is only 1.4 milliseconds if all the
lines of the television picture are to contain information some picture information is inevitably lost.
This loss occurs at the top and bottom of the picture,
where about 15 lines are presented as black. In
order to preserve the usual aspect ratio of 4 : 3 an
equivalent area at the sides of the picture is also black.
The picture, therefore, appears as in a black frame,
but this disadvantage is accepted because the arrangement permits of a simple and efficient optical system.
Synchronism between the film motion and the tele.
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be the same within very close limits so that any

particular detail of the picture occurs at the same
point in the scanning cycle of all three.
The signals from the tubes are amplified in the
camera and transmitted to the control room over three
identical -cables. In the control room each signal is
gamma corrected and equalised in a manner very
similar to that used in monochrome equipments
employing the same type .of camera tube, and finally
emerges as a colour separation signal of the same form
as that produced by the slide and film scanner.
We show two general views of the camera. The
control desk of the camera is seen in the foreground of the photograph of the control room.
The three sets of controls, one for each camera
tube, can be clearly seen. The electronic equipment
for the camera is mounted in the cubicle nearest to the
control desk.
3. Signal Coding Equipment

The signal coding equipment includes the special
colour waveform generating equipment and the " encoder " in which
the luminance and chrominance
signals are formed from the incoming three -colour information.
The " master " frequency, from
which all the other scanning and
pulse waveforms are derived, is
obtained from a temperature controlled crystal oscillator whose
frequency is 2.6578125 Mc/s ± 8 c /s.
This frequency is multiplied and
divided to produce the. usual double
line frequency of 20,250 cycles/
second (i.e.,

Three -tube colour camera, side view, showing one of the camera tubes in its
yoke and its associated amplifiers.

vision picture repetition rate is achieved in a simple
way by supplying power to the synchronous motor of
the film transport mechanism by amplifying the 50 c/s
component of the frame pulses.
2. The Colour Camera

Coloured light entering the lens of the camera is
split into three colour separation images by a colour
analyser similar in principle to that used in the slide
and film scanner. In place of the three photo -multiplier
cells are three image orthicon camera tubes of a type
developed specifically for colour work. These tubes
produce the three colour separation signals in electrical form. Each of the tubes is supplied with the
necessary scanning waveforms and electrode potentials
just as in the case of the single-tube monochrome
camera. It will be realised that the output of each tube
is a separate picture of which not only the transfer characteristic between light input and voltage output
must be maintained in a precise manner for the three
signals, but the geometry of the three pictures must

525

times sub- carrier)

from which the standard 405 -line
interlaced waveform is generated.
(It will be noted that the frame
repetition rate is asynchronous with
respect to mains frequency, in
contrast to the existing monochrome
service in which synchronous working is almost always employed.)
Multiple outputs of line and frame
trigger pulses, mixed synchronising
pulses and mixed suppression pulses

are available.
The input to the encoder consists of the three
gamma corrected colour separation signals (red,
green and blue) which are produced by either the
slide and film scanner or by the camera. The encoder
may be considered as performing a single linear
transformation of the three incoming signals, red,
green and blue, to the other three quantities, Y, I
and Q, of which Y is the luminance signal. The colour
sub -carrier is then modulated by the I and Q signals
in such a way that the amplitude of the resultant
signal conveys the saturation information and the
phase conveys the hue. In the absence of colour
information the sub-carrier is suppressed. The complete chrominance signal is added to the luminance
which is, of course, in video form. Finally, the
synchronising waveform is added to produce the
complete waveform. The synchronising waveform is
of the normal type except that a " burst " of nine
cycles of the colour sub-carrier is added in the
(Concluded on page 420)
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A COMPARISON OF VARIOUS METHODS
By

OF H.T.

SUPPLY

W. Cleland

H.T. requirements of a television set are
Ti HEoften
met by using metal rectifiers. Valve

Such a valve could be replaced by metal rectifiers
as shown in Fig. 2. It is interesting to note, however,
rectifiers, because of their heavy emission, that the same rectifier could be modified into a
fail more often than other valves, while metal rectifiers, bridge system to provide the same output current and
voltage (Fig. 3). The transformer secondary winding
if not overloaded, last almost indefinitely.
Some constructors, for convenience, mount the would then be halved, but the wire thickness would
rectifiers vertically, but this is a mistake. Horizontal be increased since the single winding now carries all
mounting provides better cooling, and is essential the current.
if the rectifier has much heat to dissipate. The final
Since mains transformers for television sets tend
working temperature of rectifier plates must not to be large, heavy, and expensive, they are often
exceed 65 deg. to 70 deg. C., and determines the avoided, or else are used merely for heating the
maximum output permissible. Thus, with the half- valves. The H.T. supply is often provided by a half wave rectifier RM4, the maximum D.C. output is wave metal rectifier, which is more suitable for
fixed by the makers (S.T.C.) as follows
working from the mains than from a transformer,
it tends to magnetise.
Max. ambient temperature 35 °C. =95 °F 40°C.--104°F 55 °C. =131 °F which
One disadvantage is that the
ripple is 50 éis and regulation
250 mA
Max. output current (mean)',
275 mA
125 mA
also is poor, unless very
It is thus desirable to mount the rectifier so that large smoothing capacitors are used. These cause
cool air can reach it easily. If one is ever careless a large surge when the receiver is switched on, but
enough to overload a selenium rectjfier, one finds that suitable rectifiers are designed to withstand this.
it emits a very unpleasant smell which is unmistakSmoothing resistors have no saturation problem
able after being once encountered.
and to some extent can take the place of chokes,
One is strongly advised against dismantl ,ing but they waste power by dropping the output voltage.
rectifiers. A selenium rectifier usually survives being At 50 c/s a 3 -Henry 100 -ohm choke has an impedance
taken to pieces, but with copper oxide rectifiers, the of 947 ohms and in conjunction with 100 ¡4F will
process is almost invariably ruinous.
attenuate ripple 29 times, dropping 25 volts at
250 mA. For such a current it would be out of the
Transformers
question to use an equivalent smoothing resistor,
Mains transformers are usually provided with but separately smoothed supplies can be used instead.
secondary windings for valve rectifiers as in Fig. 1.
Bridge Rectifier
A bridge rectifier can be used on the mains, but
it must have enough plates to withstand the full
peak inverse voltage, since the source impedance is
much lower than that provided by a transformer.

:-

!

H.T53 Westinghouse
or 4 x H3S -28 /W (ST.ÿ)

3H.
425V.
200mA.
A.C.

Mains

/6pF

6.
8A.

Fig. 1. -Full -wave supply system as used for a VCR97
Receiver. Additional smoothing is not shown.

V

8A.

Fig. 2. -Valve replaced by a push -pull metal rectifier.
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Half-wave
Returning to the half -wave rectifier, it is interesting
to note that when this is centre- tapped, it can be
modified into a voltage- doubler for the same output
voltage and current. It would, therefore, he practicable to supply a television set by the system of
Fig. 6. The number of turns in the secondary winding
will be about half of what is required for a half-wave
rectifier. A voltage -doubler of this type has a 100 c/s
ripple, which doubles the reactance of chokes and

At all events, metal rectifiers are widely
used for H.T. supplies. Sometimes thermal delay
switches are used to delay the application of H.T.
These draw about half an ampere from the heater
supply, and often evince contact trouble before long,
causing crackling or erratic working. One prefers to
valves.

ÿ

0/8-10 -011($7.-C)

5ï

îöki

42

20mA.

100v

8FF
4x/435-28-1W

(S.T.C)

425V

3H,
Z

060600

A.C.

161.1F

/6fiF

ó
ó 250
V

6-3V
8A.

Fig.

250V

240mA

Mains

3.-Bridge

mow.

/6FF

rectifier declupcd troni Ilia push -pull
version of it;. 2.
1

capacitors, making a stage of L -C smoothing four
times as effective as at 50 c /s.
There is a type of voltage-doubler which gives a
50 c/s ripple and should therefore be avoided, since
it offers little advantage over an ordinary half-wave
supply, the output capacitor charging only on
alternate half-cycles. This type is shown in Fig. 7.
Personally, I work all radio and television apparatus
from metal rectifiers (either bridge or voltagedoubler) and wind transformers on a home -made
winding machine with a turns -counter. It is not
economical to make transformers oneself unless
bargains in wire or laminations are to be had, and
there are pitfalls as regards insulation and electrostatic screens, but at least one can meet any required
specification and provide tappings to adjust the
output.
There is some uncertainty as to whether the
application of H.T. voltage to valves before they
have heated up is deleterious to them. There is
probably no serious effect, unless with large output
.

6.3 V
lO A

A.C.

Mains

Fig. 5. Half -wave system directly connected to. mains.
Boosted if below this voltage. Note the high values of
the capacitors.

MI=

/6pF

Ovo

4xRM3 ($TC)

/o A.
Fig. 4. -A more economical supply for a VCR97
Receiver, which can later be used for a magnetic picture
tube if required.

avoid such complications, especially as it is usually
unnecessary.
Current Rating
The current carrying capacity of metal rectifiers is
decided by the size of the plates, and more especially
by the size of the fins from which the heat is carried
away. The output voltage is fixed by the number
Some rectifiers have two
of rectifying sections.
rectifying sections between each pair of fins. On
alternate cycles, in a half-wave system, the output
voltage maintained by the reservoir capacitor adds

4 x R.M3

63V.
/0 A.

6.-

3H.

A Ç.

Mains

o

Fig.
Voltage- doubler using equivalent of RM4, with
more economical ripple suppression. Neither side of
mains directly connected to chassis.
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to the peak input to give a peak inverse voltage which
the rectifier must be able to withstand.
With a given size of plates, a voltage- doubler
provides the same maximum output current as a
half -wave rectifier, while a push -pull (valve-replacement) rectifier or a bridge can supply twice as much
current as this with the same size of plates.
The following table gives standard voltage ratings
for ordinary selenium rectifiers. Some users have
exceeded them appreciably for long periods, apparently with little deterioration, but it is best to keep
to these figures.
Fig.

7.

-A

3H.
AC

voltage- doubler to

230V.
24OmA

Mens

/6.iF

Total
number of R.M.S.
input
rectifying current
sections

(50c /'s

Typical

I

System
/6pF

avoided.

be

ripple and poor regulation.)

Half-wave
Full -wave
Voltage -doubler

V/10

2.5

V/I0

31

I

R.M.S.
input

voltages

V:0.9to1.1

:

Fig. 8.

main..

Bridge rectifier capable of working from the
Neither side of mains directly connected to

chassis.

Push -pull

V/4

Bridge ...

V/4

V x 0.5 to 0.6

x 0.9 to 1.0
(twice)
V x 0.9 to 1.0
V

1.4

I

Where V and I are the output direct voltage and
current respectively.

the original navigational routes to the Moon and
Mars. He is played by John Stewart (Dr. Lachlan
McKinnon of the " Lost Planet " serials).
His team consists of Space Captain Michael
SPACE SCHOOL " is the new BBC Children's
"
Television serial in four weekly self -con- O'Rorke, an ace pilot and fiery Irishman, played by
tained episodes. It is written by Gordon Ford ; James O'Connor ; his Space Engineer Cedric
the scientific adviser is S. H. Groom, Lecturer in (" Tubby ") Thompson, who is " excellent with a
Physics and Astronomy at the Science Museum, screwdriver, a tube of glue, and a piece of string,"
who for the last 25 years has been lecturing to enthu- played by Donald McCorkindale, son of the South
siastic schoolchildren. The producer is Kevin Sheldon African boxer Don McCorkindale ; and the Space
who has varied his long association with " The Schoolmistress, Miss Osborn who, though a qualified
Appleyards," by producing " The Lost Planet," space pilot, is responsible for teaching her pupils
the conventional earthly subjects of history and
" Return to the Lost Planet " and other serials.
Mr. Sheldon explains that the whole action of geography, played by Julie Webb, a regular visitor to
" Space School " depicts the type of space adventures " The Appleyards."
that might be expected in the comparatively early
Three principal child roles are played by Michael
days of space travel, which at the time of the first Maguite, Ann Cooke and Meurig Jones as Wallace,
play has become accepted as a matter of course. Winnie and Wilfred Winter.
Landings have been made on Mars and the Moon,
The BBC Wardrobe Department have designed
and a satellite advance base for observation purposes smart space suits for the children with a school
has been set up within easy range of Venus. Mines badge on their pockets designed by Gordon Roland
have been worked both on the Moon and on Mars, who is responsible for the settings. Suitably spatial
and valuable new metals-such as a pliable metal music is being composed in co- operation with Sound
called Segalium taken from Mars -are being used to Radio whose background noises for " Journey into
revolutionise manufacturing processes of all kinds.
Space " are greatly admired by Kevin Sheldon and his
Characters in the play are members of the 500 - team.
strong colony on an earth satellite which is established
as the H.Q. of space control. The satellite is 320
th ..,i,i,n
yards in diameter and 100 yards deep and revolves
1,000 miles off the earth. It has all the modern
WIRELESS TRANSMISSION
conveniences including a Space School where the
By F. J. CAMM
children receive education on space and earthly
subjects.
6/-, by post 6/4
The Colony is headed by Sir Hugh Stirling, CommoFrom
dore of the Space Fleet and in charge of all operations
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
off the earth ; Sir Hugh was one of the pioneers of
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
early space flights who was responsible for plotting

"Spacc Schod
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The Band III Gascode Circuit
A STRAIGHTFORWARD

EXPLANATION OF ITS DEVELOPMENT
By

"Alpha"

THE opening of Band Ill transmissions has evident and a much greater proportion of the noise
brought the cascode circuit to the fore ; it is to be found due to circuit noise within the early
is used in many amateur and commercially stages of the receiver itself.
built converters as a low-noise " front -end."
Cascode operation has developed logically in the Internal Noise
search for low -noise input circuits with high stability
Noise originating within the televisor is classified
and ease of adjustment at the very high frequencies as internal noise and comes from several different
used in Band

time.

Fig. 1.

-

111

and is likely to be with us for some

Basic circuit showing capacity of valve.

Noise
The successful reception of television pictures
depends very largely upon the ratio of the television
signal to that of " noise " produced by various
sources.
Noise may be classified as random impulses which
find their way into the receiver and become amplified

along with the signal.
Where high -gain fringe televisors are used it is
often possible to obtain the visual equivalent of noise
on the screen, simply by turning up the contrast and
sensitivity controls to maximum.
In sound broadcasting noise is recognised by the
hissing sound which it causes ; under severe conditions the hissing noise can be so loud as to make weak
signals unintelligible. In the case of vision reception
the noise shows itself on the screen as random specks
of light. In severe cases it will cover the screen with
small specks like a snow -storm and is often referred
to as " snow," for this reason.
Normally our picture should be received on the
background of a blank screen, but where the background is not blank but is covered with small specks
due to noise, the quality of the received picture will be
seriously altered, and in severe cases the noise will be
so strong as practically to obliterate the picture.
On Band I most of the noise comes from external
sources and a great deal of it has its origin in the
Milky Way where nuclear disturbances send out
electromagnetic signals over a wide band.
On Band I noise from galactic sources is much less

sources.
One quite obvious source is noisedue to the random
novement of the electrons within a resistance : most
constructors must have come across this source in its
worst from where a resistance has become " noisy."
Generally, however, the noise is of quite a low
degree and of no great importance on Band Ill.
Much more important is the noise caused within the
valves themselves.
Within the valve we have several important noise
sources. There is flicker noise caused by the random
emission of electrons from the cathode of the valve ;
there is shot noise due to the fact that the electrons
are inclined to reach the anode of the valve in clusters
rather than in a steady stream ; there is partition
noise which is the random partition of electrons
between the screened grid and the anode.
The latter example is peculiar, of course, to valves
which have an auxiliary grid such as the pentode. The
triode valve does not suffer from this defect as it has
only the one control grid and this has led to the
reversion to triodes for R.F. amplification.
(The word " reversion " is deliberate as triodes were
used many years ago as R.F. amplifiers, before the
screened grid valve and latter the R.F. pentode were
developed.)

Prevention of Re-radiation
An important difficulty associated with the use of
triodes is the Miller effect which takes place between
the anode and grid.
The anode and grid of a triode are separated within

2.-

Fig.
Grounding the grid.

Fig.

3.- Cathode

input.
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the glass bulb by a very small distance. The two
elements,. therefore, behave like a small condenser
and this condenser can be shown connected as
indicated by the dotted lines in VI circuit, Fig. L
It is at once obvious that this capacitance is such
that positive feedback will occur between anode and
grid. Although the value of the capacitance is quite
small, it is appreciably large compared with the
frequency and feedback will occur.
The noise generated within the valve which is first
in the amplifying chain is of the greatest importance
because each successive valve will amplify that noise.
It is essential to keep the first valve noise at as low a
figure as possible, and if a triode valve is employed
then we have the difficulty previously stated due to
feedback.
There is vet another factor which must be considered. Most Band Ill circuits are of the superhet
type. Fig. 1 shows the basic outline of the arrangement. The first valve V1 amplifies the signal at its
own frequency and the resultant signal is fed to the
input of a mixer valve V2. The mixer valve has two
inputs it has that of the amplified signal and also
that of the local oscillator.
In Fig. 1 we show the oscillator input connected in
parallel with the R.F. input to the mixer, a fairly
common arrangement.
Now, it is clear that the oscillator frequency is
present at the anode of the triode valve V1 and due
to the capacitance between anode and grid of the
triode it will appear on the grid of the triode and find
its way thence to the aerial.
The net result is that the oscillator signal is reradiated by the aerial system.
This is obviously most undesirable for several
reasons. As a simple example supposing we have a
televisor tuned to Channel 8 the I.F. stages being at
10 Mc /s. Now Channel 8 is 189.75 Mc/s vision and to
produce an I.F. of 10 Mc/s the oscillator may be at
189.75 + 10 = 199:75 Mc /s. This frequency happens
to be that of Channel 10 and so our televisor would
radiate a strong interfering signal in Channel 10.
Grounding the Grid
One method of overcoming the problem of feedback
and re-radiation is to connect the grid of the valve
directly to ground (" earth "). This is shown in Fig. 2.
The grid now acts as a shield and prevents re- radiation.
The snag is that we must connect our aerial circuit at

!

Fig.

-

The basic cascode circuit.

5.-A

further development.

Using a Second Valve
In an endeavour to obtain the best of both worlds
we can use another triode valve in front of the existing
one. The circuit arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.
Here we have our input transformer " T " with
its step -up ratio and consequent stage gain. The
output of the triode VIa is improved by the inclusion
of a tuned circuit " L," and is fed to the input of the
second valve via a capacitative ccupler " C."
Up to this point we were quite happy but, going back
to our previous statement, the input impedance of the
grounded grid valve VI is very low and as this impedance is in parallel with the anode load of Vla, i.e.,
" L" this latter tuned circuit is very heavily damped
-so heavily, in fact that it might just as well be
replaced with a simple resistance. This is shown in the

circuit diagram as " R."
Because of the low value of input impedance " R "
would have to be a value of about 150 ohms. It is
obvious that with such a low anode load as 150 ohms,
the amplification of VI will be very low indeed -so
low, in fact, that the valve might as well not be there.
Now we appear to be in a vicious circle ; we add
another valve so as to overcome the effect of the low
input impedance of the grounded grid valve and now
find that the valve is useless !
But wait Is it really useless ? After all we have
accomplished our aim of retaining the benefits of the
transformer input and also avoided the losses which a
!

Fig. 4.
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some point and this cannot be the grid which is now
grounded.
Fortunately, it is possible to obtain amplification
from a valve by injecting the signal either into the
control grid, or into the cathode in the same way that
it is possible to modulate a cathode ray tube by
injecting the signal either into the grid or the cathode.
The circuit arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.
This circuit will work -but we have lost one of the
most useful properties of the valve. This is its high
input impedance
The input impedance of thé circuit shown in Fig. 3
is very low. Some alleviation may be made by the
insertion of a capacitance of suitable value in series
with the input circuit at point " X," but in spite of
this the input impedance is far from satisfactory and
exercises serious damping on the aerial system and
mismatch. Further the advantages of the gain of a
step -up transformer (" T " in Fig. 1) are lost.
A correctly designed input transformer can give a
gain of up to five times.
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low input impedance from the aerial system would
involve. Therefore, in spite of the fact that there is
little gain from Vla, nevertheless the valve is performing the useful function of acting as a buffer
between the aerial and the first amplifying valve.

A useful increase in gain is obtained and the
selectivity is increased. (Selectivity of the R.F. section
of Band III receivers is a prime necessity.)
A further refinement is the connection of a neutraliser between grid and anode of Vla. In most cases the

NZ+

"Simplification
One factor which must not be overlooked in dealing
with low -noise circuits, is that the H.T. applied to
these stages should not be high ; generally speaking
a lower H.T. is desirable and voltages in the region
of 100 to 180 are sufficient.
If Fig. 4 is studied further it will be seen that
we can save a component by connecting the anode
of Vla directly to the cathode of VI.
This is shown in Fig. 5. The H.T. supply is now
divided between the two valves ; the anode load of
Vla becomes the bias resistor of VI and a component

00
t

has been saved.

However, all is not yet well. First, the cathode
connection of VI is at the wrong end of the R.F.
voltage developed on the anode of Via. This can be
quite easily overcome by connecting a bypass circuit
for the R.F. and the condenser " C " shown connected by the dotted lines performs the function.
One point still remains to be cleared. The cathode
of VI is now at a high potential with respect to
ground. As an example, supposing the circuit was so
arranged that a supply H.T. of 250-volt was equally
shared by the valves, then about 125 -volt would exist
between the -cathode of VI and the chassis. If the
grid of VI is earthed this makes the grid 125 -volt
negative and the valve would not therefore pass
current.
To ensure that the grid is not overbiased it must be
returned to the far end of the cathode resistor as it was
originally when it was grounded, the grounded line
forming the common link between the two. This is
shown in Fig. 6 which also shows the overcoming of
the next problem, that of retaining the grounding of
the grid of VI. Cg performs this function.
An Improvement
While the circuit shown in Fig. 6 will perform quite
well it can be improved and its gain increased.
First, the cathode bias resistor can be replaced with
an inductance tuned to the Band 111 frequency. This
coil (shown as " L " in Fig. 7) should be wound so
as to peak to the Band 111 frequency its inductance
being adjusted so that resonance is reached in con-

junction with the capacitances associated with VIa.

"

,///or
Fig. 7.

-

i
Circuit refinements.

valve will be found perfectly stable, but if there is any
suspicion of regeneration then either an inductance
or small capacitance can be connected as shown by
the dotted lines.
VI and Vla can be conveniently within the same
envelope and a valve of the 12AT7 class will be found

quite suitable.
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February issue. Now on sale. Price 1/The main feature of the current issue of our

companion paper is a constructional article on
a 3 -valve Superhet receiver of the A.C. /D.C.
type. In this model the reflex principle is employed in order to reduce the number of valves,
and the A.C. /D.C. technique enables the mains

Further
be dispensed with.
devices are employed in order to reduce the
number of components to a minimum and the
receiver is ideal for the bedroom or kitchen.
transformer to

Another interesting constructional feature

covers a small radio tuner for use with a tape
recorder, so that recordings may -be made of
broadcast programmes at better quality than
may be obtained by placing a microphone in
front of the normal broadcast receiver. This
type of unit is often referred to as a " Radio

Jack."
A new series of articles on Amplifier Design

commences in this issue and will consist of
practical data to follow the theoretical series
which concluded early in 1955.
A bedside Time Switch is yet another constructional article for a device which acts as an
alarm and will arouse the sleeper and switch
on a radio, tea -making machine, light or other

mains- operated electrical device.

Other features include Transmitting Topics,
A.F. R.F. Generators, Constructing A.C. /D.C.
Equipment, Using Test Instruments, Readers'
Letters, etc.
Fig.

6.-A

practical circuit.
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A NEW SERIES

1.- PERSISTENCE OF VISION
IN
SCANNING -THE
CATHODE

RAY

TUBE

-

PICTURE SIZE
By

F.

J. Camm

WHEN you look in to a television programme

what might be termed a defect in the human eye
which we call persistence of vision. This means in
brief that the eye sees as a continuous moving picture
any series of pictures each
of which is moved at a
constant speed and then
brought to a stop at a
frequency of 16 pictures
(frames) per second or
more. When you visit the
A
cinema what you see as a
continuously moving picture is a series of " stills "
which are jerked behind the
projector lens at a frequency
of 24 frames per second.
Fig. 1.-How the first type of
Each picture is halted in
picture was built up by a
front of the lens for a fracrotating scanning (perforated)
wheel.
tion of a second and then
moved on to give place to
the next picture in the sequence, thus creating the
illusion of moving pictures because the eye will not
respond to a frequency in excess of 16 per second.
When light rays impinge upon the retina of the
eye the impression which they make does not cease
immediately the light rays stop. On the contrary,
it persists for an appreciable time afterwards, this
effect being known as " persistence of vision," or
" visual persistence."
It is upon this " lag of retina," as persistence of
vision is sometimes called, that we are able to build
up a reproduction of motion on the television or
cinema screen, in both instances a series of successive
pictures (each differing slightly from the preceding
one) being formed or thrown on a screen so rapidly
that the eye is not able to get rid of the impression
made by the one picture or image before the next
one arrives.
Persistence of vision lasts for approximately one twelfth of a second. Hence, if a series of varying
images are projected upon a screen at a minimum
rate of twelve per second the effect of motion will
be obtained.
These two frames of a cinema film illustrate what is
It should be noted that persistence of vision is a
meant by persistence of vision. Although the illusion
phenomenon which is attached to the actual retention
of continuous motion is provided by the filin, it is really
of the image on the retina of the eye. The perception
a series of stills, the film being drawn past the lens in a
of the image by the retina in the first place is, so
series of jerks.

you are merely watching a tiny spot of light
traversing the screen from side to side
405 times in one -fiftieth of
a second, at a speed of
about 7,000 miles an hour in
the case of a 12in. tube, and
a correspondingly higher
speed in the case of a I5in.
tube. This spot of light
traces out the rectangular
area on which the picture
is seen and which is known
as the raster. The optical
illusion, which the picture
undoubtedly is, is due to
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far as we can tell, instantaneous.
A television picture is, however,
unlike a photograph. In the latter
the whole of the picture is visible,
and is impressed upon the negative,

whereas a television picture depends
entirely upon persistence of vision.
With a moving picture it is only the
illusion of movement which depends
upon persistence of vision. With
television, both persistence of vision
and the building up of a picture
are combined.
Thus, in the television studio the

February, 1956
Receiving et
or amp/if

Amphlicr

Péop

Reflected

light

Line or
wireless
Moving light spot
10

repivYdeuced

here

Fig. 2. -How the image was first transmitted and received.

up into a large number of
small areas or picture elements.
Other factors being equal, the
funnel
smaller the scanning spot the
Reflector Light
finer in detail will be the televised image, for it will enable
the light and shade of the
picture to be picked up and
transmitted with precision, a
task which becomes more
difficult as the size of the
Subject
Lens
Transmitt ng
scanning spot is increased.
Light source
being
amplifier
The television system emtransmitted
Disc
ployed by the BBC and 1TA
transmits 25 complete pictures
per second, each of 202.5 horiFig. 3.-Diagram illustrating the manner in which the early television
zontal lines. These lines are
system worked.
interlaced and the frame and
cameras photograph the scene being portrayed by flicker frequency is 50 per second. We shall deal
a scanning process which breaks the picture up with interlacing more fully later on in this series,
into tiny pieces. It was Paul Nipkow, a Polish but it is sufficient here to say that the frame frescientist, who in 1884 first demonstrated the quency is 50 a second, scanned from top to bottom
principle of scanning by his crude shadowgraph of the received pictures, and that two frames each
transmitters. It was with the Nipkow system that of 202.5 lines at a speed of 25 per second are interlaced
Baird experimented, and it is only fair that to produce the 405 lines and a complete picture speed
the credit should be given to Nipkow for this of 50 per second.
basic invention. It is right, also, at the very start
that it should be set on record that the Baird system The Cathode -ray Tube
All television receivers, whether designed for direct
was proved to be a failure, since it was based on a
low definition system which gave very crude and or projected reception, make use of a cathode -ray
coarse pictures. High definition TV owes nothing
Picture
Listed
Cathode -ray
to Baird, who is popularly and erroneously supposed
Ratio
Picture Size
Tube Diameter
to have invented television.
The spot of light which traces out the picture is
1.328
x 8in.
lOein.
12in.
called the scanning spot, and it is made to sweep
1.250
x 8in.
l0in.
12in.
continuously over every portion of the picture to
1.333
102in. x 7/in.
12in.
be televised, thus enabling the picture to be split
1.328
x 8in.
101in.
12in.
Photo-electric

ce //s

_

Back
screen

12in.
12in.
12in.
12in.

Fig.

illustration of the method of building
no an image by a mechanical disc.

llin.

x 8in.
x 81in.

10.75in. x 8.6in.
101in. x 8in.

1.250
1.333
1.250
1.344
1.333
1.285

11in.

Ilin.

x 81in.
x 8*in.

11/in.

x 81in.

.1.348

15in.

121in.

x 10in.

1.250

16in.
16in.

121in.

Min.

x IOin.
x 101in.

1.275
1.329

141in,
141in.
141in.

x I lin.
x 111in.
x llin.

1.318
1.296
1.307

14in. rect.
14in. rect.
14in.

4.- Another

10in.

17in. rect.
17in. rect.
17in. rect.
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of the tube the aspect
ratio of the rectangular
picture area is always

the same, namely,
four to three. So that
this point is impressed
upon the mind of the
reader, let us take the
case of a 17ín. tube.
The overall dimensions
are 15.375ín. and
0.75in. respectively,
the screen diagonal
being 15.375ín., which
means that a 17in.
tube has a diagonal of
I5.375M., and taking
an aspect ratio of
the
four to three
actual size of the
screen will be 14.33
by I0.75in. This is a
very misleading designation of tubes
which I have criticised
'n the past, and I
I

A typical television scene utilising two cameras.

The producer is able to control the output from
these two cameras in the studio control room,
and the output from them is fed to the main
transmitter through the network as shown by the
block diagram below the picture.

tube, which was developed by Dr. V. K.
AMPLIFIER
SHADING
Zworykin. The front of the tube has a fluoresAND
GENERATOR
cent screen, on to which is focused the light
SHADING
spot which traces out the raster and the picture which appears upon it. The light spot
PHASE
TEST SIGNAL
varies in intensity according to the magnitude
PHASE
CONTROL
of the received signal, thus providing light
CONTROL
'GENERATOR
and shade. This variation takes place, of
course, whilst the surface is being scanned in a
TO VISION
series of lines and frames. The cathode -ray
MIXERS DESK
CONTROL
REMOTE
tube, like a wireless valve, contains a filament,
surrounded by a " Gun " ; as soon as voltage
is applied to the filament it emits electrons
AMPLIFIERS
AMPLIFIERS
also as in a wireless valve, and these electrons
shoot off in a stream towards the end of the
SUPPRESSION
cathode -ray tube. Their direction for scanSUPPRESSION
MIXING
GENERATOR
ning is controlled either by electrostatic or
magnetic means, in conjunction with the
SYNC.
SYNC
impulses received by the aerial.
SYNC
MIXING
MIXING
GENERATOR
The magnetic system of controlling the
scanning beam is not much used to -day, the
BLACKOUT
electrostatic system being that most generally
STRI BUTTO
DISTRIBUTION
GENERATOR
employed. We shall explain the operation of
the cathode -ray tube in greater detail later on,
when we come to deal with the working of
MONITOR
MONITOR
the television receiver as such. Briefly, how(PRE VIEW)
(MAIN)
TO CENTRAL CONTROL
ever, it can be said that the position of the
ROOM& VISION TRANSMITTER
cathode -ray spot on the front of the tube is
SCANNING
always in the same relative position as the
GENERATOR
picture element being scanned by the trans mitting camera. The fluorescent screen has a
slight afterglow (light persistence) effect, and
EMITRON
EMITRON
this is just less in duration than the time taken
ELECTRODE
GUN SUPPL
to scan one frame and this gives a fair comCONTROL
GENERATOR
promise between flicker and blur. Of course,
by the incorporation of a spot wobbler to
TIMING PULSES FROM
1
obscure the scanning lines, blur and flicker
CENTRAL GENERATORS
can be practically eliminated.
The size of a cathode -ray tube, such as 17ín., suggest it would be better to classify tubes by the
refers to the diameter of a circle in which the longer dimension of the rectangle ; in the case of a
Thus, when we 17in. this would be 14in. The diagram (Fig. 5) and
rectangular raster is inperibed.
refer to a 17ín, tube, this does not mean that one the table shown on page 398 will illustrate the point.
side of the rectangle is 17ín. That dimension refers
With a tube diameter of five units, and a square to the diagonal of the rectangle. Whatever the size cornered picture of true ratio (4 : 3), the dimensions
I

4-
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5.-Showing
4

how the diagonal
could mislead.
3

:

measurement

which enlarges and projects the received picture.
With a direct vision cathode ray tube, as the size of
the tube is increased the brilliance of the picture
goes down, since it has not yet been found possible
to amplify light as we can amplify sound. Thus,
increased picture size can only be effected at the cost
of picture brightness. There are advantages as well
as disadvantages in both systems of viewing, but the
most obvious advantage of a large picture is in the
improved angle of view which it permits for people
sitting on one side of the axis of view. It is an
established fact that if a viewer is far enough away
from a television picture to render the line structure
invisible, the angle it subtends at his eye level is fixed,
and independent of picture size.
(To be continued)
4 : 3 Picture with Rounded Corners

Picture with Square Corners

Width

Diagonal

.'B

..A

Height

..C

February, 1956

give picture width, height, area and tube diameter,
and if a diagonal dimension is provided it should
be stated whether this is actual or extrapolated.
Projection television receivers employ a very small
cathode ray tube. It is only about 2}in. in diameter,
and it is used in connection with an optical unit

Throw

Diagonal

A

Width

..D

Radius óf"
Rounded.

Height

F

.'E.,

Corners

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

15

12

9

251±f

15

14

101

2ö

17}

14

101

30

±1

171

16

12

3

20

16

12

32'

!_ö

20

18

131

31

18

l3}

37;

!_

221

20

15

50

40

30

86

44

40

30

60

48

36

104

52

48

36

22}

1

are four units width, three units
height and five units diagonal. If
the practice followed by many
American companies was adopted
by taking the picture width as
expressing the diameter of the tube,
the picture shape would be as EFGH
(see Fig. 6), as

I

'

i

31

7k
j

9

5"

distinct from

ABCD. The American system would
give five units width, three and
three- quarter units height, and a
diagonal of six and a quarter units
on a five unit diameter picture. 344"
This produces an increased picture
area of over 30 per cent., with the
same diameter tube, and only loses
the corners of the picture, which
seldom show any part of the programme being televised. For square cornered pictures, therefore, the
diagonal dimension A gives the true
picture size, but if advantage is taken
of the rounded corners the breadth
of the picture on a projection receiver
can be increased by tin. and the
height by 11ín. With direct viewing
tubes, the fairest description would

3"

4"

Fig. 6.-Tube proportions.
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17.- FERGUSON MODEL 991T
By

THIS is a 22 -valve superheterodyne, five -channel
receiver. It features flywheel line synchronisation, which enables a picture to be held in
areas of low signal strength and of high interference
level. The tube is a Mullard MW36 -24 and has a
grey filter face. The receiver is suitable for A.C. /D.C.
mains at 200 -250 volts, and a separate fuse shunts
the rectifier valves when the set is required to work on
low -voltage D.C. mains. This is to avoid the voltage
drop across the valves. This fuse must never be

L.

Lawry -Johns

observed. Inability to fill the corners and sides,
with the picture obstinately curling down or up,
whichever the case may be, are the usual symptoms
of dampness.
The picture shift lever is shown in Fig. 1. Rotation
effects horizontal shift, whilst a side -to -side movement
moves the picture vertically. A certain amount of
horizontal shift is effected by the operation of the
horizontal hold control and more will he said of this
later, sufficient now to say that this procedure is
incorrect and can result in loss of hold some time
after the control has been altered.
Band III Conversion
A type B tuner unit is available and requires a
certain amount of fitting internally. This is not
difficult, however, and the instructions are quite
clear. lf, after fitting, a certain amount of patterning
is experienced on Band 1, move the connecting leads
to see if this affects it. If not, try the effect of decoupling the converter H.T. line to chassis with various
values of capacitor between .1 and .5 µF. It is quite
possible that a .l pF will completely clear the patterning if redisposition of the wiring does not do so.
When switching from Band Ito Band III the picture
should, of course, remain locked, but it is quite
possible that although a locked picture is obtained
on Band T, on Band III it is almost impossible to lock
using the horizontal hold control. The correct
procedure, as detailed later, should in this case be
followed and satisfactory operation should then
result.

inserted when the receiver is being worked from A.C.
mains.
It is normal for three minutes to elapse between
switching the set on and receiving a picture. This is
due to the construction of the PY81 efficiency diode
which requires this time for the cathode to reach
operating temperature. The circuit is conventional
except for the flywheel sync circuit which will be
described later.
Fig. 1 shows the top chassis layout and the position
of the EY51 E.H.T. rectifier is shown by dotted lines
to indicate that it is beneath the C.R.T. and inside a
plastic box, the cover of which is spring clip secured. Common Sound/Vision Stages
The PL81 line output and PY8I valves are under
The R.F. amplifier, frequency changer and first 1.F.
the focus magnet inside a screening box. The front
of this box is secured by a single PK screw. The amplifier are common to both sound and vision. The
position and function of each of the five ECL80 R.F. tuned circuits respond to the lower sideband of
valves is worthy of close study and it should be noted the vision carrier and an image rejector is incorporated
that Vt3 and V14 are concerned with sound A.F. and in the aerial input circuit. This is factory tuned to
output only. The output is push -pull and of high 95 Mc /s, but may be adjusted to reduce interference
quality. V21 and V22 are the PY82 H.T. rectifiers, from signals of other frequencies. The adjustment is
the anodes being strapped and the cathodes each by the core of LI which is mounted on the top of the
taken to the unsmoothed H.T. line by a 40-ohm chassis at the extreme rear right -hand corner.
VI is the R.F. amplifier valve, is an EF80, and the
resistor. The receiver chassis is directly connected
to one side of the mains and there are no H.T. anode of this is coupled to the control grid of V2A
which with V2B forms the double triode mixer/
negative components to consider.
It is not necessary to remove the chassis in order oscillator frequency changer ECC81. The oscillator
to clean the C.R.T. face or the viewing window. A tuning is determined by L5, CI and C10. V2B
strip of wood is removable from underneath the cathode is connected to a tapping on L5. The oscillaspeaker fret, and when this and the fret are removed tor voltages are coupled to V2A grid by C6 (2 pF)
the viewing window may be gently eased down until and the anode output of V2A is transformer coupled
it clears the guide slots. No trace of moisture must to the common I.F. amplifier V3 which is another
be left upon tube face, surround or viewing window, EF80.
A tuned circuit L9 C13 is included in the
otherwise a pin-cushion effect will immediately be
.

.
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Q11IiI D.

CRT Base

Focus Control

i

Ion Trap
Focus Magnet

®

LI

.

L4

V2

-

uu
F/ F2

v9-- ;'ve

;

R/08

to Pill

Picture Shift
i

U

,

CID

L6

LB

L27
L28

v3

LI?

m
LI/

V4

EV
51

m

L/S L

L/4

3/7'5

C2/

Spring

Contact
Linearity

vs
L29

L30

components
on top of Frame

WI Crystal Diode

Output Trans.

L LIB

20 L/9

116

v7
V6

Fig. 1.-Plan view of chassis.

T3

/04

C79 and C80
/OOpF
200/uF

R/03

Note position of EY51 and WI crystal -diode

circuit of V3 and is aligned to 14.5
Mc /s to act as an adjacent channel
rejector.
The sound and vision signals are
split at the V3 anode circuit. L1I
is tuned to 19.5 Mc/s which is the rsound I.F.
The vision I.F. is coupled to the
control grid of V4 by C17 (.001 itF).
V4 is an EF80, the control grid
circuit of which is tuned to 17.75
Mc /s by L13. Also coupled to L13
is a sound rejector L12, C18.
V5 is the final vision I.F. amplifier
coupled to V4 by L15, L16 and L17.
The anode circuit of V4 also contains another sound rejector L14,
C21. V5 is transformer coupled to
the vision detector WI (crystal
diode) by L18, L19 and L20. It
should be noted that this crystal
diode is contained inside the coil can
and thus is completely out of sight.
The rectifier output of the diode is
coupled to the control grid of V6
video amplifier (PL83) by a choke/
resistor / capacitor filter. The chokes
are L21 and L22 and the vision
interference limiter is connected to
the junction of these two. The
limiter is one section of an EB91
(V7A) the cathode of which has
its potential controlled by the

February, 1956
limiter variable resistor R37.
If the potential applied to
the cathode is too low the
diode will conduct on peak
white and the highlights of
the picture will be lost.
V6 video amplifier is cathode
biased by a metal. rectifier
(W2). The advantage of using
this type of bias is that the
varying currents do not so
readily produce a voltage -drop
of corresponding magnitude
across it. Thus, undesired
negative feedback and loss of
gain is avoided. A resistor
(unbypassed) would, of course,
produce an amount of feedback due to the voltage drop
across it being in accordance
with the variation of current
through it.
The anode circuit of V6
contains two resistors in
parallel (both 6, K, presenting
an effective resistance of 3 K)
and two chokes in series. An
inspection of Fig. 2 will show
the method of coupling the
video signal to the C.R.T.
cathode. The A.C. signal is
directly coupled via the .1µF
capacitor, but the D.C. signal
is attenuated by the resistors
(Continued on page 405)
H,T

Type

0A6ä
t

RI/7

2X12

Final
Vision

IF

Can

Fig. 2. -The video stage.
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A general purpose slide rule Uri ve
for PAL; V.H.F. Units, short -ware Corner. Available in the follow jug
Printed in three s
converters, etc.
... 4/8d. ea.
Gin.x 4in. x21 fn.
colours on aluminium, with a 0 -100
x Gin. x 21 in.
... 6/36. ea.
scale and provision is made for
... 7/3d. ea.
Travel of lain. a 7in. a 2 /in.
individual calibrations.
x
211n.
lain.
x
3in.
... 5 /9d. ea.
x
41ín.
pointer Olin. Scale plate 7in.
...
6/9d. ea.
Seale aperture 51 in. a 11 in. Price 11/6. 12in. x Sin..x 21ín.
...
8.8d. ea.
12 i n. x gin. x 21ín.
tin.x sin. sol in.
... 8,.' -d. ea.
MAINS TEANSFOEMERS 3 -WAY I
12 / -ea.
14in.x
9in.x2lin.
...
MOUNTING TYPE
lain. x Gin. x Olin.
... 8/8d. ea.
MT1
..
lain. x loin. x Olin.
14/- ea.
Primary : 200 -220.240 v.
All are four -sided -Ideal for Radio
Seeondarys : 275 -0.275 v.
Receivers, amplifiers, power packs,
SO M /A 0-6.3 v. 4 amp., 0 -4 v.
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MT:
DIAL BULBS, ETC.
0.5 v.. .15A. 15.m.m. Ball Type
Primary 200- 220.240 V.
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0
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8o M /A 0 -6.3 v.4 amp.
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...
8l d. ea.
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MT3
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/
30
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Taps at 3 v., 4 v., 0 v., 8 v..
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*
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3d. ea.
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2.5 v.,
.m. Tubula r
... 3d. ea.
:

*

* *

*

*

(I.E.('.CABINET LOUDSPEAKERS
('at. No. B111955. Bin. P.M. Moving
Coil Loudspeaker Unit, '2/4 ohms.
with Volume Control, Price 60/ -each,

* *

* *

*

*

*

I.F. TRANSFORMERS

Radioemit I.F.S. 465 Ec /s
with compression trimmers,
solid construction, a real
quality job. Size Situ. x
...
,.. 12 /- pr.
...
1.71161n.
12/- Pr.
As above, 100 /127 Kc /e
Philips Round Type, 470 Ke /s 8/- pr,
Wearite Type 501A and 502,
... 10/- pr.
465 Ke /s ..
Surplus Type, 465 Kc /s ... 6/9 pr.
o

TELETRON.

BAND
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III

CONVERTER COIL SET
Mk.2 ('.ASCODE WITH CIRCUIT
AN0 PRACTICAL WIRING D1A-

I:RAM. Descriptive leaflet available
3d. ea.
TELETRON FERRITE AERIALS
fang and Med. Wave, 12, /8. Mel.
Wave, 8/6 ea.

CONTROLS WITH DOUBLE -POLE
SWITCH. 25 K ohms, 50 K ohms,
ohms, f meg ohms, 1 meg ohms,
t2 meg
meg ohms. All 4/9 ea.
CONTROLS WITH SINOLE -POLE
SWITCH. 10 K ohms, 100 K ohms,
1 meg ohms,
meg
2
ohms. ; All 3/9 ea
PUBLICATIONS. ETC.
No. 124 -Bernard's Radio
Manant " At A Glance EquivMore than 8.000
alents."
Valves listed. *All Equivalents shown on one line.
Force, Navy
Air
*Army,
*Complete CV to
types.

Commercial Listing
No. 134 -F.M. Tuner ConstrueEasy
lion, by W. J. May.
to Build, Point to l'oint
Wiring. *Super High Fidelity
Response. 32 Pages. *All
Components for this Circuit
2/8 ea.
available ex Stock ..
No. 139-How to Make Aerials
for TV (Band Hand 3) and

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE "DEPT. P.T."

128117

7/6
7/8

128Hî

5/6

12:S.It

8/6

12/o '7

718

ECH3;, 18/8

KT33R 10/8

SP'!U

KT66
KTWGI
KTW63
KTZ4I

1122

EF41

EF42
EF80

ELI

ELM
EL4l
EL84

25U4CT

10/-

25140 91251(I0T 8/0
351.6(:T 9l35W4 10/-

9/-

8/9

8/8

11/8
13/6

10/-

12/6
7/6

11/6
121-

EM34
EM80

11/8

EYSI

13/6

E7.40

101-

11/-

8/8
8/6

DH7..M10/EAF4212.16
E841
8iE11041 11/-

10/6
7/9
8/8
811.1"L20
6/9
M114
5/6
MS/ PEN 51N700 12/-

12/8

PCFB'! 12/6

07.32
H30

12/6

HL2

5/-

5/8

061:231507/8

areas ..

-Ail Dry Battery Port*Simple
cheap tu build. Peint

PCL83
PL91
PL92
PL83

12/6
13/6
11/8

PY80
PY81

10/-

PPl!5

vision

No.

..

..

114- Radiololder "E ".

..

2/8 ea.

5/- ea.

5/-

ea.

151,41.

23/-

5/-

VR21
VE53

YRi5

116
11/8
10/6

8/9

9/-

VUlll

3/8/8

3/6
VUlIOA 31-

7/6

W6l
165

VRSO
Y-R57
VRGa
VRfiSA

6/8/-

VRGO

3/9

VRIO

5/8

818

10/-

X66

11/8

Pl-

3/8

Y6:3

313

128(7

150A(B) 4/6

2/8

10/8

AZ31

5E40 1,

nine components, with
feet. Size 4in. x Olin.

Vibrator Clips (Standard)

918

1/3 ea.

fix ing

...

9d. ea.
5d. ea.

Double Fuse Holders, Panel
Mounting, for two 11ín. fuses

2/6 ea.

NINE -INCH TUBE MASKS
White (Soiled Condition)
..,
INDICATOR LAMPS
Single hole fixing (Red only)...
Spring fixing type
..

4/9 en.
31- ea.

8d. ea.

.

Audio volts 60 mas. effective. Test
voltage 440 v. 50 c/es. Price 21/- (not
subject to P.T.).
Type ISH 75. Size 3in. s 3in. x lin.
Capacity- 800 pF. D.C. volts 300 max.
Audio volta 60 mas. effective. Text
voltage 440 x. 50 c /ce. Price 12/6
(not subject to P.T.).
T.B.L. Electrostatic Speakers reproduce
frequencies beyond
those missing
8.10 Kc /s and reproduce frequencies up
to 20 Kcle. By adding one or more of
these units to existing domestic loudspeaker systems, the remarkable quality
of the V.H.F. transmission and the
superb brilliance of modern L.P.
recordings can be faithfully-reproduced.

" Aerovox" Condenser ('lips ..
Paper Block. Ill mfd., 450 v.

1DNC1ION BOXES
Type 5X/2234, 20 way
RECORDING TAPE, 1,200 it.

Id. ea.

4/. ea.
1/6

.

NEEDLE CUPS
For Gram Needles (Bakelite)
Al ladin Coll Formera Sin.. complete with Iron Dust Cores...
Allred in Coil Formers fin., com-

ea.

17/6 ea.

Id. et.
96. ea.

plete with Iron Dust Cores... 6d. ea.
Ceramic Coil Formera, lia. dia.
long 4Rills
4d. ea
Paxolin l'oil Formers fin. dia..
2f in. long. These have been
R.A.F.
Beam
removed from
Approach Equipment and
are in some cases complete
with Trimmers
...
... 3d. ea

TERMS
C.O.D.
charges

L

U641.

Cuntmis
Open type Tag Bcant, take

SPEAKERS
Type LSH100. Size lin. x 4in. s Sin.
Capacity 1,100 pF. D.C. volts 60 max.

LEEDS

UF41

8/3/8/6/-

VS70
4'T52
VTSOI
VU30
VU64

t

T.S.L. ELECTROSTATIC LOUD

VICTORIA SQUARE

8/-

VP23

11.1-

2/9 era.
Assorted Resistors (all Brand
New) ...
...per loo 20 /ERIE CERAMICONS
10 ^
Type N750 K. 12 pF, 3:1 pF,
5 pF, 0.8 pF.
.. 6d. eu.
Type N750M, 180 pF.
8d. ea.
Pencil Rectifiers, Type J10
2/- ea.
Ampl ion Volume C'entrol.,
3/6 ea
Extension Speaker Volume

1/8 ea.

An

CHAMBERS

5/6

I

2/8 ea.

inexpensive Tape Recorder
2/6 ea.
T.S.L. COMPONENTS FOR BERNARD'S
F.M. TUNER
Gorier type
V.H.F. Unit.
ÚT340
451- + 19/9 P.T.
Inter-stage I.F. Transformer.
7/- ea.
Gorier type ÚF370 (11749)
Ratio Discriminator Transformer. Gorier type URF377 10/8 ea.
T.S.L. High Stability Resistors.
... 64. ee.
Type R. i w. 10^^ ...
..
9d. ea.
1 w. 10% ..
.. 10/6 ea.
Drilled Chassis ...
Specially
deT.S.L. F.M. Dial.
signed for use with UT340
V.H.P. unit...
.... ... 37/6 ea.
Control Knobs. Pekalit type
4000. Brown with gilded
...
... 1/8 ea.
centre plate ...

5/6VINCES

7/-

VRI50130

Full it vCnrctions for incorporating these
speakers into existing installations am
included with every speaker.
Hunts Type W'99 Condensers.
.11112 mfd. 350 v...1105 mid.,
150 v., MI mfd. 350 v.
all 6d. ea.
Hunts Type A305 Condenser.
.05 mfd. 250 v.
ed. ea
TEC Met lnlite Type ('P33N.
.02 rota. 350 v.
8d. en
I)rydex by E.xide Hand Lump,
Type HL1300.
Listed at
24/3 plus tax. Our Price ... 15/- ea.
(Price includes Bulb-Battery. Type L14, extra)
Westector Type WX6, Wire

13.5

No. Ilse -A Comprehensive
Valve Guide, Rook No. I
No. 121 -A Comprehensive
Valve Guide, Bark No. 2
(Characteristics and Base
Connections)
..
..
No. 103- Badielolder "E ".
The Master C'olonr Code
Index for Radio and Tele-

4/4/-

V14137

11,'-

11/8

able Conalructioe.

and
to point wiring. Deaf Fenice
aerial for high sensitivity ...

9/8/-

UC'H4o

9/-

E48

7/8

VRI 16
VR 110
VR136

1111041

PENT; 8/PEN46 8/8
PEN2!0A

11/-

VRIU5/3ó/-

10/-

111141

5/-

13215

VR91SYf.
7/8

6/9
8113/6
13/8

U25
U329
U403
U404

9/-

P41

EZ41

V.H.F. (Sand 2). Data for
all Channels. Ten different
designs for Meal and fringe.
No.

KL3;,

PCC84 13/9

EY9I
7/FW4/500
10/-

AC6/PEN
ATP4

10/6

QPdI

EF22

20L1
12/6
25L6GT 8/6

LPc1

PY8!

818

ECL80 10/6

1226

35Z4(IT

HP21IC 6/9

EC1142 10/6

12SK7 6/6
128Q7 816
128R7 7/6
20D1 10/6
201,2

F.BFHO 1116
EIX731
8/6

:

Cash with order or
Postage and Packing

extra, as follows
Orders value 10/- add 9d.
20/- add 1/-

;

40/- add 1/6

;

:

;

LS

add 2/- unless otherwise stated.
Minimum C.O.D. fee and
postage 2/3.

MAIL ORDER ONLY
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BAND III CONVERTER
UNIT
Complete Kit of Parts.
Including
2 -EF80
and
Chassis and Wiring Diagram.
Voltage required
200 v. at 30 mA 6.3 v. 6
amps. 4816. plus 2l- P.P.
Or assembled and tested,
67;8, plus 2/- P.P.
Power Supply Components,
The Unit Complete with
Power Supply. Tested and
ready to plug in. 9716.

" RF

28 "

VERTER

February, 1956
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MICROPHONE
INSERTS

(RADIO LTD.)
U.S.A. INDICATOR UNIT

CATHODE RAY TUBES
(Brand New)
VCR97 (slight cut-off) 15/VC1197
guaranteed
full T V Picture ... 40/VCR517C, guaranteed
full T; V Picture ... 35/VCR139A, guaranteed
TO/ Picture
...
3BP1, guaranteed fu
T/V Picture
.. 30/Carr. & packing on all
tubes, 2/ -.

Type BC929A
These Units are in absolutely new condition. In
black
crackle cabinet
141in. x 9in. x 9in. Complete
with 3 BP1 C/R Tube, Shield
and Holder. 2-6SN7GT 2
6H6GT

1

;

6X5GT

:

;

2X2

1

;

6G6, V /controls, condensers, etc.
Ideal for
scope. 65/ -, Carr. Pd.
1

F.M. CON-

»aa

BRAND

NEW

10 /-

INDICATOR UNIT
Containing V CR97 with MuMetal Screen 21 valves :12-EF50, 4 -SP81, E -EA50,
2 -EB34,
Plus
Pots.,
Switches, H.V. Cond., Resistors, Muirhead S;M.
Dial. Xtal, Double Deck

EACH

Special Price for Complete Sets of 80 or 120

Chassis.

BRAND NEW.
ORIGINAL CASES, 67 ;6.

Carr. 7/6.

Type FT 241A. 54th Harmonic 2 -Pin i -In. Spacing
21.1 Mc /s.
23.2 Mes.
23.2 Mc /s.
26.1 Mc /s.
21.2
21.4

PYE 45 Sie /s STRIP
TYPE 3583 UNITS
Size 15ín. x lin, x Sin.
Complete with 45 Mc /s
Pye Strip, 12 valves, 10
EF50, EB34 and EA50,
volume controls and hosts
of Resistors and Condensers. Sound and vision
can be incorporated on this
chassis with minimum
space.
New condition.
Modification data supplied.
Price 89.6. Carriage paid.

.,

23.0
22.8
22.9
Brand New

FT241A 200 kc's

23.4
24.4
26.0

,

26.4
27.0

,.

& Guaranteed 7/6 ca.

...

...

...

HOLDERS FOR CRYSTALS

...

...

POST
FREE

82A

l'ypc FT 243 Fundamental Frequencies
°_00 TYPES IN FOLLOWING FREQUENCIES
5875 lu /s to 8650 kc /s (in steps of 25 kc /s).
5708 kc's to 8340 kc /s (in steps of 33.333 kc /s).

4F

1/6

POST
FREE

Ideal for tape recording and
amplifiers. No matching transformer required.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS

M

UNIT 881100
:Reis
This
well-known RF26
Unit Is now adaptable for
F.M. reception using 2 IF.
stages and separate local
Oscillator and tuned by a
Muirhead graduated Vernier drive. Can be converted at low cost of 92/6.
Send 116 for 8 -page Descriptive booklet containing full
wiring instructions, circuits and layout diagrams.

716

,

INDICATOR UNIT
TYPE 182A
Unit contains VCR517,
Cathode Ray bin. tube
complete with Mu -Metal
screen, 3 EF50, 4 SP61, and
1 5U4G
valves, 9 wire wound volume controls
and quantity of resistors
and condensers. Suitable
either for basis of television
(full picture guaranteed)
Offered
or Oscilloscope.
BRAND NEW (less relay)
at 67/6. Plus 7/8 carr.
Radio - Constructor "
'scope circuit included.

..

-

...
..

...

SPECIAL PRICE FOR QUANTITIES.

...

.. .

...

0/-

110 /-

113

B.S.R. 3 -SPEED AUTO- CHANGERS
These are brand new in original cartons. Plays mixed records.
Cream finish. List price £16.10.0. Our Price £7119'6.

VALVES-VALVES-VALVES

WE HAVE OVER 50,000 AMERICAN AND ENGLISH
VALVES IN STOCK AT VERY LOW PRICES. SEND 3d.
FOR 28 -PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
5, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2
TEL.: PADDINGTON 1008/9, 0401

All Bosed

81
GALS

RA50

635

76

7/8

Stop. Brand new in original
makers hoses. 200/250 v. A.C. £4/19/8.
.001 mid. 7 kV.
CONDENSERS, -New stock.
'ri'.v.. 5,8. Ditto, 12.1 kV., 9/0; 100 pi. to 500 pf.
\li,a', 8d. Tubular 500 v..001 to .01 wild., 9d. ;
21, 1/8 ; .5 1/9 ; .1/350 v., 9d. ;
.o5, .1, 111.1/500 y.,
.1 Ole) v., 1,3
3 pf. to .01 nrfd., 1/-CERAMIC COND. -500
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.- 1000, 5 pl. to 100
pr., 11- : 000 pf. to 9,011n pr., 1/8. DITTO 5%
1.5 pl. to 500 pi., 1/9
: 13 pf. to 1,000 pt, 2/-.
;

;

;

C.R.T. LOW LEAKAGE ISOLATION TRANS. Ratio
1.25, 23°ß boost, 2 v., 1016 ; 4 v., 10/6 ; 13.3 v.,
I
10/8 ; 10.0 v., 10 ;8 ; 1:3.3 V., 10/6. Ditto mains
primary, 12;8. MAINS TYPE Multi Output. -2, 2},
21. 21, :1 v. l amp., 17/6. MAINS TYPE Multi O1t pot.-2, 4, 0.1 v.. 7.:i v.. 10 v., 13 v., two taps boost
output 25";, or 10 °;,, 21/-.

FAMOUS
NEW ELECTROLITICS.
MAKES.
CAN TYPES
TUBULAR
TUBULAR
1171 v.
2r- 100/23 v.
2.'- 8 +16/450 v.
5/2; 4111 v.
2:3 8 +8,'500 v. 4,11 16+16/500 v.
8/16 +24/350 v.
4,4511 v.
2/- 10 +16/300 v.
9/0
0,450 v.
6/- 32+:32;350 v. 4/6
2/8
-1/508 v.
32
2/9 CAN TYPES
+32 /410 v. CO
16/450 v. 318 Clips
3d. 04+1201275 v. 7/8
60 +iRl/:3.30 v. 11/6
10/500 v. 4/- Iti /500 v.
4
5,'500

V.

1'8 321350 v.

4

- 100 +200,275 v.

25/25 v.
1;11 60;350 v.
5,6
10/6
)00/0 v.
30/25 v.
139 280/55o, 5.6 1,000
10/50 v.
21- '500/12 v. 3 ;8/8
Screw Baso 'Type 312. 8 /100 v 3/- ; 10/500 v. 9 ¡-.
-

+i,

".,'8

lih-ii

650

l'_'lili'i

OKs

)iF30

,A NG

r,.4C.'7

l'14

6AT17
GC9

INA/

:144

601,7

1:F02
51.12
LlV1t2A

OSN7

oBEfi
IiB\1'6

0X4

U_3

:3\4

12;8
1:551

0\'8/:

IiX:i
i:F41
121X7 \'P2:1
121:5, 1257, itlQ7, MLO,

787
F1tH42

Aedo

5:8

252

4.5

]

Guaranteed

2 8

1R5

O'L4

IiBOt
8/8

ilio.

8/8

31)0
6110M

65711,

I9;19/6. CONVERT YOUR RADIO. Playing
,desk 15 N 2.2 s Tin, Walnut fini.vh, dmwet
front with 7S r.p.m. motor, turntable and
pick-up. Press lever start places High Impedance Magnetic pick -up on records 10in. or

VALVES
New &

l'0

8(17

3.

I

54, 37

6

set.

Volume Controls 80

0118

liF.lO

108
03n

1ìF3i
E1'80
MAL
PY42
1257
121C3

12t}7
:33Z4

35L0

C0AB1,14

COAX

Long spindles. (Maras- Semiair space.! Polyteed 1 year. All values thene insulate.!. I in. dia.
10,1100 °huts to 2 Meg.
Ntmaded wore. OA
yd.
No Sw, S.P.Sw.
Losses cot. 50%
STANDARD
3/4/9/9
EXT. SPICE. TYPE. 3/
lin. Coax
yd.
CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT. Fan rm
precision engineered. Size only 1;
Bargain Price, 8 /8. No transform.,

,

8d

Brand new Plessey 3 -speed Antoebanger Mixer
Unit for 7, 10 and 12in. records. Twin Hi -71
Xtal Head with Duopoint sapphire stylus. Plays
4,000 records. Sprung mounting. Baseboard
required, 15 in. x 12; in. Height S!in . Depth tin.
Superb Quality. A.C. 200,'250 v. Post free.
PLUGS ... L- D UB . SOCKET ... 1,3
Cr
SOCKETS
... 1'- OUTLET BOXES ... 4.6
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER, yd. 60. su or 300 ohms
TYANA.-Midget Soldering Iron. 200/220 v. o
230 /250 v., 14;11. Triple Three mat. with detach
able bench stand, 1918. Solon Midget Iron, 22/RESISTORS : All values : 10 ohms to 10 meg.
} w., 4d. .) w.. (id.: 1 w-., 8d. ; '2 w., 1 / -.
HIGH STABILITY, 1 w. 1 °,,, 2/ -. Preferred values
100 ohms to 10 Meg.
ALADDIN FORMERS and core, 1 in., 8d.: lie.. 100.
SENTERCEL
RECTIFIERS. -BHT Type. Fly
I

:

WIRE-WOUND POTS, 8 WATT. FAMOUS MAKES.
Pre-Set Min. T.V. Type Standard Sic,: IV, 201.
All values 25 ohnso to 30 Spindle.
100 ohms to
IC., 3/-.
'U 5., 4/ -. 30 K., 5,'8 : 100 K.. 6/6.
RECORDING TAPE. Exclusive Bargain. 1,200ft.
reels, High Coereivity. Brand new, 17'6.
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.
0 6 or 12 y. 1 amp.. 8/9
2 a., 11,2 : 4 a.. 17,6,
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped iup,lt 1110/
250 v. for charging at 2, 0 or 12 v., I amp., 13/6 ;
4 amp.. 21/ -. Suitable for above rectifiers.
!.

;

GARRARD 3 SPEED AUTOCHANGERS
Hi Fi mod. 75a BRAND NEW
Our price 410.194 post free;

RADIO COMPONENT
SPECIALISTS

48 Hour Mail Order Service
307, Whitehorse Road, West Croydon.
Open all day.
THO 1885.
Joad 6d. El arde,e your yes. C.O.D.

1,

Wed. 1 p.m.
0. Lies s.o.c,

hack Volbr¢e.-K :1%?S, 2 kV., 4/3; K3/40, 3.2 kV.,6 ;53/45, :Jodi kV.. 6/1 5:3150, 4 kV., 7/8; K:1 /1011, 8 kV.
12/6. MAINS TYPE. -5111, 325 v., 60 ma., 4- ,
RM2, 700 ma., 4'9 ; 11113, 120 ma, 5/9 ; Efti,
250 v., 27 ma.. 18/ -.
BAND 3 T.V. CONVERTER KITS
London, Midland and Northern Transmissions.
Suitable all T.V. makes. T.RF. or Superher.
Ready would col is, two F:Fw) valves, :,II
components, punched chassis, circuit diagram,
wiring plans,
COMPLETE KIT for mains.
operation 2110.250 v. A.C. 13/10/0.

POWER PACK. Remo ire.
200 v. 20 mA. H.T. 6.3 v. 1 a. L.T. 82, 5, -.
AN ABOVE lees

PUNCHER) CHASSIS and WOUND COILS.
component list, circuit diagram, wiring plan -,
only 19/8. Full Plans and Circuit details, 6d.

February, 1956
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so as to effect a reduction of rapid fading such as
that caused by aircraft.
The Sound Stages
Vi 1 is the first sound I.F. amplifier and its grid
circuit is tuned by L10. The anode circuit is transformer coupled to V12 (EBF80) by L27, L28. V12 is
The pentode section
a double -diode -pentode.
functions as the final sound 1.F. amplifier and the
diodes are used for detection and A.V.C. purposes.
Actually, the signal detector diode also provides the
A.V.C. voltage -or A.G.C. to be more correct -and
the second diode is positively biased to effect a
delay action. Therefore, only signals in excess of a
certain magnitude will provoke the A.G.C. circuit
into operation.
The rectified signals are fed to the anode of V7B
interference limiter via a filter choke and .1 pF
capacitor. This diode is normally conductive, but
upon the reception of a large pulse of extremely short
duration the anode is driven negative with respect to
the cathode, and the diode ceases to conduct. The
effectiveness of the limiter is determined by the three position plug which alters the capacity in the cathode
circuit. The cathode circuit is coupled to the volumecontrol via a .01 pF capacitor and the control grid of
VISA (triode of ECL80) is fed from the slider. The
anode circuit of this triode is resistance /capacity
coupled to the control grid of V13B (pentode output
section ECL80). From the same point a pair of
resistors in series connect to the anode of V14A
(triode). From the centre point of these resistors a
capacitor couples a- percentage of the VI 3A output
to the V14A control grid. Therefore, the output of
VI4A is in opposite phase to the output of V13A but
is of the same magnitude.
The two voltages are

405

resistance-capacity -coupled to the output pentode
sections V13B and VI4B. A feedback circuit is
incorporated and consists of capacitors C49 and C50,
and tone -control is effected by C52 and R70 which are
in series across the primary winding of the output

transformer.

Sync Separation
This is carried out over three stages by both
sections of V18 (ECL80) and V19 pentode section.
The sync signal,' and picture signal, at the anode of
V6 is taken to the control grid of V19 pentode section
via R29 and C26 (12 K and .1 1iF), and these signals
are positive-going. The negative pulses appearing at
the anode of this section are applied to the line
timebase circuit through a differentiating circuit
which ensures, that only line pulses are passed. The
components concerned are capacitors C67 and C64
and resistor R82. The pulses at V 19 pentode anode
are also coupled to V18 triode section control grid,
which is returned to the H.T. positive line. The
method of biasing and the choice of component values
ensure that the signal at the triode anode consists
mainly of frame sync pulses. These are coupled to
the pentode section control grid which is heavily
biased. Therefore, only large pulses cause the section
to conduct so that the remaining line pulses do not
appear at the anode. The completely separated frame
pulses are then fed to the frame timebase by C70
(500 pF). This rather long explanation of the sync
separation is included so as to enable the reader to
identify the purposes of the various ECL80 sections.

Frame Timebase
The oscillator is of the multivibrator type. and
consists of the triode sections
dll
of V19 and V20. The pentode
section of V20 functions as
the frame output and is
coupled to the frame-scan
coils by the T3 transformer.
A frame pulse is also applied
to the C.R.T. grid to effect
frame flyback suppression. A
rather complicated circuit is
employed to effect frame
linearity, and C77 (.05 pF)
feeds the fixed and variable
feedback arrangements. Two
resistors, 27 K and 150 K, are
in series with a .01 pF which
connects to the control grid leak (R102, 2.2 MD). Shunting these components to
chassis is a fixed resistor
(100 K) and a variable, which
is the frame linearity control.
The RI16 (27 K) resistor may
be found to be shorted out
and this is optional to provide
for variation in the character istics of replacement T3 out3/
put transformers. The output
valve is biased by a 620 ohm
resistor bypassed by a 50 pF
electrolytic (C74). The framescan coils are damped by
Fig. 3.- Simplified under- chassis view. Note W2 V6 bias metal rectifier, core of two 1K resistors, R43 and
L32 and R82. The PL81 grid -leak is R27 2.2 Mo. R112 may not be fitted.
R44.
JUS
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It is not proposed to describe the flywheel circuit
in detail as this would take up too much space and
limit the amount of practical servicing information.
The broad outline is as follows : V16 is the EF80
line oscillator, the resonant frequency of which is
controlled by the " reactance " valve V15 EF80.
This is in effect a variable capacitor forming part
of the V16 tuned circuit. This effective capacity is
varied by the grid bias of VI 5 which is derived from
the discriminator (EB91) V17 and .line -ho!d control
circuit. The line -hold control applies a negative bias
to the control grid of V15, and this is obtained from
the control grid to chassis circuit of V8 which is the
PL8I line output valve. The remaining bias of V15
is obtained from the V 17 double diode circuit and this
may be positive or negative depending upon whether
the time base tends to run too fast or too slow.
No bias is applied from V17 when the circuit is
perfectly aligned and the sync pulses are arriving
properly.
The output of V16 is resistance capacity coupled to
the control grid of V8 which is returned to chassis
via R27 2.2 MD, R26 horizontal hold 100 K. variable
and R25 68 K.
The anode H.T. of V8 is supplemented by the usual
efficiency diode PY8I (V9) and an over-wind on the
line output transformer supplies the EY5I EHT
rectifier anode. The PY81 reservoir capacitor is a

V4 V/9

VS

Fig.

V6

V20 V/8 V/4

V13

NS

V16

V7

V3

VI7

V2

4.- Showing

V/2 V//

VI

power supplies and heater chain.

only fitted with Brimistor (XI) or Varite.

R112
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.25 iiF (C29) and the first anode vóliage of the
is derived from this point via R41 and C30 (220

C.R.T.
K. and

.01 MF).

The line linearity control is a rotatable magnet
which is situated just beneath the rear of the tube neck.
Power Supply

The two H.T. rectifiers are of the PY82 type as
previously stated and the heaters of all valves and the
C.R.T. are wired in a single series chain, the C.R.T.
heater being

"

nearest

"

chassis.

Possible Faults and the Probable Causes
No results at a //. -Check mains input and fuse.
If the fuse has blown, replace with one of the same

1.5 amp) and if this too blows,
check both PY82 valves for heater/cathode leakage
and shorts.
If in order, check H.T. line for shorts. This should
also be done if one or both of the PY82 valves are
defective.
If the fuse has not blown, suspect heater chain,
as one valve is probably defective with an open circuited heater. If a resistance check proves valve
chain has continuity, check Brimistor as this may be
cracked or otherwise high resistance.
Sound but no picture. -Turn up brilliance. If no
raster is available, check EHT by attempting to
draw a spark from anode cap of C.R.T. If there is
no sign of a spark, remove cap and test again.
If a spark is available from the clip when it is off the
C.R.T. but not when it is on, replace clip and turn
brilliance fully down. if with no beam current still no
spark is available, the indications are that the tube
is defective. Check grid and cathode volts to ensure
that the correct, or approximately correct, voltages
are present. This is necessary, as with no bias on the
tube a heavy beam current would result which could
overload the EY51 EHT rectifier and result in its
inability to supply EHT voltage when connected
to the anode cap. If no EHT is present with the
cap on or off. listen for the line time base whistle.
If it can be heard, suspect EY51 valve and check its
heater. This involves removing one of the heater
leads from the transformer connection.
If the
whistle is absent, however, check V16, V8 and V9.
If the EHT voltage is present as indicated by a
healthy spark at the C.R.T. anode, check V6 PL83
video amplifier (C.R.T. cathode volts high), ion trap
(if not properly secured) and first anode voltage,
pin '10, of C.R.T. Whilst checking these points,
observe tube heater. If this is very poorly heated, the
fault is probably due to a partial short circuit (internal)
of the heater itself.
Check grid volts, pin two of tube base, and if no
positive voltage can be recorded with the operation
of the brilliance control, check brilliance series H.T.
resistor and other grid circuit resistors. If no first
anode voltage can be read, check R41 for open circuit
or high resistance and C30 for leakage. The values of
these components have already been given.
Raster but no picture, no sound. -Check aerial
plug, plug connections and VI, 2 and 3, ensuring that
the station tuner has not been interfered with.
If the aerial circuit cable and plug connections are
in order, and the valves are known to be good,
check H.T. voltage on anode and screens and if these
are not all present test decoupling resistors.
(To be continued)

rating (not more than
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(Continued from page 363 January issue)

FRSIN MULTICORE produce a fiveadjusting screw from the ceramic body. hutting
core solder in thin gauge especially
the square section of the body into the hole,
for hand soldering of printed
the body of the condenser being on the undercircuits. A little practice on the edge of
the printed panel will soon indicate the best methods side of the printed panel, then from the top of the
of soldering and so far as soldering of resistors which panel the screw on which is also mounted the spring
are mounted directly on the surface of the printed nut is screwed into the body. It is only necessary for
panel is concerned there need be no difficulty at all. the screw to enter the ceramic body a short way,
Some care, however, must be taken with the coaxial after which the spring nut is itself screwed down until
feed- through condensers. These are silvered on the it comes into contact with the printed panel ; it is then
outside of the ceramic tube and if an excessive temper- moved round a little farther so as to hold the screw
ature for an excessive time is applied then it is possible under tension and thereby prevent it shifting under
for the silver on the ceramic body to dissolve into the effects of vibration. The valve holders used are a
the solder, the result being that the capacity of the special printed circuit type and are normally included
condenser falls very appreciably. The recommended with the kit of components which includes the printed
method of soldering the coaxial feed- through condensers into the printed plate is first to ensure that the panels.
The screens for the valves are mounted directly
hole through which the body of the condenser
passes is a reasonably tight fit so that the condenser is on to the printed panel, the screen bases being
held in position firmly with the tinned portion slightly screwed on with the aid of 6 B.A. bolts in the posiabove the copper foil. A small ring of the resin - tions indicated, whilst the top part of the screen
cored solder should then be made and slipped containing a spring to hold the valve in position locks
directly over the body of the condenser so that it rests on the
copper surface of the panel. If the
'soldering iron is then brought into
contact with the solder ring and the
copper surface, the solder will immediately melt and start to flow around the
copper and will then wet on to the body
of the condenser. This operation is
very rapid and immediately the solder
has flowed and wetted the condenser
body, the soldering iron should be
removed and the operation is complete. Care must, of course, be taken
to ensure that solder splashes do not
bridge adjacent conductors and that
the soldering iron is not kept in contact
with the copper for an excessive time
since it is then possible for the phenolic
base of the tuner plate to be damaged
with the result that the copper may then
,

lift.

The trimmer condensers C3 and C18
are mounted by first removing the

Component parts of the switch assembly.
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on to the base and need not,
the valves are in position.

of course,

be

fitted until

The input and output transformers are mounted
on the top of the panel by means of small stand -off
The photographs clearly indicate this
spacers.
method of mounting, but particular care is required
with coil L12, as the fixing screws also function as
terminations for the transformer. The connection
between the anode of V2 and L12 is taken through
the panel by one of the screws
and the connection between H.T.
and the other end of 1.12 is
carried through the panel by the
The damping
other screw.
resistor R14 is also mounted
directly across these points. In
the photograph will also be seen
a small terminal disc mounted
at the top of the input and
These
output transformers.
terminal discs are easily made
and consist of circles or washers
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turns of No. 28 gauge enamel wire wound on a /8in.
former and again soldered into position across the
valveholder tags so as to be self- supporting.
One end of the oscillator coil is soldered on to
the printed anode tag of V2, the other end of the
coil remaining free as it later has to be connected to
the SW4 switch wafer. At this stage it is necessary
1

of

bake!ite board or other
insulating material with tags or
even wire loops mounted at the
periphery. The diameter of the
Links between switch tags
hole in the washer is approxifor adding inductance to
mately jin. and it should be a
tune to channe/ 8
tight fit around the moulded
View of the switch unit with some components identified.
coil former. After fitting on to
to take any springiness out of the oscillator coil
the coil former it should be glued in position.
The connection between L9 and the junction of since otherwise it can be the cause of severe micro C9 and CI I will be seen to be a strip of foil. This phony. L10 consists of three turns of No. 18 s.w.g.
should be about tin. wide and may be of any suitable tinned copper wire tightly wound on to a jin. diametal that can readily be soldered. Copper foil has meter former then removed and the turns slightly
been found to be easy to work with, but on no account separated. This method of making the oscillator
should this strip of metal be too thick or stiff as it coil imparts an appreciable degree of springiness
might then damage the printed condenser C9 to it. Fortunately, the removal of the springy effect
deposited on the panel. A similar copper strip is also is easily carried out and this may be done by heating
the coil in a flame.
used to connect the earthy end of L9 to the panel.
A lighted match is usually sufficient though
The use of copper strip for these connections has been
found to be advisable in order to keep the total occasionally the operation may have to be repeated.
inductance of the input circuit to V2 low, since These operations complete the assembly of the
otherwise due to the input capacity of this valve printed panel and the constructor is now advised
the circuit might resonate at too low a frequency. carefully to recheck all connections, making certain
Two last details remain before completing the that there are no errors in either wiring or the quality
assembly of the printed plate, these being the small of the soldering.
coils L14 and L5. LI4 consists of 10 turns on No.28
gauge enamel wire close wound on a 3 /16in. dia- The Switch Unit
With the printed circuit panel now complete the
meter former and soldered into position in such a
way that it is self-supporting. L5 consists of eight assembly of the switch unit may be undertaken.
.

Switches

i;

2.3, and 4

Fig.

3.- Details

Switch S

of the six switch wafers.

Gummy Wafer
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Reference to the drawings and the photographs will
indicate the method of assembly but before this
can be commenced the various component parts
have to be prefabricated. The Band I coils should
be wound and the turns locked in position by means
of a suitable adhesive or even by wrapping with an
adhesive tape. The platforms supporting the coils

TELEVISION
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ting material. It will be seen that the platforms are
supported by small extension pieces which fit into
holes in the switch wafers so that when all platforms
are made the complete switch may be assembled.
In the first place the switch is supported on the
front panel of the tuner by having two lengths of
studding projecting through and held in position
with the aid of nuts. The switch
L 8. Mounted between
Fine tuner
Oscillator fine
two waters
printed dise
click plate must be behind the
tuner control
metal panel and the threaded
bush normally used for holding
the switch on a panel is now
arranged to project through a
clearance hole in the front of the
metal panel without a nut being
fitted to it. This has been done so
that the moving plate of the
oscillator fine tuner can run on
the threaded bush. The spacing
between adjacent wafers is
shown in Fig. 4 and the appropriate spacers should therefore
be available.
Commence by
sliding the first pair of spacers
over the studding, then the SW4
wafer is slid over the studding and
Phosphor bronze
rotor spindle. The first platform
Dummy wafer
friction spring
supporting LI I is then slipped into
the appropriate holes, the SW3
Another view of the switch unit for identification purposes.
switch wafer is put on next and
must then be cut to shape and drilled to take the this supports the other end of the LII platform.
coil formers. These platforms are best made from Two short spacers are then fitted and a further
/16ín. thick bakelite board or other similar insula- wafer whose function is only to support the platform
1

Fine

un,nq
Fixed
Plate

t

Coil
Platform /

Coil

Coil

Platform 2

Platform 3

IIII'

1I1

Switch

4

Switch

3

Dum my
Wafer

Switch

/6

Spacers removed

/4,04

/6

Bracket 2

Cod Platforms removed

4.- Details

Sw/mA

for clarity

Bracket'1

Fig.

Switch

for clarity

of assembly of the switch unit.

Bracket 3
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of L7 and L9 as well as to have on it a single tag
is placed in position. The L7 and L9 platform is then
fitted, spacers put over the studding and the SW2
wafer fitted. Two more short spacers are slid over the
studding, then the screen separating the R.F. and
oscillator sections is placed in position and the L3
platform is fitted into the screen. The SWI wafer is
mounted together with the necessary spacers, then
the back metal screen of the tuner is placed in
position. Finally, two other short spacers are fitted

/2 Spurs
/ ..
l6 x 32

3

Whilst the complete assembly may sound somewhat
involved it is not difficult to carry out since it should
be assembled in a straightforward and logical manner.
The Band I coils may be fitted to the platforms
either before these are assembled into the switch or,
if preferred, afterwards.
Assembly
Having now completed the mechanical assembly
it only becomes necessary to complete the wiring
of the switch and this involves the connection of the

L
/%
6

6

Cut outs
2

x/32

Coil

Coil
Plat form

Coil

Platform

Platform
3

/,ö
Fig.

5.- Details of the

coil platforms-made from paxolin.

on the outside of the metal screen and the SW5
wafer is slipped over the studding and the complete
switch assembly locked tight by means of a pair of

Band I coils to the appropriate switch tags as well
as putting a short link between the first and second
tags of each wafer.

nuts.
21;
Though the switch
assembly is now coin%
plete, one final operation
still remains. This is to
fit a flexible wire spring
switch
the
between
spindle and the wafer
supports. This spring,
which can easily be made
from a thin piece of
phosphor bronze wire or
other spring material, is
fitted adjacent to the
screen separating the
R.F. section from the
Bracket I.
mixer and is preferably
placed on the R.F. side
of the screen. The need
2
for connecting this end
of the switch spindle to
Dia.
D /a.
B Holes
the metalwork of the A Ho /es
tuner arises because R.F. C Holes -% Die., D Holes -/32 Dia.
currents can be induced Fig. 6.- Details of the metal brackets
in it from either the supporting the switch and platform assembly.
output of VI, or from
the oscillator, and can then be fed back into the
grid of VI, thereby causing instability. Connecting
the spindle to the screen effectively prevents this
occurring.
The shape of this spring will best be understood
from the diagram showing the cross section of the
spindle and wafer supports. Thin spring wire may
be used so as not to put an unnecessary strain on the
spindle itself or on the control knob.

-
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It will be appreciated that with the switch in a
fully clockwise position all the coils connected to the
switch are shorted out and the only inductances in
circuit are those soldered in position between the
printed plate and the switches. These inductances are
subsequently adjusted so as to tune to Channel 9
operating at around 194 Mc/s. An anti -clockwise
movement of the wavechange switch to the next
position then brings into circuit an additional short
length of wire connected between the two tags. This
additional length of wire together with the two tags is
sufficient to increase the indectance of each circuit so
as to tune to Channel 8, which is 5 Mc/s lower. In this
position the Band I coils are still short circuited, and
a further movement of the wave- change switch in an
anti -clockwise direction will then remove the short
circuit from the Band I coils. The total inductance
now in circuit will consist of the Channel 9 inductances, plus a small additional inductance to
tune to Channel 8, plus that additional inductance
to enable the circuits to tune to any channel on Band I.
This will explain the wiring of the switches and they
may now be completed, referring for guidance to
the photographs. CIO must be mounted across the
switch tags terminating L7 and L9, whilst on SWI

411

is mounted R3, this resistor being connected directly
across L3.
The last item
to be assembled
on the switch
sub -assembly is
Switch

the printed

oscillator

spindle

fine

tuner disc
which is
mounted

on
the front of the
tuner itself.
It is important
that the metal

immediately
beneath the

copper of the
tuner disc is Switch
cut away so as studding

Switch
studding
Switch s
to reduce the Fig. 8.-Details of the spindle
earthing
capacity which
spring.

would

other-

wise exist across the oscillator. For this reason
two over-lapping holes are shown on the drilling

B HOLES 49 DR/LL

A HOLES

/R o(4.

Fig. 7.- Details of the metal
cover which totally encloses the
tuner.

diagram of the front screen.
With the top plate and the
switch assemblies complete, the
two units may now be connected
together to complete the TV
tuner. The first step must be to
bolt together the two units. At
this point it may be mentioned
that if preferred the switch wafer,
SW5, together with the adjacent
screen, may be removed to assist
in the wiring of switch SWI,
though if this is done it is preferable that the remaining two
screens should be fitted on the
panel so as not to disturb or
otherwise cause further disassembly of the switch unit.
[To be continued.)
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FERGUSON 983T AND 988T

SIR, -In the article on " Servicing Television
Receivers," in the December issue of PRACTICAL
TELEVISION, your contributor, Mr. L. Lawry- Johns,
gives a circuit of the line timebase of the Ferguson
983T and 988T receivers.
There are points in this circuit which may be
misleading to some of your readers.
The 100 K. resistor should be connected to the H.T.;
so also should the lead to the line amplitude tapping
selector. Furthermore, although this is not an
important point, there are four and not five width
tappings on the line transformer secondary.
The circuit, as shown, would not work at all as
the PL81 line oscillator's anode is getting no H.T.
-CHARLES TANSEY (Chelsea).
[The 100 K. resistor and the line amplitude tapping
should have had their lines continued over the boosted
H.T. line to normal H.T. supply as Mr. Tansey says.
This was a drawing slip and was certainly not intenregret to have caused any misunderstanding.
tional.
L. J.]

-L.

: ; .. ......

........' -"' -' --

fitted with 11 Mc/s I.F. coils not 7.5, the 7.5 Mc/s
I.F. in the convertor having been removed and the
frequency split with a 7.5 Mc/s I.F. strip to give
sound off the same convertor as described in " Inexpensive Television." In fact, my set is a mixture of
yours and theirs. I have the Simplex timebase, a
voltage doubler rectifier unit to give 2,500 volts from
a 1,200 volt transformer and the previously stated
improved R1355 for vision and sound. I can assure
anyone that this is the only video stage I have ever
tried which gives such wonderful results, and if one
can line up the vision receiver very carefully to give
the maximum bandwidth the resulting picture on
even this cheap radar tube is one of crystal clarity.
No one need ever be without a set when it is possible,
by following your advice and that of similar articles,
and using care in construction, they can have such
quality. I know it is clumsy but it is cheap and it is
also good. I look forward to more of your circuits.
ALAN HARDWICK (Sheffield).

-

I

COLOUR TV RESULT
SIR, -In reply to your reader G. F. Remmett,
whose letter was published in the December issue.
the cause of the apparently coloured' image was the
intermittent stimulation of the retina of the eye by
the image on the TV screen. When the eye receives
black and white impulses in rapid succession it is
possible for these to be registered by the brain as
coloured impulses. I have never seen any exact
explanation for this, but would venture to suggest
that it is a resonance effect. The stimulations resonating with the time of traverse of the impulse along the
appropriate circuit to the brain. The fact that the
original image on the VCR97 was green does not alter
the above as it is the periodicity which causes the
phenomenon.
Incidentally, if Mr. Remmett has done an evening's
viewing on a VCR97 and then gone for a walk by
moonlight he will notice the moon assumés a distinctly pinkish or purplish hue. This is a different
effect -the retina has been over exercised as far as
green is concerned and when a white moon is presented to it the eye sees the moon minus a little green.
The complementary colour to green is magenta,
hence the moon appears tinted with this hue.
I have never yet seen a pink elephant by this means,
-C. GRANT DIXON (Ross but one never knows
on -Wye).
VR65 VIDEO STAGE
SIR, -As a reader of your excellent journal for
many years and a keen experimenter I would
like to express my opinion of the article by J. S.
Hopwood, in the April, 1953, issue, entitled "VR65
Video Stage ?' I have added this parallel VR65 stage
to a R1355 receiver in place of the usual single video
amplifier and fed into a VCR97 on 2,500 volts it gives
the most amazing focus as stated. In fact, I consider it
as good focus as a 9in. commercial set I have and I
am using a 6in. magnifier on the VCR97, the pictures
being about the same size. I have, of course, added
another development which helps, viz., the 1355 is

...

!

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by
the name and address of the sender
(not necessarily for publication).

TV INTERFERENCE

SIR,

-I would like towithpassinterference
on a tip for those who
from a small

may be troubled
electric motor. My wife has a sewing machine with
attached motor and often finds it necessary to use
this during television time. It caused much interference and I had fitted condensers across the brushes
without very much improvement. The interference
was experienced in the next house. I decided to buy
a more elaborate suppressor, and the shop-keeper
to whom I went with my trouble suggested that it
might be due to badly worn brushes and suggested
that I look at them before going to additional expense.
I removed them and found that apart from some
caked oil, they were very badly " bedded " and I
put a thin piece of emery round a wooden roller of
the same (more or less) diameter as the commutator
and carefully shaped them. When I put them back
(with the condensers, of course) the trouble had
entirely gone, and I do not even find it bad enough
to prevent the use of the TV set in the same room.
G. DAVIES (Stanmore).

-

PICTURE DETAIL

-I should like to endorse the criticisrh of Mr.
Bardon in your November issue. On many

SIR,

occasions I have spent time trying to adjust the focus
unit and changing the second anode voltage of the
tube to try and get a smaller spot, all to no avail.
Now, reading Mr. Bardon's letter I have realised that
perhaps my set is not at fault, but that the smaller
details are probably not there. After all, when I
come to think of it, the tube in the camera is much
smaller than the receiving tube, and therefore the
eyes and similar details on a large chorus at the back
of a stage would be almost infinitesimal on the camera
tube. It would be interesting to know actually
what is the size of the smallest dot which the camera
can pick up, and how this compares with small details
such as eyes in a face at a given distance. Perhaps
BBC or ITA technicians could give us some help here
to avoid trying to reproduce something in a set which
isn't there.-H. ROWLANDS (Sudbury).
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III SIG. GEN. -19/6
Will provide the signal for
tuning to any Band III station.
2. Can be used as grid-dip meter
for checking the frequency of
Band III T.V. aerials, Coils,
BAND

413
CAR STARTER /CHARGER. KIT
All parts to build 6- and 12-volt charger
which can be connected to a ' flat "
battery and will enable the car to be
started instantly. Kit comprising the
following
Mains transformer
19 6
5 -amp. rectifier
17

1956 T.R.F.

1.

32/6

etc.
Can be made to give a pattern
on T.V. Receiver screen.
This instrument is very easy
to correctly calibrate and all
necessary to do this is included
in the kit. All the parts, including
valves, tuning condenser and
metal chassis are available as a
Kit at 19 6. Constructional data
free with Kit or available separately, price 16. plus 1.6 post.

For the benefit of
those who already

3.

have
a loudspeaker

and odds
and ends, the "1956
T.R.F." is available
in basic form. This
contains all the
essential items.
i.e., prepared metal chassis, 3 valves. mains transformer, gang condenser, coil, volume control, valve
holders, smoothing condenser, bias condenser. 6
paper and metal condensers, 7 resistors and data.
The total list value of all the items is 52:6, but as a
Special Offer to publicise the set, we offer all for
INTERFERENCE FILTER
32 6, plus 2,6 post and insurance.
Remember,
if pleased with results you can add the
To eliminate patterning and extra parts to
make the "de luxe" set as illustrated.
other interferences, also retransmitting causing complications with neighbouring teleTHE CASCODER
visors. Two models -one high - Of the several circuits used for Band III conversion
pass cuts out frequencies above at aerial frequencies, undoubtedly the most popular
45 m /c, the other low -pass cuts is the Cascode circuit.
We can offer a very good con out frequencies below.
Price verter suitable for any Band
Ito any Band III station,
27/8 each. postage 2 6.
in a very neat, polished cabinet with fine tuning,
on off mains, Band I -III contrast switches. Price
£7:10,0, post and packing 2,6.
TRANSFORMER SNIP

INTERCOM -Home or Office

This is a two-station " master " unit comprising an
A.C. mains operated push pull amplifier with built -in
P.M. speaker which acts as microphone or loudspeaker, depending on whether switch is set to
" talk " or " listen." Needs only another P.M. to
act as " slave." Complete in polished cabinet ready
to work. Price only £4 19 6. plus 3.6 carriage and
insurance.

11/6

Post

F u

l

l

y

shrouded

- standard
pri-

200-250 v.
mary 280 -0280 at
80

-THIS MONTH'S SNIP-

m a. 6.3 v. at
amp., 5 v.

3

at 2 amp.

Regulator Stud Switch
3 6
Resistance Wire
2 Resistance Former
2,6
Mains on/off Switch
1 0-5-amp. Moving Coll Meter
9.6
Constructional Data
1 6
or if bought all together price is 52.'6.
plus 2,- post and packing.
BAND

III

PRE -AMP
In difficult areas it will
be necessary to increase the signal level
and this is the ideal
unit for this purpose.
It is A.C. mains operated and is fitted with
Input and output coax.
plugs. Price £4. post
and packing 3,6.

COIL SETS FOR CONVERTERS

Straight Set

Comprises coils for R.F., Oscillator.
Rejector. Chokes for the heater line and
I.F. coil. Suits many circuits, for instance.
Wireless World, Radio Constructor, Teletron. Data Publications, etc., etc. (circuit
included). Price 15. -, post 1, -.
('aseode Set
Comprises I.F. coil in square can, oscillation coil, two R.F. coils, heater chokes,
etc. Suitable for most Cascode circuits,
Practical T.V., Radio Constructor. Teletron, Data Publications, etc. Price 18.set, post 9d. (circuit included).

The "ESTRONIC"
Band III Converter
To-day's best value
in Band III con-

verters suitable for
your T.V. or money
refunded. Complete
ready to operate.
59 6 non mains or
mains, post
851and insurance 3.6.
BAND III AERIALS

THE TWIN 20
This is a complete fluorescent
lighting fitting. It has built -in
ballast and starters
stove
enamelled white and ready to
work. It is an ideal unit for the
kitchen, over the work-bench.
and in similar location. It uses
two 20 -watt lamps. Price, complete less tubes, 29 6, or with
two tubes, 39'6. Post and insurance 5, -. Extra 20 -watt tubes,
7, 6 each.

TILE

dyne, Alba, Bush, Cossor, Ekco, EverReady.
KolFerguson,
er rades, Lissen, EMclips, Pnye Ultra.
Philco,
Undoubtedly
a mine of information, invaluable
to all
who earn their living from radio servicing,
Price £1 for the complete folder.
Our folder No. 2 consists of 100 data sheets
covering most of the poppular American
:

INDOOR,

-

SERVICE DATA
service sheets, covering British receivers which have been sold
big
quantities and which every service inengineer is ultimately bound to meet. The
following makers are included
Aero103

This is a II
wave, 3 element array.
Of all alloy
construction,
the
I

aerial

is

completely

assembled etc.,
which have
and
ready

for instant
mounting
in loft, bed -1
room cupboard. window frame, etc.
Price 12, -. plus 2-.
3
3
3
5

5

8

MAINS -MINI

element array with swan -neck mast with
" U " bolt clamp for fitting to existing
masts from :in. to lin. dia. ...
...
...
element array with cranked mast and
wall mounting bracket ...
element array with cranked mast and
chimney lashing equipment ..
element array with swan -neck mast and
" U " bolt clamp for fitting existing mast
from tin. to tin. dia.
element array with cranked mast and
chimney lashing equipment ..
element array with swan -neck mast and
" U " bolt clamp for fitting to :in. to

.

been imported into this
country. Names include Sparton,
Emetc. Eá
het Crossley,
gives
diagrams
and component values. alignment
cedure, etc., etc. Price for the folderproof
100 sheets is £1, post free.

h seiel

426
65

-

52 6

67,-

12ín. T.V. CABINET -15/-

are offering
these at not much
more than the cost
of the plywood
they contain. If
not wanted for
T.V. many useful
items
can be
made- record storage cabinet, H.F.
loudspeaker case,
book case, etc.,
etc. Price 15 -,
carriage 3:6.
We

41116

cit

69,long and medium wavebands
and fits into the neat white or
brown bakelite cabinet-limited
Post orders should be addressed to E.P.E., LTD., Dept. 5, 123, Terminus Road, Eastbourne.
quatitity only.
All the parts,
Personal shoppers to one of these addresses please.
including cabinet, valves, in fact,
everything, £4 10: O. plus 3.6 post. 42-46, Windmill Hill, 152 -3, Fleet Street, 29,Stroud Green Rd., 249, Kilburn high
Ruislip, Middx,
E.('.4.
Constructional data free with the Phone
Finsbury' Park, N.4,
Road, Kilburn.
FLEet 2833 Phone ARChway 1049
parts, or available separately 1,6. Half day,RUISLIP 5780 Phone
Wednesday. Half day, Saturday. Half day, Thursday.
MAIda Vale 4921.
Uses high- efficiency coils. covers

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
:

I

:
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ALL TYPES OF BAND III CONVERTERS IN STOCK
Valradio, Wolsey, Aerialite, Telerection, Spencer West, Dulci, Channel,
etc. Birmingham ITA commences soon. Obtain your converter NOW !
FAMOUS MAKE

TURRET

,

'TELETUNER"

12- CHANNEL TV TUNER
I and
Famous make. Covers Bands
and
III. Complete with valves EF80finest
ECC81. Ceramic valveholders,
made.
precision
quality components,
Switch and fine tuning. I.F. output
20 -25 Mc /s. Freq. coverage 50.87 Mc
and 175 -215 Mc's. Supplied with full

1

details

t3 /6Knob, 2 9

extra.

and superhet
For use with T.R.F.Uses
two Z719.
Band I TV sets.
alignments
Circuit, wiring diagrams,
.1
and full details with each
set. Post 1/6.
Complete Kit to build the Teletron
chassis.
Band III Converter, including
etc.. with full
condensers, valves.diagram.
instructions and

b,.
6

116.

17/6.
Mk. II COIL SET, cascode
Mk. II CHASSIS (also takes power
supplies). 8' -.
OTHER TYPES OF CONVERTERS
IN STOCK.
Open

plifier.

SAT.

"

P C F 80
output 33-38
triode pentode f.c. and mixer. I.F.I.F.
Mc's. Easily modified to other and outputs.
circuit
Complete with' full instructions
diagram.
6
Post 2'6. Knob. 3'8 extra. 9

THE

UNIVERTER

"

III Converter for home-con-I
-made Band
structed or factory
one 12A7M,
receivers, Uses two 8AM6, own
pcwer
one 6X4. Contains its
supplies. Complete unit,
free
in Cabinet. Post
A Band

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY,
'COMPLETE PROJECTION UNITS' All Types, Band Ill Aerials
I unit
l

la

and

Consisting of

completed

tube.I

W

3 -, 4 -, 5- and 6- element
A few
outdoor, indoor and loft.
examples :indoor. 12'6.
Minor.
Wolsey
King Pin, indoor. 7/6.
Aerialite 4-element loft, 42/6.

All Channels.

£21I
only. Full

LASKY'S PRICE

Carriage 21 extra. Limited Quantity
details on request.

42, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.1.
Telephone : MUSeum 2605.
370, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.9.
Telephone : CUNningham 1979 -7214.
All Mail Orders to Harrow Road.

Half day
Thurs.

channel Tuner

:

LASKY'S (HARROW ROAD) LTD.,

all day

12

is supplied with 4 sets
of Coils covering an
stations in Bands I and
III, London and Birmingham, BBC and ITA.
PCC84.
Valves used
R.F.double triode,
cascode
R.F. am-

wi9I6

TELETRON BAND Ill
CONVERTER COIL SET

Post

This

-I

Wolsey Combined Bands VIII, 17 6.

Aerialite outdoor for fitting to existing mast : C ele., 30136 6 : 5 -ele.. 42/6.
Chimney lashing and wall fitting equipment available, extra.
Co -axial Cable, semi-airspaced. yd. 9d.
Aeraxial, yd. bold. 300 ohms Feeder. yd. 9d.
:

Diplexes. 12'6. Wolsey Crossover Boxes. 15 /-.

Dept. N.,
(LEEDS)
THE
CALLS, LEEDS 2.
32,
CO.
LTD.
SUPPLY
RADIO
-Brand
valves,
pin.
Sots
5.30
ater
C.O.D.

ö

until
. to
r9 a.Postage
p.m.
23. pent
µ: 2 -and enquiries,
extra underS.A.E.
with
please. Full list 5d. ; Trade list 8d.

R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS
Fully Guaranteed.

Interleaved and Impregnated.
Primaries 200 -230-250 t. 50 c s screened
THROUGH
TOP SHROUDED, DROP
260 -0-260 v. 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a. 5v 2 a... 1619
350-0-350
250 -0-250
350-0-350
350 -0-350

v 80

v 100 ma. 6.3 v 4 a,
v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a,
v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a,

5
5
5

v 3 a 23/9
v 3 a 2319
v 3 a 29/9

FULLY SHROUDED 2 UPRIGHT
250-0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 v a. 5 v 2 a
... 17/8
Midget type, 2i- 3-3in.
250-0-250 v 100 ma. 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a 26/9

250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 3 a.
... 31/for R1335 Conversion
300-0 -300 v 100 ma, 6.3 v
v 4 a. 5 v 3 a 26/9
350-0-350 v 100 ma, Ç.
3 a 3116
350-0-350 v 150 ma. 6.3 v 4 a. 0-4 -5 v
425-0-425 v 200 ma. 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v
... 49/9
...
...
4 a. C.T.. 5 v 3 a

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
6.3 v
All with 200 -250 v 50 cis Primaries
1.5 a, 5/9 : 6.3 v 2 a, 7 6: 0-41.3 v 2 a, 719:
12ví a, 7111:6.3 v 3a, 811 :6.3vó a. 17/9
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
05 -15 v 3 a. 16/9;
:

200 -250 v 0-9-15 v 11 a, 11 9:
0 -9-15 v 5 a, 1919 : 0-9-15 v 6

a 2219.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
to 3 ohms 4,9
Standard Pentode 5,000
..
3!9
Small Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms
-250 v
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS 200 -230
1.1 a
2,500 v 5 ma, 2-0-2 v 1.1 a, 2-0-2 v
...
for VCR97, VCR517 ...

SMOOTHING CHOKES
h50 ohms ...
250 ma
100 ma 10 h 2501ohms ...

...

...

36/6

...11 /9

8/9
4/11
RECTIFIERS
ma
G.E.C. )I0 v 250 ma.-12IT; 120 vv 40
50 ma
v 2 aF.W..89116112v 4 a, 16/9
59: 612
250 v 80 ma, 7 9; 6,12 v 6 a F.W., 19/9
6/12v10 a. 35:9.

ohms
10 h 350
SELENIUM METAL
6600

ma

00

...

...

1

BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT
All parts for converting any normal type
of Battery:Receiver to A.C. mains 200 -250 v
50 c; s. Supplies 120 v 90 v or 60 v at 40 ma.
Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T.
of 2 v at 0.4a to 1 a. Price including circuit
4919. Or ready for use 9/9 extra.
ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY
the
ELIMINATOR KIT.-All parts for5I-41construction of a unit (metal-case'
2in.) to supply Battery Portable receivers
smoothed.
1.5
v.
Fully
requiring 90 v and
From 200 -250 v 50 c's mains. Price, inc.
diagrams, 38/9. Or
point-to-point
tested
e
TV. CONSOLE CABINETS
Handsome well constructed with beautiful
40M.
high 24i1nwide,20in. deep. For 51n
orl71n.Tube. Limited number at only g s
carr. 30'Types with full length doors. 10 gns.
Above for callers only.
Table Model types with doors. 4 Kris.
6/6 carr. Table Model for 12ín. Tube 39:9.
5/- carr.

new,
EX -GOVT. UNIT RDF1.
cartoned. Complete with 11
including 5Z4G. Also mains tuned L.F.
choke, rectifier, etc.. etc. Only 30 -.
Carr. 816.
TV. PREAMPLIFIER. -For Fringe
Meas. Brand New. Complete with 6F13
valve. Only 22:6.
CO -AXIAL CABLE lin.
...
...
75 ohms 1436
9d. yd.
Twin- Screened Feeder

..

10d. yd.

-

EX-GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES.
100 ma 10 h 250 ohms Tropicalised 311
... 69
...
150 ma 6-10 h 150 ohms
119
150 ma 10h 150 ohms
...
...149
250 ma 10 h 50 ohms...
EX -GOVT. E.H.T. SMOOTHERS
.25 mfd 4,000 v (Block), 4'9 :.5 mfd 3,500 v
Can, 316.
BATTERY CHARGER KITS.-Consisting of attractive Green Crackle Case,
Transformer, F.W. Rectifier, Fuse, Fuse holder, Tag strip, Grommets. and Circuit.
For mains input 200 -230 -250 v 50 c s. 6 v 2 a,

6vor12v,4a,
259: 6vor12v.2a,31'6:
49 9. Any type assembled and tested for
89 extra.
CHARGER
R.S.C.6 v or 12 v BATTERY
For normal A.C. mains
input 200 -230-250 v 50
Selector panel for 6 v or

v charging. Variable
charge rate of up to 4
AMPS. Fused, and with
meter. Well ventilated
case with attractive
crackle finish. Guaranteed for 12 months.
6916. Carr. 26.
BATTERY CHARGERS. -For mains
200 -250 v 50 e 's. Output for charging 6 v or
12 v at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only
25.9. Above can also be used for electric
train power supply.
R.F. UNIT TYPE 26. -Brand new. Car toned. 29 6. Plus carr. 216.
12
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Television Receiving Licences

THE following statement shows
the approximate number of
television licences in force at the
end of November, 1955, in respect
of receiving stations situated within
the various postal regions of
England, Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland.
Region

Total

London Postal ...
... 1,224,594
Home Counties
Midland
927,483
North Eastern ...
...
787,821
...
North Western ...
...
...
762,562
South Western ...
334,018
Wales and Border Counties ...
290,683
Total England and Wales
4,918,851
Scotland
309,358
Northern Ireland
33,490

Grand Totals

5,261,699

National Research Development
Corporation
THE President of the Board of
Trade has appointed Mr. C.
H. G. Millis, D.S.O., O.B.E., M.C.,
to be a part -time member of the
Corporation. His appointment is
for three years.
Mr. Millis is a partner in Baring
Bros. & Co., Ltd. He was ViceChairman of the BBC from 1937
to 1946.
Mr. Millis succeeds Sir Edward
de Stein who recently resigned
from the Corporation in strew of
his business commitments.
Sir Edward was one of the
" foundation " members of the
Corporation,
having
been
appointed when the Corporation
was set up in June, 1949. His
advice and guidance, particularly
on financial matters, has contributed in considerable measure to
the work and development of the
Corporation.
Pontop Pike Station
FOR the BBC's new permanent
medium - power television
station at Pontop Pike, Marconi's

415

Band III Test Signals

Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd. have
supplied the main vision and sound
transmitters as well as the medium
power combining unit.
The aerial system, consisting of
a three -stack super- turnstile array
is also of Marconi manufacture.
This, in conjunction with the
5 kW vision and 2 kW sound
transmitters, will have an effective
radiated power of 12 kW and 3 kW.
Pontop Pike is the fourth of five
BBC medium-power stations to
be completed with Marconi vision
and sound transmitters as the main
installations, together with Marconi
aerial and feeder systems.

BELLING -LEE announce that
they have raised the G9AED
aerial to the 350ft. level on the
1TA mast at Lichfield.
Normal transmitting times Mondays to Fridays are :
9.30 a.m. -12.30 p.m.
2.00 p.mm -5.30 p.m.
7.30 p.m. -8.30 p.m.
Saturdays : 10.0 a.m.-1.0 p.m.
Reports of improved reception
to Belling & Lee Ltd., Great
Cambridge Road, Enfield, would
be appreciated.
TV Raising Food Standards Tastes
TV and radio chefs are awakening
the palates of hotel and
restaurant customers, and they are
now demanding a higher stáldard
of catering.
Mr. J. L. Tregoning, Ulster
Transport Authority's hotel chief,
reminded 12 hotel students of this
when they graduated recently from
the Antrim County Education
Committee's catering training
school at Portrush after a three
months' residential course of this
change in tastes.
Mr. Tregoning said that the
public were becoming more discerning about food and consequently the whole standard of
catering in Britain and the North
of Ireland was undergoing a change.
He added " In my young days
1 was not advised by the medium
of TV or radio what was the best
food to buy, where to get it and
how to cook it. All this is affecting
the standard of food throughout
the country."
Since the Portrush catering
school was opened two years ago,
115 girls from various parts of the
six counties have received training.
New BBC TV and V.H.F. Stations
THE BBC regrets that, owing to
the late delivery of equipment
by the manufacturers, the, per:

The aerial mast at Lichfield as it
appeared when we went to press. The
Marconi 16 -stack aerial array is the
first of its type to be designed and
produced in this country.

Our next issue, dated
March, 1956, will be on sale
on Wednesday, Feb. 22nd.

.
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manent aerials at North Hessary
Tor and Rowridge television stations will be delayed. The dates on
which the service from these
stations will become fully effective
will therefore be April, 1956, for
North Hessary Tor and May, 1956,
for Rowridge. An interim improvement in the service from North
Hessary Tor will, it is hoped, be
made in February.
For a similar reason the opening
of the V.H.F. sound transmitting
stations at Meldrum and Divis will
be delayed until March, 1956, but
the station at Pontop Pike and the
transmitter for the Welsh Home
Service at Wenvoe was brought
into service on December 20th, as
already announced.
National Physical Laboratory
THE resignation of Sir Edward C.
Bullard, Sc.D., F.R.S., from
the directorship of the National
Physical Laboratory, took effect on
December 31st, 1955.
The appointment of a successor
to Sir Edward Bullard will be
announced in due course. In the
meantime, and pehding the taking
up of office by a new director, the
Lord President of the Council has
appointed Dr. R. L. Smith -Rose,
C.B.E., D.Sc., M.1.E.E., Director
of Radio Research in the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, to be acting director,
with effect from January 1st, 1956.
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of the rocket professor. There
were, I am told by their parents, no
nightmares or unpleasant reactions.
Indeed, on looking through a
parcel of children's ` Space Story '
books which arrived at my house
for Christmas, I found them far
more horrific than anything in the
much debated ` Quatermass.'"
Audience Figures
IT has been known for some
weeks that BBC audience
measurement figures and those
of the Independent Research
Agencies -independent of both
the BBC and the ITA-were not
in agreement.
The two Independent Agencies
have been showing the ITA
share of the possible audience at
around 55 per cent., while the
BBC figures have shown it at
around 45 per cent.
The methods of measurement
are, of course, different. The
BBC figures are collected in
personal interviews, and the interviewers disclose at the outset that
they represent the BBC. The
Independent Agencies use meters
attached to television receivers,
which continuously record the

programme to which the receiver
is switched.
British TV " Worth Imitating "
MR. JACK GOULD, television
critic of the New York
Times, and probably the best known radio writer in the United
States, in a dispatch from London,
published under the heading
" Worth Imitating," says that
there are some lessons for American
TV to learn from the British. He
refers in glowing terms to the
BBC Eurovision and other programmes and chides his countrymen for not capturing some of
the " superbly interesting material "
on film.
On picture quality, Mr. Gould
writes
" Finally, there is a technical
lesson to be learned from British
television, one that has a special
and fresh pertinency with this
fall's many color ' spectaculars '
in the United States. The quality
of the British image is infinitely
superior to the American picture.
This was noticeable here two years
ago, but it is apparent that
American TV hasn't improved in
the interval."

:-

Child Reaction

ACORRESPONDENT writes
" Do we underestimate the
ability of the modern child to take
tough entertainment ? Before each
broadcast of the recent TV horror
serial Quatermass II' the BBC
gave a pre- announcement to the
effect that the material contained
in it was unfit for children or adults
of a nervous disposition. Producer
Rudolph Cartier, however, tells
I
me that ` the kiddies loved it.'
am rather inclined to agree with
:

him. Two young girls who happened to be viewing in my home
when the feature started were so
delighted that they returned every
Saturday to follow the adventures

A party of students in their final year at the Ministry of Supply Scho tt ut
Electronics at Malvern recently visited the Mullard Factories and Laboratories. This photograph shows the party in the conference room at the Electronic Display Centre, Gerrard Place, London, W.1, where informal talks ani
discussions were held as part of a comprehensive programme covering a four day period.

LThe Editor 'will be pleased to consider articles of a practical
nature suitable for publication in `Practical Televlsion."
Such articles should be written on one side of the paper only,
Whilst
and should contain the name and address of the sender.
the Editor does not hold himself responsible for manuscripts;
and
stamped
a
every effort will be made to return them if
addressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence intended
"
Practical
Editor,
The
for the Editor should be addressed to : House, Southampton
Television," George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of radio apparatus
and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch with the latest
developments. we give no warranty that apparatus described
in our columns is not the subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published
in " Practical Television" is specifically reserved throughout
the countries signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.
Reproductions or imitations of any of these are therefore
expressly forbidden.
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1956 EDITION

THE

NEWNES

Radio and Television Servicing
YOURS NO

-

THIS is the most complete collection of models ever assembled
over 1,550 including the latest Radio Show sets. Here at your
elbow you have the circuit diagrams, component layouts, and all the
data you need to service the hundreds of different models in 'use.
The work covers Multi -channel T.V. receivers, Band III converters,
Radios, Radiograms, VHF/FM receivers and adaptors, Portables, Car
radios-they are all here to make servicing speedy and profitable. This
great work can pay for itself within a week of receiving it -never has
there been such an opportunity for you to make money. Prove this by claiming Free Examination. Post the coupon now and see for
yourself. But do this to -day -the demand will be terrific.

MODELS including

1550

POPULAR

LATEST

RADIO SHOWMODELS

TELEVISION
SERVICING DATA for

RADIO

-

Ace, Alba, Ambassador, Argosy,
Baird, Banner, Beethoven, Bush,
Champion,
Cossor,
Decca,
Defiant,
Ekcovision, E.M.I.,
English
Electric,
Ferguson,
Ferranti,
G.E.C.,
H.M.V.,

Invicta,
K -B.,
McCarthy,
McMichael,
Marconiphone,
Masteradio, Mullard, Murphy,
Pam, Peto Scott, Philco, Philips,
Pilot, Portadyne, Pye, Rainbow,
Raymond, Regentone, R.G.D.,
Sobel!, Stella, Ultra, Valradio,
Vidor.

SERVICING DATA for

-

Ace,
Ambassador,
Banner,
Beethoven, Bush, Champion,
Cossor, Decca, Denso, Defiant,
Eddystone, Ekco, Etronic, Ever
Ready,
Ferguson,
Ferranti,
G.E.C., Grundig, Invicta, K -B.,

McCarthy, McMichael, Mar coniphone, Masteradio, Mullard,
Murphy, Pam, Peto Scott,
Philco, Philips, Pilot, Pye,
Rainbow, Raymond, Regentone,
R.G.D., Roberts Radio, Sobel!,
Strad, Ultra, Vidor.

YOU RECEIVE FOR
FREE

EXAMINATION

6

volumes strongly bound in maroon
cloth.
pages of up -to- the -minute data,
3,150 and
practical information written by skilled Radio & T.V. engineers.
and more -the wanted
1,550 models
data you
must have for

profitable servicing work.
3,000 circuit, component and chassis
layout diagrams. Also photographs and explanatory illustrations.
WITH QUICK- REFERENCE INDEXES TO ALL
MODELS AND MAKERS
2
Years' Technical Advisory
Service on any of the many
subjects in the work.

FREE

Owners said the

fortune

I

last edition was worth a
This up -to- the -minute New Edition

more valuable. Prove it yourself by
sending for Free Examination-there is no cost
or obligation on your part. But please hurry !
is even

To

George Newnes, Ltd., 66/69, Great Queen St., London, W.C.2.
Send me Newnes RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING. I wi
either return it in 8 days or send 9s. Od. deposit 8 days after delivery.
then 10s. Od. monthly, paying £9 9s. Od. in all. Cash price in 8 dad
:

is £9.

Name

DON'T MISS THIS

GREAT
OPPORTUNITY

Address

Place X where it applies

Occupation

IHouseOWNER
Your Signature

(Or your
Parent's
Signature Wunder 2I )

Householder

RTV 102

Living with Parents
Lodging Addressm...

I
I
I

"
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for
FRINGE AREAS

DCOL
(Regd.

rad.

Ma.t)

SOLDERING
INSTRUMENTS
Sound jointing for the

Build the Practical Television Band III pre -amplifier
and see the difference. All parts in stock.
£ s. d.
6 ea.
1
...
...
B9A ceramic valveholders
2 ea.
...
1
..
B9A screens and bases
9 ea.
}in. low loss formers and standard cores
10 6 ea.
...
EF80 & ECC81 valves ...
9 ea.
...
Midget ceramic condensers
6 ea.
...
...
k watt resistors
4
...
...
5 way tag strip
2
..
2 way tag strip
.

0
I
Insulated coaxial sockets
9 yd.
...
3 core PVC cable
ea.
1
...
...
...
...
Grommets
8 doz.
...
...
...
6 B.A. nuts and bolts
DESPATCH BY RETURN. PLEASE ADD POSTAGE
UNDER £1.
9 yd.
Coaxial Cable. Low loss semi- airspaced
Band III Aerials
32
6
...
3 element wall mounting
53 6
...
...
5 element wall mounting
72 6
..
...
8 element from
(Please add 2/- postage)
Boxes
Cross -over
13 0
...
...
...
...
Belling Lee
15 0
...
Wolsey outside type ...
Aerialite Multi- channel Convertors ... 10 17 6

Home Radio Engineer

-

-

Illustrate i

Supplied tor

Protective
Shield

ranges with
no extra cost

(List No. 68)

for low volt-

volt
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AR RADIO and ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
One of Britain's Largest Stockists of all Leading Makes
Hunts, T.C.C., Haynes, Allen, Denco, Osmor, Weymouth,
Morganite, Bulgin, Belling Lee, Teletron, R.E.P.,
Scotch Boy, Ellison, Elstone, Partridge, Wynall, Westinghouse, S.T.C., AVO, Taylor, Goodmans, J.B., Wharfedale, Wearite, Acos, etc.
to
:
Ministries, Development Laboratories,
Suppliers
:

Education Authorities, etc.
Some of the more difficult parts you may not be able to

Apply Catalogues
Sole

,

:

Proprietors & Manufacturers

HEAD OFFICE SALES AND SERVICE

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.
GAUDEN RD., CLAPHAM HIGH ST.,
LONDON, S.W.4.

Tel: MACaulay

acquire :
Tapped Vol. Controls, Linear C.T. } mg., ; mg., 1 mg.,
7/6. Linear + mg., } mg., I mg., 6/6. Post 6d.
2 High Stab. } w. Resistors. 2% Range, 1000 to
2 meg., 1/6 each. 1% Silver Micas up to 100 pf., 1 /-.
280 pf., 1/2. 500 pf., 1/4. 1,000-5,000, 2/6. Post 6d.
Teletron Band III Converter- Punched Chassis, 4/ -.
Post 6d. Set of Coils and Circuit, 15/ Band III Loft
Aerials, 30/- plus 2/- carriage.

3101 -4272.

,11111111On11I11Illllllllllllllllnl/lllllllllll11111I1111111111111111IIIlllh

Thousands of Valves, Condensers, Resistors -Can We Help

You?

SPECIAL OFFER. -B.S.R. Monarch Record Changers
-New, Boxed, £8.17.6. Carriage 3/ -.
Catalogue, Book Lists, S.A.E.
'

RADIO SERVICING CO,
82, SOUTH

'tel.: EAL

EALING ROAD, LONDON, W.5
5737. Next Sth. Ealing Tube, 65 Bus.
1

p.m. Wed.
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CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS OF A NOVEL AERIAL FOR BBC OR ITA SIGNALS
By

F.

J.

THE problem of broadening the frequency
response of a TV aerial is usually met by
increasing the diameter of rod used for the
dipole. The theoretical Q- factor of the dipole, about
7 for a wavelength to diameter ratio of 1,000, falls to

r-o{
rFig. 4

1

(right).

-

Unipole with
counterpoise.

i
Fig. 1.-The
cone dipole.

Copper rods

joined

at centre

about 3 for a ratio of 32. Below this the rapid decrease
of the Q- factor does not justify the increase of bandwidth since the received signal is greatly diminished.
An extension of this device is to use, not cylinders,
but cones. Dimensions of the cone aerial for channels
l to 5 in Band I and for G9AED in Band III are
given in Table 1 with reference to Fig. 1.
As the angle O is increased the impedance at the
centre of the aerial is decreased, the bandwidth
increased and the Q- factor decreased. For the best
overall performance the most suitable value of O is
about 20 degrees.
Solid cones need not be used ; the surface is
effectively solid if about 16 strands of 7.02 tinned
copper wire are stretched between the apex and a
circular strip of thin copper around the base of the
cone, as shown in Fig. 2 (b).
Suggested reflectors are : conventional half-wave
rod of length R (see Table 1), a disc of ¡in. chicken
wire of diameter R or a large sheet of chicken wire
with or without a resonant slot. Spacing S between
the dipole and the reflector should be a quarter
wavelength and the appropriate dimension is also
given in Table 1.
Since the cone dipole is not easily constructed for
external mounting it is essentially a loft aerial. Fig. 2
suggests a possible form of gantry. Here a tuned disc
reflector is used and by way of experiment a Band III
dipole has been mounted in front of the Band I
dipole. The two dipoles are connected together by
twin feeder.
Being well outside the ITA service area it was not
possible to check the array efficiency on both bands ;
however, Band I reception was in no wav impaired.

Shipgood

Dimension BC is given in Table under column S,
and AC under column X. If the receiver lies between
the Band I ánd the Band III transmitters the two
dipoles can be mounted back -to -back sharing the
common reflector. In other cases, where the receiver
and the two transmitters are not in line, the arrangement in Fig. 3 is suggested. Each dipole is mounted
at a distance S from the reflector and is connected
to the main feeder by coaxial cable of length nearly
twice H. The connection should be made by a
matching device such as a diplexer.
Where a vertically polarised aerial is required it
may not be possible to erect the array because of
space restrictions in the loft In this case use can be
made of a counterpoise as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5.
The unipole should be mounted with the apex about
1 cm. above the counterpoise and with the inner
conductor of the coaxial cable connected to it. The
outer conductor should be connected to the counterpoise immediately below the unipole.
The cone dipole has a low reflection coefficient and
does not require matching at the aerial. It is important, however, to check the matching at the receiver
end of the line. To do this connect a piece of coaxial
cable, a little more than a quarter wavelength long,
in parallel with main feeder at the receiver input
terminals. With the receiver in operation, snip off
small pieces of about a Tin. in length from the free
end of the coaxial cable. Continue snipping until
h
1

(a)
Fig. 2. -For horizontal polarisation dipole may require
additional support. (a) All woodwork lin. square
excepting a, b, d, e, f and g, these being lin. x }in. All
joints half -lapped and screwed excepting at A and B
where fin. holes are drilled and ¡in. dowel rod fitted.
Bases of cones are plywood discs. (b) Copper strip or
bonding wire around h, j, k and m to support wires.
Connect coaxial cable to i and k.
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the picture disappears. Avoid cutting off
Channel
too much for if the picture should begin
to reappear it will be necessary to try again
1
with another length of cable. When the
null point has been reached short -circuit
2
the free end and the picture will now be
at its maximum brightness and therefore
the maximum signal input is being
received. Now remove the matching stub
4
and if the picture does not deteriorate
the input is already correctly matched
5
and does not require the stub ; otherwise
leave it in.
G9AED
If the aerial is being used for both
Band 1 and Band III reception the matching should be checked for both received signals
and a compromise made if necessary.

3,

RO f2
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Cone dipole measurements

H

=

1940

where f is in Mc/s

1970

f
D

=

684

f
All measurements above are in inches.
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5

(right).

-

Anol her counterpoise
arrangement.
Direction

of Band III
Transmitter
Fig.

3.

Direction of

-
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Length

Chicken wire extends to
Dipoles

placed

4
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=
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distance at least

from centre of

Transmitter

Slot width

4

=12

from

slot.

slot.

purposes. This monitor is seen in the centre of the
photograph of the control room.
(Continued from page 390)
The other monitor uses a 15ín. R.C.A. shadow tricolour tube which has been described
mask
synchronising
line
every
following
period
suppression
in the technical literature. Since the
extensively
to
the
receiver
at
is
used
"
This
"
burst
pulse.
its own decoder the input signal
incorporates
monitor
for
is
needed
which
generator
sub
a
-carrier
synchronise
the unit is, therefore,
detection of the quadrature modulated chrominance is of the N.T.S.C. type andand
monitoring of the
checking
general
for
used
signal.
on the extreme
The waveform generator and the encoder are transmitted signal. It can be seen
room.
mounted in the two cubicles adjacent to the camera right of the photograph of the control
control equipment. The three other cubicles in the S. Colour Test Equipment
background at the right supply power for the whole
The complicated nature of the N.T.S.C. signal
of the equipment, with the exception of the slide and requires special test signals and measuring apparatus
film scanner.
to ensure that its specification is met. The main
signal for this purpose, " colour bars," is generated
4. Colour Picture Monitors
One electronically and produces on the picture monitor
There are two colour picture monitors.
from left to right, are
employs three separate tubes, the phosphors of which seven vertical strips which,
-green), green, magenta
emit respectively red, blue and green light. The appli- white, yellow, cyan (blue
blue. These signals represent saturcation of the colour separation signals to the grids of (purple), red andwhich
the amplitude and phase of the
these tubes produces three colour separation images ated colours for
known. The amplitude is
are
sub
-carrier
colour
to
mirrors
dichroic
by
optically
which are combined
with a waveform monitor ;
way
the
usual
in
measured
method
This
picture.
colour
viewed
produce a direct
special piece of test equipa
by
is
measured
the
phase
superimposing
of
difficulty
it
the
attendant
brings with
Analyser. Distortion
Signal
Colour
as
a
known
ment
in
the
as
just
accurately,
images
separate
the three
of the signal after
colour cameras. However, up to the present, this occurring in the transmission
be measured
course,
of
can,
the
encoder
left
it
has
its
complicaand
best
pictures
the
method produces
tion is worthwhile in a monitor intended for technical similarly.
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HANNEY of BATH offers

COMPONENTS FOR F.M.
Instructors' Manual
DENCO ' MAXI -Q ' F.M. Feeder Unit.
Coilset 11'9: ten 7 Mcls I.F.s 6'- each :
1 9, P.F.: Chassis 72
Ratio discrim. trans. R.D.T.1 12'6. Scale and drive complete for
assembly 9' -.
:
MULLARD F.M. TUNER ('OILS ( Deneo). 510'FF 2'6 each
510 IFT 1
510 RF 2'6 510 Osc. 418
510 RFC 2 510 /AE 4'8
All Chassis punched with
510 RDT 12 6
718 : 510 1FT2 7.6
all holes, 12 -.
OSRAM F.M. TUNER COMPONENTS ( Deneo). O T1 2'9 OL'1
19 8. Chassis
2'6 : OL. 2 2- I.F.s 6'- each O T2 with crystals
complete with printed dial, front panel and drive mechanism 376.
OSMOR F.M. COILS. QAFM 7.- QRFM 5- QOFM 7.6 QICD
with crystals 25'- QIFM 1f -.
OSRAhI 912 Erie resistor -pot kit with ceramic tube resistors.
very highly recommended. 29 6 T.C.C. condensers. 55 -. PAttCRIDGEComponents, with loose lead terminations. Mains trans..
65'6 Smoothing Choke. 34 6 Output trans., 85 6. Price includes
Partridge carriage packing charge.
W.B. OUTPUT TRANS, 32 - W.B. smoothing choke. 18 9.
DENCO 16 s.w.g. Ali- chassis. 14 6 Bronze finished printed panel.
6 6 912 Plus printed front panel, 7 6 912 Plus pre -amp chassis, 6 -.
T.C.C. Con:DULLARD 5 VALVE 10 WATT AMPLIFIER.
densers, 45 - [Erie resistor -pot kit, 39 6 ' Elstone Mains trans..
Elstone Output trans., 45'- (both types) Denco chassis.
36 as
our
list. Maatcched valves availableifor both the above designs per

VIEWMASTER TUNER

:

Complete Switch Assembly
as

specified

;

;

:

;

We are now accepting orders for the complete
6 -wafer switch assembly No. SS /551 I, including
coil platforms, at 27/6 post free.
The switch will be available in February -March
but orders sent in now will be despatched first
when the switches are available.

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

OSRAM 912 -PLUS SWITCHES

f

11F810. 60'8: W.B. HF912.
iGli FIDELITY SPEAKERS. W.B. coil).
97 6. G.E.C. type FR
: W.B. HF1012 (3. 7.5 and 15 ohm
metal cone. £83'6. Goodman " Orlin 111." £9 15 -.
CP 3 370 p.f.
l'OILPA('KS. DENCO, CP 4 L and CP 4 M. 35 - LM,
40:- Batt.
and CP 3/500 pf., 42.8. OSMOR "Q " HO. 50'5
50 TRF. 40 - HF stage for HO pack. 20 -. We stock COILS
R.E.P.
Denco.
by Weymouth, Osmor, Wearite,
WIDE ANGLE COMPONENTS. ALLEN. Teleking Chassis
50'- LO.308. 40'- : F0.305. 21;- : D.C.300c.. 39'8: FC302. 311GL.16 and 18. 7.'8 each : SC.312. 21'- AT.310, 30 - OP.117, 8Chassis
DENCO Chassis Magnaview, 37.6
BT.314, 15'WA'DCAL 43'Super-Visor, 51'8: Coilsets Magnaview, 41 2
WA, FMAL 1WAFCAL 31 -: WA'LC1 and WC1, 7'6 each
WA'LOT1, 42. - 1 WA /FBT1, 16'-.
Punched chassis
BAND 3. Teletron Coilset. 15'- with circuit
3'9.
Send S.A.E. for our General List. Please add 2'- postage to orders
under £3 (excess ref ndedi.

These are available from stock :
SI
(14061/BI) & S2 (14062/BI) : 14/6 pair.
S5 (SS/556/2) : 10/6.
S4 (SS/556/1) : 11/6.

87'3

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

SPECIALIST SWITCHES

:

:

:

(Wafer switches to specification)

;

:

23 Radnor Mews, London, W.2
AMBassador 2308

L. F. HANNEY

(Enquiries by post or telephone only)

77,

LOWER BRISTOL ROAD, BATH
Te!.

AISM3014101111ffat.

spindles.
VOLUME CONTROLS. -Long
new. boxed, guaranteed. 10 k -2 meg., L'S,
2/11; S.P. 311: D. P. 4 6.
EXTENSION SPEAKER CABINETS.Sin.. 15 :- ; 8in., 18;6.
('ABLE.
AIR- SPACED ('O- AXIAL.
75 80 ohms, new, 7,36, 10d. per yd.
mid. 350v.,
+8
BARGAIN.-8
CONDENSER
new, Duhiller, 3!-.
D.C. A.C. ELECTRONIC INVERTER.
25 78 watts. new. guaranteed one year, £12
send for leaflet).
with F.M.
Complete 3 wave-band A.M. guaranteed,
CHASSIS, by McCarthy, fully
complete with 8 valves. knobs, etc. BoniThe
contal or vertical dial, £2115' -.market
cheapest dual type chassis on the

-

-

-buy

now.

Element,
TELEVISION AERIALS. -3 loft
type.
3 Element,
wall fixing. 45;,1" beam single slot. 45 - many
332
Send
etc.
other types of Wolsey. Aerialite, will quote
us your requirements and we

'

;

:

:

by return.

WOLSEY CROSS-OVER BOXES, 15' -.
WOLSEY MULTI -CHANNEL CONY ERTOR, £919.6.

GUARANTEED VALVI5/-

014

42

lA5

1R5
1T4
2X2

818

8f5/-

7'8
8 6
7/8/-

593

5U4
dE7
5K1
6U5

813

6J3

5-

7 6

12AX7

8 6

12C8

7W7

7 7

907

76

12SJ7

7.-

25L6

7A7

7Q7
7C6
7Y4
8D3

9888

9D2
612AÚ7
8!6
7(6
TERMS.- C.W.O. or C.O.D.
packing under £1, 9d. : £3,
6CD6G
6V6G

188

12ATI

6AQ3
6AT3
6BW3

1625

ECL80
PCC84
ECF82
EL84
ÚY41

9 8 6 6
6 -

:

.

GET A CERTIFICATE!
at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how !

-undertaken

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications

as

A.M.Brit.1.R.E., City and Guilds

Radio
Radio, P.M.G.
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
Final

A.M.I.P.

E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

5 6

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

10 6

Write now for your copy of this

6 6

10 6

116

11 816

Postage and

i'-

.

After brief, intensely interesting study

FREE

£10. 2; -.

It may. well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.
invaluable publication.

FOUNDED

1885

-OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

MAIL. ORDER ONLY

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

ELECTRO- SERVICES & CO.

(Dept. 462), 148, HOLBORN,

221

Battersea Park Road, S.W.11
MAC 8155

ENGINEERING

LONDON,

E.C.1.

3811

LYONS RADIO LTD.

FIRST -CLASS
TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES

:

DEPT. MT.
3, Goldhawk Road,
Shepherds Bush, London, W.12.
Telephone SHEpherds Bush 1729
:

BAND III CONVERTER KITS. -Complete coil kit by Teletron Co. with circuit.
point to point wiring diagram, alignment
instructions, etc. Provides the basis for
an efficient, easy to make, 2 valve converter.
which can be relied upon to give good
results. For use with TRF or superhet
Band 1 TV receivers. Mk. 1, 2-pentode
version for " Service " area. PRICE 15, -.
Mk, 2, Cascode -triode pentode version for
fringe and difficult recep. areas. PRICE
17 6. Ready drilled chassis. 3 -9. Post either
of these items 6d. Data leaflets 3d. each,
post 1 or 2, 6d.
MORE VALVE BARGAINS. -866A. 12'6.
VT60(807). 8.6. 6SN7, 7'8. 12A6. 6i -. 6X5, 6 6.
2X2, 4'8. 6L7(Metal). 718. VR150 (Stabiliser).
7 6. V1191 (Sylvania), soiled but O.K. electrically. 6: -. Post any qty, 9d. all.SETS.
MORSE CODE PRACTICE
Comprise an adjustable buzzer and well
balanced morse key mounted on wood base
7 x 6 x lin. with battery retaining strips
and terminals to which headphones can be
connected if listening at a remote point is
desired. PRICE 5;9. post 1 /9. Optional
extra : Battery to fit, 2r8 post free with
above.
RECEIVERS TYPE 111125.-Landing
marker beacon two-stage receivers operating on 38 Mc's. Containing resistors, condensers and transformers and two valves
type VR108 (8D2). In metal cases 109 x 6 x
31n. Good condition. PRICE ONLY 5/6,
post 2'6.
FERROMAGNETIC AERIAL RODS:
Enable an indoor aerial to be made of comparable efficiency to that of an outdoor
type. The rods are bin. long x 5 /16in. die.
Supplied with full winding data. PRICE
6,' -. post 6d.

-
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HUMAN STORIES
IMUST say that never expected
the BBC to indulge in the
" human document " type of
feature which has become so
popular on American television
and now introduced here first
on ITV.
Godfrey Wynne's
superb handling of this difficult
type of feature has been very well
received. This has been followed
up by the BBC's " Is This Your
Problem ?" which deals with the
types of questions which inspire
columns of advice from special
correspondents in newspapers and
magazines. In the BBC feature
the answers came from a group of
eminent advisers, headed by Edana
Romney and Edgar Lustgarten.
The sincerity of all members of the
panel and the warm, sympathetic
introductions of the characters by
Miss Romney instantly captured
the interest of viewers. Production
values were very carefully handled,
with no jarring technical flaws to
break the tension.
The panel
of advisers were dealing with
human beings and some of the
problems posed were of a serious
and touching character.
The
treatment had to be in good taste,
sincere and not sentimental.
It
succeeded in all these points.
1
suppose we shall now have a whole
succession of problem panels from
all the ITV contractors until
every possible human problem
has been dealt with. The viewer
will then have the choice of advice
from a large assortment of Uncle
Bobs and Auntie Olives in addition
1

to the excellent panels now in

operation

!

THE NORTHERN TOUCH
THE forthcoming opening of
studios and television theatres
in Birmingham by A.T. -V. and
A.B.C.-T.V. and in Manchester by
the Granada T.V. Network and
the A.B.C.-T.V., together with

hook -ups for relays from these
centres to I.T.A.'s London area
transmitter will undoubtedly bring

TELEVISION PICK -UPS

AND REFLECTIONS

Ey Iconos
a new approach to TV entertainment. Up to now, the style has
been dictated by conventions
acceptable to the South.
The
BBC's own relays from Manchester
and elsewhere have not carried
much weight -with the possible
exception of those from Edinburgh.
I
venture to predict that the
amateurishness of provincial TV
studio productions will disappear
with the launching of ITV in
the North.
Both A.B.C. and
Granada are well acquainted with
Lancashire, Yorkshire and Midland audiences, and will give them
what they want in a big way.
The very name " Granada TV
Network " suggests that its
horizons are not to be bounded
by the sightlines of the I.T.A.'s
-

Lancashire/Yorkshire area transmitter. As for the other I.T.A.
contractors -well, they all seem to
be fond of the word " Associated
in their titles. Is this an omen ?
BRITISH FILMS ON U.S. TV
LARGE sums of money have
been paid by American TV
companies for the right to televise
old British films, Some of these
have really been old- pre-war
exhibits which qualify as museum
pieces.
More recently arrangements have been made to transmit
comparatively new British filhis,
such as " The Constant Husband,"
with Rex Harrison and Vivien
Leigh, " Captain's Paradise," and
". The Man in the White Suit,"
both with Alec Guinness, and
" Great Expectations." The response to the showings of these
films has been most favourable,
and has created quite a taste for
the British product.
It seems
that the technical quality of film
transmission in America has
recently been considerably improved at many of the more
important TV stations. This has
been due to the installation of
flying spot scanners, progress on
which had been retarded by the
difficulties of tying up films shot
at 24 frames per second with the

60 cycles per second mains frequency. In England, by shooting
and reproducing films at 25 frames
per second, it is comparatively
easy to arrange a flying spot
scanner to produce 50 TV fields
per second with .50 cycles per
second mains as the basis. How-

ever, a solution has now been
found which enables the flying
spot system to be used in America,
with greatly improved results. No
longer will it be essential for high
contrasts and effect lighting to be
avoided when filming for TV in
America. It seems that some of
these British films reaped the
benefit of the new transmitting
technique in some areas. Incidentally, I find the American
films specially made for TV come
over very well on both BBC and
ITV.
" I Love Lucy " is as
popular in America as the Groves
and Archer series are here. The
excellent photographic quality is
the responsibility of one of
America's finest cameramen, Karl
Freund. By way of comparison,
other items on ITV before and
after this feature look drab.

TV OSCARS
the end of each year it has
AT become
customary for many
of the newspaper critics of the
theatre, films, radio and TV to
survey the progress in their own
particular fields and to name the
more important dramatic presentations of the year. In America,
the annual summing -up goes a
step further and societies of professional critics get together and
vote upon the best acting performance, the best script, the best
photography and so forth. The
pursuit of the Oscar has long been
a cult in the Hollywood film colony
and there are now equivalents of
Oscars for radio and TV in America,
Britain and elsewhere. Our awards
range from the laurels of Edinburgh
Festival of the Arts to the mascot like presentations of the "Daily
Mail " and the horrific monstrosity prize of the British Film

.
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Academy. This year, no doubt,
the annual airing of opinions will
be extended by reason of alternative TV, with. BBC, A.T.V. and
A.R.T.V. competing for the popularity stakes. As I write these
notes, the figures from one of the
audience research polls puts ITV
in the lead. This reflects the viewing
public's preference for the lighter
types of programme.

THE PALLADIUM SHOW
THE most outstanding success
so far on commercial TV
has been the London Palladium
Show. Not only has its magic
name stolen a high proportion of
London area viewers from the
Sunday night BBC programmes,
but it has been a principal argument in the selling talks of radio
salesmen. Not that it has been
necessary lately for radio salesmen
to use very much persuasion in
selling converters for Band 11I.

They sell themselves now.
IDEAL TV
THE name " Palladium " is a
great attraction, of course,
but even this gimmick would not
sustain the show week after
week if it were not for the following
important factors : (a) the slick
and highly professional direction
of Bill Ward ; (b) the excellence
of Tommy Trinder as a compère ;
(c) the first -class orchestra ; (d) the
high proportion of good variety

acts. I regard the crisp presentation, with its introductory film
shots outside the Palladium, the
close-ups of the theatre programme,
and the other initial " build -up "
scenes as being an essential preliminary. They create the right
atmosphere. Bill Ward handles his

cameras superbly. With dancing,
balancing or acrobatic acts, he
cuts skilfully from camera to
camera, often at the rate of nine
or ten different view -points a
minute. Good tricks look better ;
hard tricks look more difficult ;
the pace is terrific. But he does
not cut from shot to shot merely
through being " trigger-happy " at
the vision mixing panel. The ever changing viewpoint is inappropriate for vocalists or comedians,
and Bill Ward holds a single
camera angle for minutes at a
time on them, occasionally zooming slowly into a head close -up.
The great point about his method
of presentation is that each camera
move or cut is motivated, by a
movement on the part of the
artists or a change in the music.
Tommy Trinder makes a very large

.
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contribution to the Show, his
many " ad lib." remarks registering
well with audience and viewers
alike. Tommy even succeeds in
making something out of the
rather silly half-time feature " Beat
the Clock," in which members
of the audience are required to
perform absurd tricks. The
technical presentation is good so
far as quality is concerned, though
the familiar " ageing " process
on female artistes and the " blasting " glint of specular reflections
from jewellery or sequins betrays
the fact that image orthicon cameras
are in use.

February, 1956
one -act playlet, and the wide range
of scenes and exciting boxing
contests could only have been
obtained by pre-filming.

CONTRAST AND TONE RANGE
THE viewing public see their
television under all kinds of
conditions, from a completely
darkened room to one fully lit ;
with receivers adjusted to different
contrast factors and varying brilliance. How is it possible to satisfy
all the customers at the receiving
end ? I believe that the only way is
for the transmissions, live or on
film, to be restricted to a limited
tone range, with avoidance of compression in either the high -light or
low -light parts of the picture. It
is the compression of the high
lights on TV cameras that ruins the
features of so many actors and
actresses, entirely eliminating the
subtle shades of white which
register the true skin texture. This
problem of reducing contrasts is
dealt with in feature cinema films
by the use of make -up, by avoiding
white collars with black evening
dress (the collars are usually dyed
a pale yellow or blue), and by
avoiding contrasts of black and

I.T. NEWS
IT is a matter for regret that I.T.
News has been reduced in
programme time. The building
up of this complex organisation
has been accomplished quickly
and efficiently and there has been
a steady improvement in editing
and presentation since the first
opening newsreel, put over with
improvised equipment. The I.T.
News readers, particularly Chris
Chataway, have suffered from
faulty lighting and TV camera
distortions which have been far
from flattering. These troubles white in the scenery.
seem to have been
overcome. " How ?
The answer is by the
use of make -up.

" THE FIGHTING
CHANCE "
AFTER years o f
ninety - minute
TV plays from the
BBC (which sometimes have seemed

like

120

minutes

long !) I had been
looking forward to
crisp and snappy
half-hour playlets
from ITV. On the
whole, these have
been disappointing,
frequently turning
out to be one -act
curtain -raisers of the

type beloved of

amateur dramatic
societies. "The
Fighting Chance"
played for a full
hour, and a fine,
gripping, boxing

story it turned out
to be, with Eleanor
Summerfield. and
Stephen Boyd in the
principal parts. This
was anything but a

An underwater TV camera in France- produced under
the direction of Commander Courteau, whose TV
appearances have proved most entertaining.
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T/V CONVERTER-186 Mc /s -196 Mc /s
f2 -5 -0 post free.

This Unit, comprising drilled chassis, Tin. x
4in. x 21in., two miniature valves and met.
rect., wound coils, res., cond., etc., is a slightly
modified version of the circuit shown in
Wireless World, May, 1954.
It has proved
itself highly successful -over 4,000 sets have
already been sold to buyers all over England.
We invite you to visit us and see it in operation
for yourselves. Suitable for most types of
T/V Sets. T.R.F. or Superhet. Blueprint and
circuit details will be sent on application by

return of post, 1/6, post free. Supply voltages
required 200-250 v., 20 mA H.T. 6.3 v.
a.
L.T.
1

Power pack components to fit chassis as
illustrated, 30/- extra. Complete set wired,
tested and aligned ready for use 20/- extra.
Band 1, Band 3 Ae switching can now be
added, switch kit, 6/6. Full range of Band 3
aerials in stock. Adaptors from 7/6 per set,
dipoles- indoor 6/6, outdoor with cable 13;9.
Band 1 -Band 3 Cross -over filter unit, 10/6.

ELECTROLYTICS ALL.TYPES NEW STOCK
Can Types, Clips., 3d. ea.
8+8/4/1q v. T.t'.t'.
4'6
311,30 v.. 4,500 v.
2.- ><+I6,a50 v. Huuts 51-

Volume Controls 80

Midget Libman type.
Long Spindles. Guaranteed 1 year. All \'allies
10,000 ohms to 2 Meg ohms.
No Sw. S.P.Sw.
COAX PLUGS

...

('ABLE. COAX
STANDARD lilt. diam.

Polythene insulated.

"A" ONLY.
8d. yd.

GRADE

SPECIAL.

spaced

1/-

COUPLER ...
... 1/3
OUTLET BOXES ... 4/6

-

100/23 v.

9'500 v., Dub.
5+8,500 r. Dub.

Semi -air

polythene,

8+16430v.Hunts

80

v. B.E.C.
1i'300 v. Dub.

ohm Coax his. diam.
Stranded core. Losses
cut 50 %.

11

-S

;

VALVE AMPLIFIER

With variable Tone and Volume controle, 3
Midget B.V.A. valves. 4 watts output. Neg.

feedback. Chassis isolated from Mains. A.C.
2110 /25u V..4 quid itq amp' Mel. at an economical
price PRICE 23.19.6. t'arr. _'G. Wired and
tested, 15.,- extra. Circuit. :rad iuetr., 1 /6,
free with kit.

ALL

WAVE
RADIOGRAM
CHASSIS
THREE WAVEBANDS.
FIVE VALVES.
S.W. 26 m.-50 m.
LATEST MIDI; ET
M.W. 200 m. -SSO m.
L.W. 800 m.- :.',000 In.
SERIES.
Brand new and guaranteed. A.C. 200/250 v. 4 pos.
W/C sw. S.Med.L.Gram. P.I?. connections. Itigh
Q dust core coils. Latest ciron it technique, delayed
A.V.C. and Neg. feedback. Output approx. 4 watts.
Chassis 13110. x 514n. s 2)in. Glass Dial -loin. v
41ln. horizontal or vertical type available, lit by

Pilot Lampe. 4 knobs supplied, walnut or ivory to
choice. Aligned and calibrated ready for use.
Chassie isolated from rotins.
0
Lep.
Carriage and Insurance, 4 /O. PRICE ír,7 15.
J
8in. or loin. speakers to match available.
Posh pull version of above, chassis to special order,
812/10/-, caer., ins., 4/6.
2

BARGAIN VALUE IN
RECORD CHANGERS

5
3 8

4: -

(8.19.6
HÓ

ÉD

;a,s'

.

s

50 yards

Terms o C.W.O. or C.O.D.

-12UU/273 v.

IOU

12/6

E.H.T. TYPE FLYkV.. (43; R:5 455 3.2

BACK VOLTAGES, --K:1,25 2
kV., C/- K3,,45. :L0 kV.. 6/6 F:;, íÍf 4
1(3,100 8 kV., 12-8; MAINS TYPE. -1111
00 ma., 4/-; RM2, 100 ma., 4 6; 11)13,
5/9 ; RM4, 530 v. 275 ma.. 16
ENGRAVED CONTROL KNOBS far tin.
:

/,

120

ma..

Spindle.:

;

WEARITE "P" TYPE COILS. AS muses. 1 to 7
2/6 ea. Osmor (I Series ('oils. Shag tuned. Al
ranges (mm 3;8, Full range popular Coil Parks
REACTION COND.-.0001, .0003, .0005 mid., 3N e..
MAINS DROPPERS. Silicone coated, w ith
slider clips. 15 amp, 1,500 ohms, 4/3 ::2 amp.
1,000 ohms, 4.3 .3 11111p. 1,000 obes, 4/9; .3 :tow.
730 ohms non-coated, 4'6.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM. Richard .1IIen,
sin., 16/8 ; Cdee, 17/8 : Gin. Celer., 18;8: 7 r 4in.
pecial, 21 6

;

;
sin. Elac., 20/- ; Sin. tinsel o.an.
l0In. B. an d :4 ., 25/ -; 12ín. Mesas.).

RECORDING TAPE. -15011. reels, Scotch boy, 30.,LINE CORD.-.S anlp, GO ohms pee font, .2 amp.,
100 ohms per foot, 2 way, Bd. ft. ; 3 way, 7d. ft.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS, 465 ko /a
Band -new ex-manufacturer's midget 1.F':r.. aire
23ía. s ;in s in., dust care tatting, i.itz-won u,l
coils, High Q. Bargain aller, 7/8 pair.
QUALITY FLUORESCENT FITTINGS
Ideal for home or workshop. lait.- 200 230 V., complete with tube, ballast unit. etc., tealy for use.
Famous manufacturer's
nufacturer's surplus offered at nppror.
Imif price. Starter switch type, 421 -. Quick saut

type, 4718. Carr. and ins.; 716 extra.

F.M. TUNER-UNIT 187 me U-105 me 's) by
Jason. -Ass tested ntot apProve:t by Sad io
constructor. Complete Kit of Italia to build
mis 111011ern highly fm'res:4M unit. drilled
chassis awl .1 B. dial, coils and V:
4 BVA
miniature valves and all components. etc.. for
only 20.10.0. past free. SUPERIOR TYPE
GLASS DIAL.--enlibrated in Mets and edge
lit by 2 pilot lamp. 12'6 extra.
Illustrate) h:,r,(/',,. /. s. ith lull details, 2/. post.
free.
.

(Est.

THORNTON HEATH, SURREY (THO

Thornton Heath Station.

kV., 7/3
I, 125 v.,

/n. diam. Walnut or Ivory. Cold tilled. IF
Standard engnuings, 1.8 ea. Plain knobs L. match
above, l'in. 104, ea., Ilia. dia., 8d. ea. Superior
Unmarked Knobs with Gold Ring. Very rl,vlish
and becoming highly popular. Walnut or Bury.
1/- es. lin. 9d. ea. Pointer Knobs, Black
with White Line Pd.
11

TRS RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Listed above are only

Buses 130A, 133, 159, 166 &

1946

2188)

190

few items from our very !ergs stock,
Send 3d. stamp today for Complete Bargain List.
Hours : 9 a.m.
p.m., I p.m. Wed. OPEN ALL DAY SAT.
1Melly make c5egoee, P.O.s, ere. Oayale la T.11..0. Poet/Pschfng up la 11b. W.. 116 .1 /- ,316.118,516.9/
-,1Uí6.
a

-

competitive taper type, 121.

VALVES

70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD,

41

V. 1i.1!.I'.

;-.,., i.w r-. M.O. 816
:50 l'. Ii.1{.1.
8/6
Ou+L,u:;:30 v.
114
Gn+230,27s V.
12;6
';4+120 2;5 r.
11;6

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.

Elliptical, 18/8

4/6

7/8 GQ7
7/6 liSS7
7/6 OVO

103
1T4

.'IL0!'.4/8
R.I./X.518
r.'l'.r.C. 6/-

oa;

32+32/350 v. B.E.C. 51

35/ -.

I

GUARANTEED
8/6 EF41 10/8 Mt1714
8,'6
9/- EF50
PCCs4 12/8
7/6 Syly.
10/- ]'CFAs 12/8
184
318 At
8/8 EFB80 12/6 P('1,12 12/8
3S4
8/- 6X5
8/- 1,1,0
VLSI
1218
3V4
8/- EA50 2/- Equip. 5/8 PL81 10/3D6
3/6 EBC41 10/6 BEIM 10,1 PL83
12/6
514
9/6 ECH35 12/6 11F80 13,,8 PY91I 11/6AM6
8/8 EB9l
7/6 EFOI
8/6 I')'SL
12/8
OATH
8/6 F:BC33 8/6 EL41 111 l'k'82 10/GCHO
10/8 ECC83 12/6 EL84
121 SP41
51
MGM
3/6 ECH42 10/8 EM80 12/6 SPV,I
6/8
6K7
6/8 ECL80 12,,6 EYSl 12'6 11.22
8/6
6K6
9/- la?s9
7/6 Ez46
10/- C23
12/8
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET
1115, 1T4, 1:41 and 3S4 nr :
27/6
0145, 6K7, GQ7, OVO, 514 or 0147
... 35/SPEAKER FRET.
Exrande.l Bronze anodises'
metal Sin. s 810., 2/3 ; 1.2in, s 8in., S
-. 12ín. x
12in., 4/3 ; 12in. 0 16in., 8/ -; 24in. s 12in.,
9/6, etc.
TYGAN FRET (Murphy patter.). -12in. ,- 121e., 2,,. ;
12in. s ISiu., 3 /-; 12ín. s 24in., 4,' -; eh-., etc.
1R.i

27

IG-I I.i,4aV r'.

;

Recommended for above chassis
B.O.R. MONARCH. -Latest Model 3 sp. Auto Changer Mixer Unit.
Famous Magidisc,
7, 10 and 121n.
Record Selector. Modern
Cream Styling Dual Atad Cartridge Std as for
HI -Fi reproduction.
As aby leading
manufacturers.
Bargain pi i,...
-

1';+h;

2 2 6
4 6

1G +16,,4:50 v. T.C.C. 5 6
32 :150 v. B.E l'.
4, :12,'3116 V. 110b.
S/-

9d. yd.

TWIN FEEDER, 90 ohms, 64. yd. ; 300 ohms, 84. yd.
TWIN SCREEN FEEDER, SO ohms, 1/- yd.
60 OHM COAX CABLE 8d. per yd., hits. dia.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 4 pf. 70 pf., 9d.
100 pf.
150 pf., 1,1 ; 250 pf., 1/6 ; G00 pf., 1/9. PHILIPS
Beehive Type -2 to 8 pf. or 3 to 30 pf., 1/3 each.
RESISTORS. -Pref. values 10 ohms 10 megohms
CARBON
WIRE WOUND
ohms- 1/3
20% Type. 3 w., 3d, :
6 se.
)) 25
} 10,000
w., 5d. ; 1 w., 64. ; 10 w.
1/6
2 w., 9d.
15 w.
ohms
2/10% Type, It w., 9d. ;
15,000- 1/9
5 w.
6% Type, 3 w., 1 / -.
33,000
1% Hi -Stab, It w., 2/-. 10 w.
ohms
2/3
WIRE -WOUND POTS.
3w. LAB COLVERN, Etc.
Pre-Set Min. T/V. Type. Standard Sire Pate. alit.
Knurled Slotted Knob. Spindle. High Grade.
All values 25 ohms to 30 All Values. 100 ohms to
K., 3/. ea. 50 K., 4 /-. 50 K., 5/6 ; 100 K.. 6/6.
Ditto Carbon Track W/W EXT. SPEAKER
50 K. to 2 Meg., 3/-.
CONTROL. 10 12, 3I -.
CONDENSERS. -Mica or S. Mica. All pref. vainest.
3 pf. to 680 pf., 8d. each. Ceramic types, 2.2 -5,000
pf., as available, 9d. each. Tubular,, 450 v. Hants
and T.C.C., .0005, .001, .007, .01, .02 and .1 350 v..
94., .0 5, .1 500 v. Hunts Moldseal, 1 /-. 23 Hunts,
1/6. .5 Hunts, 1 /9. .1 1,500 v. T.C.C. (Simples),
3/6..001, 0 kV., T.C.C., 5/8..00112.3 k V., T.C.C. 9/6.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.-10%.
5 pf. to 500 pf., 1/ -. 600 pf. to 3,000 pf., 1/3.
1% 1.5 pf. to 500 pf., 1/9. 315 pf. to 5,000 pf., 2/ -.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. -18 s.w.g, Plain, sndrflled;
folded 4 sides and riveted corners lattice firing holes.
Strong and soundly constructed with Olin. sides.
lin. z 4in., 4/6 ; 9in. e Oin., 5/9 ; llio. s 7in., 6/9 ;
13in. r 9in., 8/6 ; 14in. s Ilia., 10 /6 ; and 18in. z
18in. r 3in., 16 /6.
CARBON MIKE INSERT.- uperior quality type
thin. s lin. Brand new and boxed only, 316 each.
BRIMISTORS.-CZI for 3a heater chains, 3 /6,
CZ2 for .15 a., or .2 a., 2/6. CZ3 (Pilot tamp), 1/6,
lb. 14 to 20 s.w.g..
COPPER ENAMEL WIRE
2 1-; '25 to 20 0.W.g., 2/6 ; 30 to 40 e.w.g., 3/6,
SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spout, 3/9 tin.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. -373 pf..
Midget, 6/6; ditto, with duet cover and trimmers,
Standard size with feet, 8/6
8/6, .0003 mid.
3
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VIDEO ELECTRONICS
(LONDON) LTD.

Head office

27, Bacon

:

Street, London, E.I

I6 ;22, Bacon Street, E.I.
Telephones : Bishopsgate 04 t 9/0410.
Works

:

T.V. Tubes

ffo

trtt

Cheap, reliable high grade seconds and reconditioned C.R.T's, as supplied to the trade and
leading Television Insurance Companies, prices

from
Valves

COMBINED

BOOSTER

Send at once for our useful list of cheap .valves
which will save money, we are the cheapest in

AND ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS
Cheap and easy to fit to any Receiver,
they enable Tubes with low emission
or with Cathode- Heater short to be

the trade.

Condensers
Electrolytics, bias, coupling, etc., etc., at give -,
away prices. All types stocked.
Resistors
A fine stock of these at very low prices.
T.V. & Radio Cabinets

used again. Supplied in any voltage
from 2v.- 13.3v.
OPTIONAL BOOST (121% and 25 %).
Price 21/- (Retail)

A few 17" Table and Console cabinets, new, ex
famous manufacturer, and about 500 very handsome radio cabinets made for export.
Send for stock list of speakers, valves, components
and T.V. and Radio Spares.
All our goods are guaranteed.

H. W. FORREST
(TRANSFORMERS) LTD.

HASLUCKS GREEN ROAD
SHI. 2483
SHIRLEY, BIRMINGHAM.
349
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LEARN THE

E3.

WAY

Specially prepared sets of television parts (which you
receive upon enrolment) with which we teach you, in
your own home, the working of circuits and bring you
easily to the point when you can construct and service
Whether you are a student for an
a television set.
examination; starting a new hobby; intent upon a
career in industry; or running your own business
and
this Practical Course is intended for YOU
may be yours at very moderate cost.

--

EASY TERMS FROM

A

15/-

A MONTH

tutor is available to give individual help

and guidance

throughout the Course.

POST

THIS

Please send me

your

COUPON

FREE

To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES,
Road, London, W.4.

TODAY

book on Practical Courses:

Dept.

136X,

Grove Park

NAME
ADDRESS

EXPERIMENTAL
OUTFITS:
Instruction and equipment for building
TELEVISION

-

a

Television

--

Receiver.
A course in basic principles.
BEGINNER'S RADIO OUTFITS
Instruction and equipment from
ADVANCED RADIO OUTFITS
which you build a Radio Receiver.
Also for Mechanics, Electricity, Chemistry, Photògraphy, Carpentry,
Draughtsmanship. Commercial Art, Amateur S. W. Radio, Languages.
The only Postal College which' is Dart

SUBJECT(S)

Li

ED..

E.

M.I. INSTITUTES

of

a

worldwide Industrial Organisation.

Tr..55

- ..i
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot
alternative details
for constructional articles whichsupply
appear in these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO NSWERQUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE.
The coupon
p. 43/
must be attached to all Queries, and from
if a postal
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
must be enclosed.

ALBA 372
My Alba, purchased I believe about 1952, has
picture slip. The picture is good, but every now and
again, say at change of camera, the picture slips down.
Sometimes it is worse than others and after fiddling
with picture hold, it may be all -right for a time, then
away it goes again, one picture following another
from top to bottom of the screen.
Bassinder
Nr. Rotherham).
We suggest you first change V7 ECL80 which is
just to the right of the focus magnet, viewing the
receiver from the rear. If this does not effect a cure,
replace the .01 /IF sync coupling condenser which is
mounted just beside the V7 valve base. Also check
the associated 330 K and 100 K resistors.

-T.

illuminate.
The controls have no effect on it.
Martin
(Plymouth).
If the normal line timebase whistle is absent, but
upon turning the line hold control a very faint, high -

-F.

pitched whistle is barely audible, the trouble is no
doubt due to the line output transformer, which
should be replaced.
However, if the line whistle is audible as normal
and E.H.T. is available at the EY5I anode, this valve
should be checked.

PHILCO A1707R
The fault is severe vision on sound. Revolution of
the core of the sound oscillator coil does not help,
neither does tuning of other stages in the vision or
sound sections. I've tried to find the " happy medium,"
but there is still a disturbing amount of vision on
sound. I recently replaced the E.H.T. transformer,
but I cannot see how that would produce such a fault.
The tube appears to be in reasonabje condition, and
only moderate contrast is required. J-Iave you any
helpful suggestions, please ? I am not in possession of a
circuit diagram for this model.-H. Morgan
(Birmingham).
The vision on sound, if not due to improper
alignment, is probably caused by an open -circuited
electrolytic capacitor. These should, therefore, be
tested for capacity. It is possible that disturbed wiring
could cause the fault but we do not think so in this
case.

VIEWMASTER AND LINE LINEARITY
Having recently built the Viewmaster, using a 12in.
tube, MWI6 -74, can you please tell me how I may
MURPHY V150
correct the following ? From the viewing position the
My Murphy Model V150 produces a good picture right-hand side of test card C is cramped and although
three-quarters the way down the screen But on the there is plenty of movement on the left -hand side when
bottom I get a reflection and several white lines. shifting the width control only a little and not sufficient
When I adjust the vertical hold, the picture rolls, but width is gained on the right -hand side. Similarly,
the bottom of the test card C is a little cramped, but
cannot lock to full picture.
I might mention the slider must be right on the has plenty of movement on picture height.
I get
earth end until I can receive the picture as above. If a very good picture and suitable sound, but notice that
you can indicate a method of removing this it would sound, contrast and brilliance controls are at their
maximum.
be most helpful. -F. Hutchins (S.E.23).
Should this be so, and is there anything amiss that I
Have both frame timebase 20F2 valves tested for
emission. If these are in order, check the 2$ tiF bias cannot show a raster when there is no signal ? -R.
electrolytic of the output 20F2. Assuming this is Simmonds (Portsmouth).
up to capacity, check the 1.2 M!2 and 1.5 M which
The non -linearity of the line scan is usually
to
are in the anode circuit of the frame oscillator. These incorrect adjustment of L14 or to MR2 being due
faulty.
resistors may have " gone high."
To obtain good linearity it is essential that the dust
core of_L14should be fully inside the coil former.
COLUMBIA C5OIL
If, however, the linearity is then
but the
My' trouble is the picture ; it shows only a small width of the picture is reduced tooimproved
much we suggest
area across the screen. I also lose the sound on turning connecting a capacity of approximately
down the contrast. Hoping you can give me some across the line scanning coils tags LI and 220 pF
L2.
guidance. -A. T. Harman (S.E.18).
Non-linearity of the frame scan is probably caused
The fault, nearly always, in this model, is caused by by incorrect adjustment of R65 and R64. Though
the 1.5 MD resistor of the frame oscillator going this can also be aggravated if V12 is faulty or if
the
" high." It is mounted beneath the chassis, approxi- H.T. supply in the circuit is low. We suggest deleting
mately in the rear centre, and is wired from the R67 readjusting R65 and R64.
oscillator valve base to a tag strip. It is a small
To obtain a raster without a signal it should only
carbon resistor coloured brown, green, green.
be necessary to slightly reduce the value of R68.

I

4
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PYE V4
I have had EF80, PL81, and PY81 tested, and have
renewed one valve (PY81) which the test showed
L. emission ; also, I have fitted new 250 mA. fuse,
and have current passing through it ; but when I
switch on the TV set I still can't get the tube face to

428
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protecting the receiver generally should an internal
short -circuit. occur. They are purposely only lightly
rated so that an internal short would provoke rapid
failure and thus prevent the defective component
from over-heating to an extent to cause fire. If the
manufacturer installed 1 amp. fuses, then 1 amp. fuses
should have been used as replacements ; consistent
failure would indicate an intermittent short within
the set, and this cannot be cured simply by increasing
the rating of the fuses. It is pointless to fuse a TV
be biased beyond cut -off.
at 5 amps. This affords little or no protection
Is there any way in which I can use this tube ?-V. R. set
and might well lead to fire should a serious short
Tracey (S.E.12).
develop in the H.T. circuits.
The Mullard tube is not a satisfactory substitute
have
already
for the Mazda CRM92. Since you
EKCO TC185
installed it, however, it would be as well to increase
I have an Ekcovision model TC185 which has develfrom
one
which
is
connected
the value of the resistor
oped a fault, though at the moment not serious.
will
You
to
chassis.
control
side of the brightness
Quite suddenly, a few weeks back, the picture comif you
find that this has a value of 10K ohms
pletely blacked out and for several minutes I attributed
brightness
of
range
a
better
25K
ohms
it
to
increase
it to camera failure as sound was still O.K. As no
control will be achieved.
announcement was forthcoming from the B.B.C., I
twiddled the brilliance knob and found that advancing
SETS ON FIRE
it from the usual set position at about 10 o'clock to
fires
in
of
the
causes
on
advice
like
your
I would
about 2 o'clock, I again got a satisfactory picture

SOBELL T90
I have a 9in. Sobell Model T90 which uses a Mazda
The
triode C.R.T. CRM92 with grid modulation.
tube is now useless; a friend has presented me with a
9in. Mallard C.R.T. Tetrode MW22 -14c, which is
6.3 v. heater as compared with the Mazda. I've tried
using it with a separate 6.3 volt transformer for the
heater and 200 volts off the H.T. line from the first
anode without any satisfactory results ; it appears to

;

TV receivers. I am only a novice to radio and TV,
but I am very interested in this work. I had a TV
receiver catch fire and will try to explain the symptoms
previous to it happening.
The evening previous we were looking at the programme when the picture began to get unstable. This
lasted about a quarter -hour until the picture disappeared
altogether, but the sound was normal and we could
hear a sizzling noise from the set. I took the back cover
off the cabinet and the sizzling appeared to come from
the E.H.T. section of the set which was enclosed in a
metal screening box. When the box was taken off
two separate parallel wires had touched together near
the top soldering tag and had joined together as one,
and was badly arcing ; the insulating had melted off
each wire for about 11 inches. I separated the wires
with a well insulated screwdriver after the set had been
disconnected, and when switched on again the picture
appeared normal for the remainder of the evening
which was two hours later.
The following evening after the set had been switched
on a few minutes it burst into flames and had done
considerable damage before it could be put out.
Did a flash -over from one wire to the other cause
this, and if new insulated wires had replaced the ones
that had the insulation melted off, could the fire have
been avoided ? Would you please advise me of precautions to take to prevent this happening again ? By
the way, I forgot to mention that the last time the
service man came to replace a valve, the mains input
fuses of 1 amp. which were the originals in the set had
burnt out, when he was testing for the fault, and he
replaced the 1 amp. fuse by a 5 amp.; he said it would
make no difference to the safety of the set or components. Is this so ? -H. Lawson (Mansfield, Notts).
Fuses are included in a television receiver to aid in
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though I had to be continually adjusting up and down
slightly as the brilliance would vary considerably during
the course of an evening's viewing. However, this
unstable condition has now settled down somewhat it
seems, but with the brilliance control still set in the
advanced position. I would like to add that there has
been no trouble from frame slip or horizontal hold,
though the picture quality does seem to be impaired
slightly.
As I have no circuit or service sheet available, can
you please give one or two suggestions as to the cause
of the trouble and possible means of correction?
W. J. Richman (Trowbridge).
This fault is often caused by a drop in emission of
the video amplifier. This is located toward the front
end of the chassis just to the right of the centre line.
It is a 10F1 valve..

-

FERRANTI T1146
This set is fairly old, but I had a new tube fitted last
year and the set has been serviced oil various occasions.
I recently lost the picture and thought I could rectify
the trouble. I set about it this way : Realising the
age of the set, I thought it would be a good investment
to replace all the valyes on the vision side which I have
done, six valves in all, but the result is still the same.
I got a raster, and then what resembles a venetian
blind or shuttering effect. Can you suggest what other
components, i.e., condensers or resistors would be the
cause of this trouble ?-C. W. Chapman (N.17).
The fault is no doubt due to a faulty SP61 line
oscillator which is mounted next to the 6L6G line
output valve (top right side). The line oscillator may
be found to be a VR65 ex-government,rand the 6L6G
may be found to be a KT66.
of The Famous Standard Work

ENCYCLOPJEDIA
THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS
By F. J. CAMM

Cohsiderably enlarged, amplified and entirely re- written and re- illustrated. Complete Television Section, with theoretical
and constructional data.
Units-Principles, Circuits, etc.
All the facts, figures, and constructional data of Radio and Television- Definition, Terms
Over 300,000 copies sold Price 21/- or 22/- by post from:
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

-
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Practical Television

UNITS, types 26 or 27, 27/8;
(Postage
2 /6I;
RF24,
RF25,
soiled, 10/6; RX161, 160/220 me /s
with
2/VR136,
1 /VR137,
1 /CV66,
12/6; I.F. Amplifier 178 (for this)
16.5 me /s, with valves, 22/6 (post 2/each).
R1355, new improved type
37/6
(carr.
7 /6).
RT- 34.'APS -13,
brand new, black crackle case.
Valves: 5/6J6, 8 /6AG5,
1 /VR105,
30 me /s min. IFTs., 60 /- (carr. 2/6).
Condensers, Bak. tubular, 0.1/1.2 kV;
5/800v; 25 /800v, N. each; .03/2.5
kV; .05/3.5 kVw.; .25/1.5 kVw., 1/each. .1/2.5 kV, 3/6; .1/3.5 kV, 4/6.
SLC4, new condition, with 15 valves,
30/- Icarr. 9/61. Responser RDF1,
new, 160/220 mc,'s 12 valves, 15/(carr. 7/6), or ZC8931 9 valves, 30/(carr. 6 /-1. Bendix RA- 10 /DA /DB.
wavebands. Long. Med.. 2 -5 and 5 -104
me /s. 8 valves. new. £4 (carr. 10 / -I.
CRTS VCR138 3in., new,
R1355,
I.F. strip only, complete 25/-,
with
new. 25/ -, less valves. 12/6 (postvalves.
R1155B. good condition, " N " 2/61.
type
drive, less DF valves, 99/6 (carr.
R.F.

10 / -1.
Motors,
10 VA, 100v, 50e.

Classified Advertisements

RATES : 4/- per line or
thereof, average Ove words to lin
minimum 2 lines. Box No. L- extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager. "Practical Television,"
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.2.
T/V in perfect working order by
leading manufacturers from £12, all
makes; many sets suitable use anywhere; impossible to show complete
stocks here. Send s.a.e. for latest
bargains. 9in. Pye £12, loin. Marconi £14, 12in. Ferguson £24, 12in.
Marconi £22/10/ -, etc., carriage
paid. THIS IS A GENUINE OFFER
-NOT A " CATCH." 100's SOLD
EVERY WEEK ALL PARTS BRITISH
ISLES. Callers welcomed. Originals
of many unsolicited testimonials seen
any time at our registered office.
HIGH STREET RADIO, 284 -6, High
Street, Croydon, Surrey. (Telephone:
CROydon 8030.)
B.S.R.
MONARCH
3 -speed
auto change units; new in maker's sealed
carton; guarantee; complete with in-

,

'

synch. 3.000 r.p.m.,
new, 10/ -. List and
enquiries:
s.a.e.,
please. Terms:
c.w.o.; postage extra; immediate
template,
suspension
des- structions,
patch.
W. A. BENSON (PT), 308, springs,
£9/15/1,
carriage paid;
immediate delivery. TOMLINS, 127,
Rathbone Rd., Liverpool. 13.
Brookley
Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.
RADIO UNLIMITED offer : Band 3
Loft Aerials. 19/6; Co -ax Cable. 8/8 TELEVISION. 9in. models, £8/10/ -;
doz. yds.; Teletron Band 3 Coilset, 12in. models, £15; all makes; work15/ -; drilled Chassis, 3/9; complete ing; carriage paid. TOMLINS, 127,
coils.
Brockley Rise, Forest Hill. S.E.23.
with p/pack,
EF80. 12/6; GUARANTEED TELEVISION,
Plessey 12in. P.M.. 31/ -;s.Elip.
12in.
71n. x models, first-class picture,
4in. P.M., 17/ -; 2 -valve battery
5-channel,
Amplifier with valves. 35/6; 2 -valve £30 each, carriage paid.
THE
GRAMOPHONE
19 -21, Brock -F Rec Amplifier,
AC
DC, ley Rise, Forest SHO',
Hill, S.E.23.
complete kit, incl. valves,or49/6,AC,wired
59/8. New valve list ready. Stamp, LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.
please. RADIO UNLIMITED. Elm MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE,
Road, London, E.17 (KEY 48131; also Bullington Rd.. Oxford.
at 50, Hoe Street, E.17 (LAR 6377). BAND
III TV CONVERTER,
F.M. RECEIVERS and Complete Kits plete,
tested and guaranteed, comin
from £5. BEL, Marlborough Yard, attractive
case;
will
convert
Archway, N.19.
ARC 5078.1
TV, TRF or Superhet ; London any
or
ALL DISTRICTS.
An opportunity Birmingham
available.
exists for Television Technicians to £61151 -. MakeModels
it yourself and save
establish a business of their own. money! Complete
kit
of
parts
The business can be commenced in to last nut, bolt and screw. down
and
first instance in spare -time, showing comprehensive instructions, £5/5/
-.
an all the year round increasing
Terms
Cash
with
order
we
income. Write, giving particulars of pay carriage; immediate despatch.
age,
training,
test
equipment, B. FRANKS, 97. Amhurst Road
experience, to TELEPATROL LTD., London. E.8.
Federation House, Epsom.
ELECTRICAL SUPPRESSORS Advice
TV WITHOUT
MAINS.33, Richmond
first -class picture, plus DC Absolutely
West
circuit for Service,
Kensington. We suppressWay,
any eleclighting; as supplied to the B.B.C.
Special AC JDC " Chorehorse " Gener- trical appliance, advise on better
ators, self -starting. compact, and Radio /TV reception, I.T.A. breakcomplete. AC 220/250 volts. 50 /60 through. Don't annoy the neighcycles. 250/350 watts AVC. Will run bours, it's your turn next.
radios, vacuum cleaners. small
tools, MAKING
OWN? Telescopes.
etc.. £47/101 -, plus 10/- delivery. Enlargers, YOUR
Binoculars, Microscopes.
Below:
Projectors.
in fact, any t'o'ng
STORAGE BATTERIES, 12v. 75AH that needs or,
lenses.
Then get our
heavy duty. 19 plates, separate cells booklets " How
Ex -Gov.
in hardwood cases: finest possible Lenses & Prisms." toNos. Use
& 2, price
specification, £5/17/6, 96 delivery: 2/6 ea., Also our stereo 1'book,
3 -D
12v. 22ÁH. almost similar specifica- Without Viewers." price 7/8.
Comtion. surprisingly powerful. £2/141 -, prehensive lists of lenses. optical.
delivery 5/6. TEDDINGTON ENGIN- radio and scientific gear free for
- EERING CO.. LTD., Dept. " C ." High s.a.e.
H. W. ENGLISH, Rayleigh
St.. Teddington, Middx. (KINgston Road. Hutton.
Brentwood. Essex.

t

-

:

-

1193 -4.)

R.F. UNITS, Types 27 or 26. 25/ -;
or 24, 10/ - brand new
valves; post 2/6. E.W.S. CO., with
Church Rd., Moseley. Birmingham. 69,
25

SEVERAL

EARLY

MODELS

9in.

Television, complete, and mostly
working. £5151 each: carriage paid.
TOMLINS. 127, Brockley Rise, Forest
Hill, S.E.23.
(FOR 5497.)
DIRECT T/V REPLACEMENTS offer
the most complete Handbook of T/V
Components and Rewinds. price 1 /.,
T/V Components for all kit sets in
stock.
Nuray " heater booster
isolator for 2 -volt C.R.T.'s, just plugs
in, 27/6, plus 2/- packing and
postage. 134-136, Lewisham Way,
(TlDeway 3696-2330.)
S.E.14.

;
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ENGRAVING,-Amateurs and trade
surplus can be undertaken by
getting in touch with A. G.
ENGRAVING, now at 88, Bedford
Hill, London, S.W.12.
(Tel.: BAL
7085.)
(Engravers to well -known
makers of Electronic Equipment
used
by the
Aircraft industry.
A.W.R.E.. etc.)

SITUATIONS VACANT
The engagement of persons answering
these
advertisements must be made through
a Local
Employment AAgency if the applicant
is
adman
aged 18.64, inclusive,
a woman aged 18-59,
inclusive, unless he or orshe,
or the employment,
is excepted from the provisions
of the Notification of Vacancies
Order, 1952.

HEARING AID Service Mechanics
regd. at once; knowledge
L.F.
amplification and miniature of
circuits
essential; good wages and conditions.
Apply Box No. 184, c/o PRACTICAL
TELEVISION, or
'phone W. 1. S.,

Welbeck 8247.
WIREMEN REQUIRED for model
shop
and
production
prototype
wiring of electronic equipment;
good
rates payable according to ability
and experience.
to PERSONNEL OFFICER. Apply
Radio
Ltd.. Wexham Road,McMichael
Slough. Bucks
T/V TESTERS -Training Opportunities. Pye Limited of Cambridge, one
of the leading manufacturers
in the
Television Industry. offer training
to
suitable candidates for testing
and
fault -finding on complex T)V Transmission equipment.
3
months'
course will be given to Aselected
appliwho should
sound
training in

fundamentals of
Welcome
from men who have compieted
are
about to complete, their service with
H.M. Forces. and should be addressed
to the CHIEF ENGINEER, Pye
Limited, St. Andrew's Road, Cambridge, quoting " T T."

WANTED
WANTED,

must
Box

be
No.

TELEVISION.

Pye

T.V.,

F1.V.4C.D.C.,"

perfect and guaranteed.
183,
c/o
PRACTICAL

VALVES
ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED
for cash. State quantity and condition.
FACILITIES LTD.,
38, ChalcotRo
9090.1

d,

N

W 1,

IPImros

WANTED, Valves 6F13,
6U4.
EYSI, 5Z4, ECL80, KT61, 6E15,
25A6, etc.;
prompt cash. WM. CARVIS
LTD.,
103,

North Street, Leeds,

7.

EDUCATIONAL
FREE!
Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training in Radio,
vision. and all branches of TeleElectronics. Courses for the Hobby
Enthusiast

or for those aiming at
the A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and
Guilds,
R.T.E.B:-,
and other professional
examinations.
Train
with
the
college operated by Britain's
largest
INVENTIONS.
Electronics organisation.
Letters Patent,
Moderate
manuscript of 4,000 words tells howa fees. Write to E.M.I. INSTITUTES.
to obtain full protection for only £1 Dept. PT.28. London. W.9.
(government
stamp).
Manuscript
YOUR OWN TV and learn
from J. BLAIR, 21, Aberdeen Road. BUILD
about its operation. maintenance
and
Bristol, 6.
servicing.
Qualified
-tutor
available while you are engineer
learning and
Free Brochure from E.M.I.
TELEVISION COMPONENTS building.
INSTITUTES. Dept. PT.58, London,
W.4. (Associated with H.M.V.)
in stock for the
I.P.R.E. Data for constructing TV
P.T. SUPER-VISOR. TELE-KING, VIEWMASTER, Aerial- strength
Meter, 7/6;
E.E. TELEVISOR and BAND Ill
Alignment Peaks for su erhets. 5.500
5/9;
and wide angle modifications
sample copy " Practical Radio Engineer.' 2/-, Membership -examination
Price lists available on request to:
particulars, 1/ -. Syllabus of seven
J. T. FILMER, Maypole Estate, Bexley, Kent, postal courses free and post free.
SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
Tel. : Bexleyheath 7267
Road, London. N.8.
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4 .30

THE

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

BOOK CO.

MODERN

Bentley Acoustic Corp. Ltd.
38, CHALCOT ROAD, N.W.1.
PRlmrose 9090
Lt
1.7.4

1.45

105
1E.7

106

1H5
1L4

ILDi

1LN5

III

BAND

CONVERTERS

TYPE

A sensitive beautifully -

designed unit completely enclosed
with its own power 1sQCo corn... áá0V iN
Price
supply.

TYPE

SWITCH UNIT

32

A remote control for mounting in
or on the television receiver permitting

switching from B.B.C. to I.T.A. pro grammeswith theType 30 converter unit
mounted in any conveplete.
nient position. Price

vV

TYPE

33

CONVERTER

A sensitive low noise converter unit
as the Type 30, but including remote
switch panel for One Band I and Two
col"
Band Ill stations. ,4`1

0.2.6

plete.
... w
Leaflets with pleasure on request.

Price

...

SPENCER WEST LTD.
Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth.

tivvvvv111v
NEW -MAX

ELECTRONICS LTD.
announce
the Opening of Larger Premises
at 220, Edgware Road, W.2. Tel.
Come and visit us.
PAD. 5607
The Largest Electronic Bargains
Store in London. We have large
stocks of H.P. re- possessed T.V.
and Radio Sets, Radiograms, Reclaimed C.R. Tubes, Valves, Components, and Test Equipment, etc.,
etc. Part exchanges welcomed ! !
Also Wanted : Electronic Equipment of Every Description. Best
Prices Given. Phone,Write or Call.

We have pleasure to

!

!

R.F. OSC. E.H.T. COILS
TYPE D 2 -9 kV 25/-

TYPE D I1 -ITH RECTIFIER 5101'N'IEl) 54,/ -.
TYPE F 9-14 kY 30,, -.
TYPE F WITH RECTIFIER MO( "NTED 59/-.
HAYNES LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
TYPE 34 TIDE ANGLE FERROXCCBE 50 / -.
ROXANGLE
10-12
CUBE. WITH RECTIFIERS 26.12.6

Clete

Above Post Free.
Pontr

1R5

l'f 4

1135

30

For Band Ill reception with any type

of receiver.

INi

with Circuit. C.W.O.

THE WATSON WATCH CO.
29, Leigh Road, London, N.6

:v;:.6
21)21
2X'2
3A4
:fAS

3B7
3D6
3Q3
384
SV4
5U4
58'4
5X4
5Y3
5Y4
523

-Z4

6A3
6A5
tiAB8
6A8
6AC7
6A1:.5

grade goods only.

6/-6Y7

6/-C7.1
11/- 112:,
6/6 7A N
6/6 7A7
11/- 7E7
6/- 7('5
6/- 7(
5/- 708

No seconds or relents.

15 - ACVP1(7) IHVR'IA 718
30;61 K13C:r2 8/6
86
12 6 APO
7/6
31- KK32 10/6
12 6 ATP4
9/8,6 AZ31 1046 KL33
5/91- KT2
816 B309

"°_

i

11/- 7H7
7/6 7147
7/6 7V7
7/8 7Y4

0/8/8/8/8/0

B319

32/6
7/6
6/6
CK52:3 6/6
B1.6:3

CK505

ÇK52.5

8/6 CV85

KT33C 10/-

KT44

6/6 1,63

12/6
3/6
6/6
8/8

7/-

KTW61 7/KTW62 5/-

6/-

LN í'2 11/1

LP2
416
MR4
5/6
4/- 81)2
MUl2
8/6
10/6 DA90
8/8 1002
4/6 DAC32 11/- N150 10/6
4/4 I0D1
0C3
9/DAF91
11/7/6
718 10E1
8/6
10/- 10LD3 9l- DAF96 8/6 OM
7/6
8/6 IOPI:I 11,1- UC'C90 10/- 0M6
DF33 11/- PABC80
2/612A8GT
151DF91
7/6
1519/6
8/- PCCBO 12/6
7/6 12AH7 12/8 DF92
8/8 PCF80 12/6
8/6 12AT7 9/- DF96
9/- 01177 816 PCF82 12/6
81- I2AUT
P0L8:3 12/6
DK92
8/6
12AX7
9/10/6/6
8/6 Pen25
10/- 12BA6 9/- DK96
7/15/- Pen46
8/- 12BE6 10/- DL2
10/- I2BR7 12/6 DL:35 11/- Pen38:3 15/P1.81
12/6
DL72
7/
12E1
816
30/151482
10/7/6
6/6 12HG
3/- DL93
8/8 151.83 12/6
61- DL96
10/6 1235
4/9/6 DL810 10/6 PMt2
12/6 1217
21- PMISM .6/6
9/8 E1148
11/- 12E7
2/- PP225 7/6
8/6 128C7
7/6 EA50
10/9/6 PY80
6/6 128G7 '5/8 EA76
8/- EABC8010/- PY81 10/6/6 12837

8/6 Dl
2/6 D77

2/- PY82 10/10/6 PY83 10/CAM6
716 128.97
7/6
6/6 QP21
8/- 128Q7
6AQ3
6ÁT6
8/6 128137 7/6 EBC3 12/6 QP22B 12/6
6/6
6B4
8/- 12U50 7/8 EBC33 7/6 QP25
Q895/1010/8
EBCO1.
1018/6
BBA6
7/6 13VPA
41- 14R7
10/6 EBF80 11/CB811
5/6 Q6I50/15
fiBBM
416 19151
10/- RC52
10,!6
6/8/- 201.1
12/6 EC54
6BE6
8/6BG6 12/6 20P3
11/8 EC70 12/6 0130
7/6
8/- 2oP4 11/- ECY)32 10/6 SDr,
6B26
8/6 ECY)33 8/6 8P4(7) 8/6
6BW6 8/ 25146
3/6
8/6 ECC35 8/8 SP41
6BW7 10/- 25ZO
8/6
8/6 ECC81 9/- 81,61
6BX6 10/6 25Z5
6C6
6/6 30
7/6 ECM 10/6 TDD2.A 8/8
12/6 ECC83 10/6 TH233 10/848
8/- 3oC11
12/6CH6
6/6 30L1
12/6 ECC84 12/8 U16
7/6
8/- ECC85 10/- 1717
6F11G
7/6 35L6
10.'6F60T 8/- 35Z4
8/6 ECC9l 7/6 U22
8/8
8/8 LrCF82 15/- 1131
12/6 35Z5
6E1
8/698
7/- 41MTL 7/6 ECH43 10/- 1150
8/8/- ECH81 10/- U52
6E12
7/6 42
1175
7/6
ECL80
11/6E17
4525
12/6
9/6
10/4/6 13150
10/- EF36
6F32
6/- S0C5
10/8/6 EF37A 10/6 U153
6F43
9/6 501.6
8/6 UBC41 10/916 EF39
Cull
8/8 50Y6
CH618
3/6 61BT 32/8 EF41 111- UCR42 11/6250
5/- 61SPT 151- EPOS 12/6 UF4l 10/6
6J5GT 6/6 62TH 10/- EF50(E) 5/- UF42 18/5/- UL41 11/9/- EF54
636
7/6 62VP
11l'
6J70
618 EF73 1016 171.46
6/- 72
9/8/- EF80 101- 17179
6K6
7/- 77
6/- 78
8/6 EF85 10/- UY41 10/6
6K7G
8/8 EF86 12/6 VL8492 A 23
6K8G
8/- 83
81CK8(1T 0/6 90AC1
30/- EFe9 10!- V986
6L7
7/6 160B2 12/8 51P'91
7/6 VMP4G
10/6
6/6
6LD3 10/- 210LF 31- EL32
10/- E1.41 10/6 VP2(7) 8/6
6N70
7/6 301.
7/8 EL42 13/- VPO(7) 8/6
C87151
8/- 807
2S/- EL84 11/- VP13K 8/6
6Q7
8/6 808
7/8
6/6 VP41
70/- EL9l
6Q7GT 9/ 813
627
8/6 866A 15/- EM34 10/- VP133 10/6
5/10/6 EY51 11/6 V R53
8/- 885
6SA7
68E5
3/6 E186 121- VT501 8/10/6 956
7/8 W150 11/7/6 E191
6S07
8/8 1203
10/8
10/- X66
69147
101- E240
(9- 2101
66.37
8/- 4022AR 5/- E241 111- X150 10/Ia K 7
el- 4033 1216 E280 101- XFW10 8/6
XFY10
6/6
6/1180
9/6
81- 5763
3/- XFY12 6/6
6157
2/6 111.2
8/8 7193
,007
7/6 HL13C 7/6 X11(1.5) 4/7/6 7475
5/6 HL23DDe/6 X801.5 4/6117
8/6 90022
Y63
7/6
518 HL4IDD
6V6G
7/- 9003
10/6
12/6 YR5
6V60T 7/6 9006
7/6
Z77
7/6
6X4
7/6 AC6Peo 6/6 HL133DD
10/6
1218 2719
8/6X5
7/8 ACP4
CRYSTAL DIODES.-0171, GEX34, CG6E, MI,
C1(10E, all 71- each.
6AL5

8/6 128K7

6/- EB34
8,6 EB41
8/6 EB91

Same guarantee as makers.

Post fid.

All boxed.
each. Insurance (optional) lid. per order. Shop houe
8.30 to 5.31). Sats. 1 p.m. Why not 'phone or wire
that urgent order for immediate despatch C.O.D. ?
Complete Ilst free B.A.E.

BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS OF
British and American Technical Books

Telcvlslon Engineer? Pocket Book.
by E. Molloy and J. P. Hawker.
100. ßd. Postage 9d.
The Oscilloscope at Work, by A. Haas
and R. W. Hallows. 15s. Od. Postage
4d.

Television Receiver Servicing, by
E. A. W. Spreadbury. Vol 1. Time Base C1rCuits. 21s. Od. Postage 9d.
Television Receiver Servicing, by
E. A. W. Spreadbury. Vol. 2. Receiver
and Power Supply Circuits. 21s. Od.
Postage 9d.

Qutio
Television
Postage 3d.

sE

Answers

Molloy..a 6s. aOd.

y

Maintenance Manual, by Mullard.
109. Od. Postage 6d.
Practical TV Aerial Manual for
Bands I and III, by R. Laidlaw.
4s.

6d. Footage 3d.

'the Oscilloscope, by G. Zwick. 18s. Od.
Postage 6d.
'inc 3rd Audio Anthology'. by C. G.
McProud. 20s. Od. Postage bd.
High Quality Sound Reproduction
Designed by Mullard
Circuits.
Engineers. 3s. 6d. Postage 4d.
clevision Test Equipment, by E. N.
'

Bradley. 5s. Od. Postage 3d.
Compiled by
Radio Valve Data.
Wireless World." 3s. 6d. Postage
3d.

Please write or call for our new
Catalogue.

1956

PRAED STREET,
LONDON, W.2.

19 -23,

'Phone : PADdington 4185.
Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.
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Television offers unlimited
scope to the technically
Details of the
qualified.
easiest way to study for

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., R.T.E.B.
Cert., City and Guilde,
Television
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RELAY SERIES 2400
and finally packed in a cellophane
THIS relay, the latest addition to
envelope.
the range manufactured by
Designed primarily as a permanent
Magnetic Devices, has been carefully
gift line it will have particular appeal
designed to suit present -day electronic
for home electricians and handymen
circuits both as regards size and sensiat this time, although due to the pretivity.
Measuring only 23in. high
vailing steel shortage, supplies at the
by lin. by 1 in., the contacts are
moment are limited.- Multicore
readily accessible on removal of the
Solders, Ltd., Maylands Avenue,
dust cover and all connections are made from the un- Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
derside. Both light and heavy duty contacts are available and a sensitivity of four milliamps with a 10,000 NEW S.E. PHILIPS REPRESENTATIVE
ohm coil has been achieved without the sacrifice
THE Television and Radio Division of Philips
of contact clearance or pressure.- Magnetic Devices,
Electrical, Limited, announce the appointment
Ltd., Exning Road, Newmarket.
of Mr. S. J. Whitfield as their representative for
Kent (excluding the Metropolitan area), East Sussex
BAIRD LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
and part of Surrey.
Mr. Whitfield was formerly employed at head
DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS wish to make
the position clear to readers concerning the office in the Sales and Distribution Department.
Before joining the company in 1953 he served in
- future supply of Baird line output transformers for
the Royal Navy as a radio mechanic.
sets manufactured prior to August, 1954.
His predecessor, Mr. R. B. Orman, has taken up
With the full co- operation and official approval
of the Hartley Baird Company they are manufacturing an appointment with Philips London and Home
all the types of transformers used in the above - Counties Regional Office.
mentioned sets.
The exchange rewind service
announced by Hartley Baird is only a temporary BEETHOVEN PRICE CHANGES
following are details of the new prices for
measure during the initial change -over period. They
should be able to supply new transformers from THEBeethoven television receivers, taking into
account
the recent Budget increase :
stock within 24 hours.
B.94.
17in. Table Model.
£60 1ls. 4d., plus
Dealers will be pleased to know that the trans£24
9s.
8d.
purchase tax, 81 gns.
formers have a redesigned primary winding giving
B.94c.
17in. Console Model. £68 Os. l Id., plus
greater reliability. The prices and discounts are the
same as when they were supplied by Hartley Baird. £27 10s. Id. purchase tax, 91 gns.
B.95.
14in.
Table Model. £52 6s. 10d., plus
-Direct TV Replacements, 134 -136, Lewisham
£21 3s, 2d. purchase tax, 70 gns.- Beethoven Electric
Way, New Cross, S.E.14.
Equipment, Ltd., 89, Reddish Lane, Gorton, Manchester 18.
MULLARD
RECTIFIER
NEW
THE Mullard EZ81 is a new all -glass full -wave STIRLING BAND III CONVERTER
rectifier valve on the novel base. It has a THE Stirling Band III Converter is a selfmaximum output current of 150 mA., and is suitable
contained unit incorporating its own power
for use with A.C. inputs of up to 350 volts r.m.s. in supplies and is designed for use in the main
Band Ill
capacitor input circuits.
Service areas. The unit is fitted with fine tuning
The EZ81 has heater ratings of 6.3 volts, 1.0 amps, and gain controls, with aerial input sockets catering
and the peak heater -to-cathode voltage rating is for either separate or combined Band I and Band III
500 volts. Filter input capacitors of up to 50 micro - aerials.
farads may be employed.
The unit may be fitted to the back of the receiver
This new Mullard valve is recommended for use or it may stand in a convenient situation separate
in the Mullard 5 valve 10 watt high quality amplifier from the receiver. A mains on /off switch isprovided.
circuit.- Mullard, Ltd., Century House, Shaftesbury
For A.C. operation only the size of the Stirling
Avenue, W.C.2.
converter is 4in. wide x 21in. high x 61in. deep.
The retail price is £6 6s. -S. E. Opperman, Limited,
Stirling Corner, Boreham Wood, Herts.
NEW MULTICORE 5/- GIFT PACK
MULTICORE SOLDERS, LTD., announce that ithey have supplemented their Bib lines with
COUPON
a new 5/- Gift Pack containing a Bib Wire Stripper,
This coupon is available until FEBRUARY 21st, 1956, and
Electrician's Insulated Screwdriver, and a card of
must
accompany
Queries.
all
Ersin Multicore Match Melting Tape Solder. The
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, FEBRUARY, 1956.
three items are mounted attractively on a gift card
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I.

-
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including postage, for
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AERIAL FITTINGS

FOR
I
and Radio F /M.
Our increased range of Diecast Alloy Fittings
include Band III to Band Mast Couplers, Reflector
Director Rod Holders, Insulators (both
and
" In -line " and " H " types), Masthead Fittings,
Masts and Elements, Chimney Brackets, etc.,
together with useful Formulm and Hints for
constructing your own aerial quickly and cheaply.
Send 1/- P.O. to cover the cost of catalogue and postage

III, Band

Band

I

to

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS
Write for illustrated list (Publication 75)
"P.T." Bond III Converter

-WHY

WASTE

FIT QUALITY COMPONENTS
Catalogue

1

/ -.

Parts for the following

:-

:

Ready Drilled Chassis, 7in. x 3in., (2)
Miniature Valves, Ready Wound Coils,

The Coventry

Amplifier
...
4 -watt Amplifier
6 -watt Quality Amplifier
The Coventry A.M. Tuner
...
...
...
Unit
Denco F.M. Tuner Unit ...

1/-

1.9v. midget, IR5, 1S5, 1U5, 1T4, 3S4. DAF9i
DF91. DK91, DL92, DL94 : any 4 for 27.6
1A7GT
BK25 12'3I50L6GT8;8 EF95 30 B

:

at

250 v.

1NSGT

3A5

TELEKIT SUPPLY

3S4

104,

High Street, Beckenham, Kent.
(BEC 3720.)

1/-

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,

1/6

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,
IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
ANGLE,
WIRE,
CHANNEL, TEE

Price Lists
be supplied with each Manual.

Complete Component

3000

STANDARD STOCK SIZES

H. ROLLET
6,

EST. 1925

189,

DUNSTABLE ROAD,

LUTON,
Phone

CO., LTD.

Works

:

36, ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.1
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds.

BEDS.

Luton 2677

:

&

CHESHAM PLACE,LONDON,S.W.I.
SLOane 3463

.

TEST
I;

EQUIPMENT KITS

Range Res. Cap. Bridge Kit

33'-

New, guaranteed components by
58 pages
the leading makers.
illustrated on fine art paper.
Over 2,000 items listed with over
100 photographic illustrations.
Special features for service work.
Orders dealt with day received.

Range Spot Freq. Sig. Gen. Kit... 386
Range Inductance Bridge Kit
...
4450. 16,000 Cycles Audio Bridge Kit ...
40:Ready calibrated, complete with diagrams,
etc., post paid.
ET,
6, ALEIGH

SOUTHERN RADIO &
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

All parts in stock for
Viewmas:er, Souodmaster, Teleking¡ etc.

SORAD WORKS, REDLYNCH
SALISBURY
Telephone

:

Downton 207

6
5

RADIO MAIL

RNOTTII

GHAM

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
Easy Terms available.

lid. stamp (only) for Catalogue.
JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
l'INS1'lI%VAI'I'4:, NEW BY BItIDGEi
CLVERSTON, LANCS.

6X4

!

" 3 7B7
7C5

6
8
8

8

1S5

3

7.3 6X5G1'

1T4

lU5

3Q5GT

9.-

8 AZ31
8D1

1118

98

11 6 7H7
8'
6 9
7,6 7S7
8 6 EBOl
3V4
818 7Y4
8 8 EBC33 7 6
5b'4G 8/6 10F1 10 - EBC4110.5Y3GT 7f9 10P13 10 - EBF80
10,6
5Z4G
91- 1OP14 12 6

PCF80 9 9

PEN4518 PL38 23'9

PL81 11 6

PL82 9 6
PL83 12 6
PY80

6AK5
6AL5

8/9 12AU7

g6

ECC4035'8 ?Y81

6AM6
6AQ5

7 B

10

6AT6

6 12K7G'I'
8 6
9 6

ECC91 Bi- U22
ECH35
11'9 U35

6BE6
6BW6
6BX6
6C9

6 6

6F1

5'- 12J7G'I'

6

7

"

g

6
8 6

66

9-

p61
56
g'DL35 11r8 PCC8410 9
61,

8 6EABC80

7C6

KT

7/8
9DK92
DL33 11 8 MU14

10

-

8'6

82

ECC81

ECC8310'8 PZ30
T41

18
15

-

10 6
21 6

12K8GT

ECH4210 U78
8 6
11 6 ECH81 9 6- U
U281
11 10 - UBC41 9-

12Q7G'I9

14;6 12Z3

6

EF37A

7 6.

UBFno

11'6

7/6 20F2 12 8 EF39 68
121- 20L1 10 9 EF40 17 6
13'- 20P1 15 - EF41 10"EF50 7 6
61- 25L6GT

10'6

UCH42 9 9
UF41 8 8
UL41 9 9
UU7 11 8
6J7GT 7/6
89.EF80 10 - UUB 18 6K7G
81- 25Z4G 88'.EF85 10 6 UY41
96K7GT 6/- 35L6GT9 6 EF86 14 8 W77
56K8G 8'8 35Z4GT8 BI,EF91
7 6 Y63
7 6
6F14
6F15
6J6

8K8GT

5-

98 35Z5GT8 6EF92

Z77

Postage 55. per calco ex tra.

6

RADIO
READERS
COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD

24,

HILL, LONDON, N.16.

"No Quantity too Small"

FREE CATALOGUE

11 6

IRS

6F6G

COVENTRY RADIO

22'6
i8 EL38 23 9
3;8
EI91 15g
DAC32
12.6
11/8 EY51
EZ40 8 6
6I
BU4GT18 -'DCC90 9i- GZ32 15 6V6G
7
6'DH77
18 83{+33C 10
6:

116 6Q7GT 9
IH5GT
'6SN7G'P
1L6
8
1D5

Tuner -kit (Jason), E6.17.6,
VHF/FM complete to the last nut
and bolt.
Both kits can be seen and heard at

2 -watt

sexnfiield,

1C5GT11IB 6P25 15

Postage

(Supply voltages required
20 mA., 6.3 v. at .6 a.)

Queensda

VALVES

(FOR T.R.F. OR SUPERHET)
Complete kit of parts, including

£2.8.0

5/Converter 6/ -.

III

SAME DAY SERVICE
All Guaranteed New and Boxed

etc.,

Manual
Osram " 912 " Amplifier 3/6
Mullard 10 -watt Amplifier 3/6

will

NAYNES RADIO Ltd.,

657/8

BAND III
CONVERTER KIT

TIME-

Give that set its best chance

:

Kit of four for October Band

Kit of three 7/6.

FRINGEVISION LTD.
Phone

R.F.,

Coil Kit of two for Aug

:

MARLBOROUGH, WILTS.

E.H.T.
E.H.T. UNITS,
LINE FLY -BACK E.H.T. UNITS

6 10 kV.
SCANNING COILS,
and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS,

STA. 4587

C AS(,'OIDL rl'l'P1+7

T/V PRE -AMPS
NOW PROVING 'I 4111: PUI'l I.AI:
Manufactured specially to suit fringe and
ultra -fringe conditions. In use 140 miles
north of Kirk O'Shotts (check our position)
and In many other distant locations and
difficult reception areas. Complete in
crackled 'steel case with built -in power pack 200 -250 A.c.

der
Two

/Jr ¡

P.

&P
2'-.

State channel used, or send 6d. stamp for
illustrated details and some interesting
fringe data.

ELECTRO - ACOUSTIC LABS.
TAIN-ROSS -SHIRE SCOTLAND

-

pii

-4
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7.li:GRA6677
QMONEY BACK

co

OUARANTEE

COD

1

W

VIEW MASTER

621 ROHFORD RD. LONDON. E.12.

T.V. TUBES -6 Months'

Guarantee

141n. N 1111. .N1:1.1:. £7.10.0. Picture shown to
36;24. Ii, 6 ins., carr. C.W.O.

/dullards

alleys.

97/6

12" Chassis S,het,

Easily adapted to Channel 9 (ITA). Drawings 2 8 or free with
order. Complete chassis by famous mfr. R.F. E.H.T. unit
included. Owing to this chassis being In 3 separate units, it is
easily fitted to table or consol model (power, s, vision, t'base.
interconnected). This chassis is less valves and tube. but see
our catalogue for cheap valves and tubes (by request'. Carr.
London. 10!- Provinces.
T.V. TIMEBASES. 10 8. Containing scanning (,oil. focus
unit. line trans, etc. Carr. 2'6. (Drawing Free.)
POWER PACK. 29'6. Mains E.H.T. 5 kV, 325 y. 250 m.a.
Smoothed H.T. heaters. 6 v. 5 amp., 4 v. 5 amp.. 4 v. 5 amp.
with the extra winding for 2 or 4 v. tubes. Carr. 4 6. (Drawing
Free.)
T.V, S VISION CHASSIS, 27 6. S,het complete s vision strip,
10 valve holders. Free Drawing. Post 16.
('OII. PACKS, 3 9. 3 band complete with 465 I.F's. 2 gang
conds. and dial. Similar drawing free. Post 1 9.
SPEAKERS. 10 9. Std. 810. P.M. as new. guaranteed. With
matching O.P. trans.. 12 9. Post 1:5.
T.V. MASKS. 3.9. New. Fit 12in. tubes (rubber). Post 1 9.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 5: 9. 6 v... v.. heaters. Primary
200-250 v. Secondary. 350-0-350 v. 4 v.. 4 v., heaters. 3 9. 4 v..
12 v. heaters. 3:9. Post 2:3 each.
0.P. TRANSFORMERS. 19. Std. Type 2 -5 ohms. Post Od.
Ain. speaker.
RADIOGRAM .('IIASSIS, 29.9. Including
A.C. mains. Complete less valves.
4 w'band. 5 valve s het.
Tested guaranteed. FREE drawing with order. Post 4 6.
ex -W.D.. new
V.R.F. 1124 RECEIVER. 17 8. With 6 valvessound.
police.
condition, 6 channel switching Receives T.V.
fire and amateurs, 30 Mc's to 40 Mcs. I.F. 7 Me s. Post 26.
conversion
data.)
(Free drawing and
V.l1.F. 1125 RECEIVER. 79. Complete with valves and
drawings. New. Ex -W.D. Post 2 3.

arSed

if,w
TAlways specify
ERSIN MULTICORE to be precise
Wherever precision soldering is essential, manufacturers. engineers and handymen rely on MULTILORE.
There's a MULTICORE SOLDER just made for the job
you have in hand. Here are some of them.
SIZE

1

TAPE SOLDER

CARTON

speciJtcations for
radio enthusiasts.

4

5!-

1'

MN

MELTS WITH
A

MATCH!

Real tin lead solder containing
cores of Ersin
Flux. Needs no
soldering iron
HANDYMAN'S or extraflux.
CARTON
Sufficient for
200 average
PER CARD

1!-

Band 3 Converter
We shall be able to supply
complete kits or separate
components for the View
Master Band 3 Converter

described in Practical
Television.

SEND

FOR OUR FULLY
PRICE LIST.

NOW

WATTS
8. .Apple

DETAILED

RADIO

Market, Kingston -on- Thames,
Surrey.
Phuue h .\gsion 4099
I

ARTHURS HAVE IT!
LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES AND C.R.T.s.
AVO METERS IN STOCK

Avo Model 7
Avo Model 8
Electronic Test Unit
Electronic Test Meter
AC /DC Minor
* Cossor Oscilloscopes Model

-- -- --1052
1035

---

219 IO
23
27

40
10

104
120

10
10
0
10
0

0

Full range Taylors Meters. List on request.
Leak -TL /IO Amplifier and " Point One "

- - -- --- --- --

Pre -Amplifier
Complete 28 7 0
F.M. Kit of parts ES less valves. Ref. Radio Constructor,
July, 1954.
7
19
0
Jason F.M. Tuner Unit and Power Pack
(rom 16 0 0
Chapman Tuning Units
9 10
0
Aerialite Band 3 Unit
10 17
Latest type M.C.
6
LATEST VALVE MANUALS
MOLLARD, 10/6, OSRAM & BRIMAR No. 6, 5,- each,
OSRAM Part 2, 106-. Post, 6d. each extra.
SCOPE SOLDERING IRON A.C..D.C. HEATING
TIME : 4 v. 6 sec., 6 v. 4 sec. 39/6.

TRANSFORMER for 200/230 v. 37/6.
Terns C.O.D.

Rib GIFT fopACK

Z

CASH with order and subject to price
alterations and being unsold

OR

Est.

a BcThe ideal P
or
Solder and lnsu/
a
Stripper,.
Sttippe
55 hated Screwdriver
-* presentation card-all

1919

` -:;

ARTHUR GRAY, LTD.
OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House,
150 -152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
PROPS.'

MANS' F M.

I

URI.KS ARE INVITED TO

WRITE FOR DEI AILS OF BULK PACKS AT BULK PRICES

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS (BOXMOOR 3631)

TEMple Bar 5833/4 and 4765.

-" -"

TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON."
TELEGRAMS
TELEGRAY, LONDON."
CABLES

iv
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flrnMAß
MANUAL

The
LATEST EDITION

has
RADIO

Valve ratings and base connection
symbols.
Classified lists of nearly 300 valves.
teletubes and selenium rectifiers.

272 Pages

WIES

IELETURES

If1E0.5
MOM. PER

DIODES

OERMRNIUM

of VALVE and

RRIMIST0R5

I0.RNS110R1

Germanium diode section including
ratings in various circuits.
Brimistors section.
Radio engineering formulae and
NEW circuits.
Valves and
Brimarize section.
teletubes.
Up -to -date substitution list of
American types.
Equivalents and C.V. numbers.
Details of Trustworthy types.
Valuable information on Transistors.

TELETUBE DATA

silt/ only
Send 5/-

for your copy to

5ra,nIitd

CIRCUITRY
E SPECIAL
COMPONENTS

5.

%.' /c'phoin'5

:

Publicity Dept.

and Cable .5 Limited

FOOTSCRAY

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS

SIDCUP

KENT Footscray

3333

PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
6

OPEN TILL
P.M. SATURDAYS

(Regd.)

B.

H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD

Telephone

(Dept. P.T.) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Band Three (Commercial)
For the Home Constructor

AMBASSADOR

4033

PADDINGTON

3271

THE NEW PREMIER TELEVISOR

13 CHANNEL

DESIGN

SUITABLE FOR USE WITH ANY POPULAR WIDE ANGLE TUBE
Includes a Multi -Channel Tuner (Channels -13) continuously
variable 40 -100 Mc/s and 170 -225 Mc /s.
The Tuner is supplied
is complete with Valves, all connecting leads and fixing brackets.
THIS DESIGN MAY
(plus cost of
FF
B E BUILT FOR
C.R.T.)

DESIGN

I

1

wired and tested and

Is

DESIGN 2

*

1+3As 9. 7
áI
7

Channels -5, tunable from 40-68 Mc /s.
THIS DESIGN MAY
(plus cost of
BE BUILT FOR
C.R.T.)
1

lQO
iiv

Constructors who have built Design 2 (5 Channels) may convert their Receivers
this price includes Multi -Channel Tuner, New Vision Input
to Design I for £6
Coil and full instructions.
for
All
Coils
supplied
these
two Superhet Receivers are PRE -TUNED, ASSURING
Instruction Book 3/6. Post
ACCURATE ALIGNMENT AND EXCELLENT BANDWIDTH.
r e e. Includes details of
Duomag permanent magnet focusing with simple picture centring adjustment.
both designs.
Exceptionally good picture " hold " and interlace.
Noise suppression on both
Sound and Vision.
The Televisor may be constructed in 5 easy stages : (I) Vision, (2) Time Base, (3) Sound, (4) Power Pack, (5) Final Assembly.
Each stage is fully covered in the Instruction Book, which includes layout, circuit diagrams and point -to -point wiring instructions.
The Instruction Book also includes full details for converting existing Premier Magnetic Televisors for use with modern wide angle
tubes. All components are individually priced.
;

*
*

*

*

r

L
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TELEVISION TIMES
Editor

:

F. J. CAMM

Tower House,
Editorial and Advertisement Offices : " Practical Television," George Newnes, Ltd.,Rand,
London.
Southampton Street. Strand, W.C.2. 'Phone : Temple Bar 4363. Telegrams : Newnes,
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magasine Post.

Vol. 6

No. 69

EVERY MONTH
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Televiews

IS ITV FAILING ?
THE news that a large organisation and its
associated companies have withdrawn
their advertising support from ITA
programmes, and the fact that many of the
programmes are put out without any supporting
advertising at all rather supports the accuracy of
our forecast before the ITA service commenced,
that advertisers would find that form of publicity
unprofitable in view of the high cost in relation
to the transient and scant publicity offered in
return for the high expenditure. Another factor
is that at present ITA has not a nation -wide
coverage.

There is a battle going on between the BBC
and ITA as to who has captured the greatest
proportion of viewing time. The BBC through
its research bureau claims the major portion,
whilst ITA with their " Metering " system make
similar claims.
Judging from the quality of the programmes,
there can be little wonder that firms are either
withdrawing or failing to support. They are
amateurish in extreme and bear the stamp of
hasty preparation. No evidence is available as
to what results advertisers are getting, but the
limited advertising support suggests that this
new form of visual advertising has had disappointing results. This is not so much a
criticism of ITA as a provider of alternative
programmes, as a criticism of the quality of .the
programmes. The BBC programmes have always
had their critics, but viewers have a useful
yardstick with which to measure one against
the other. If those who have had their sets
converted for the alternative programmes are
disappointed, they will naturally tell their friends
so, and this will deter others from going to the
expense of the change -over. Perhaps it would
have been wise for the service to have been
delayed a few more months so that programme
plans could have reached a higher stage of
perfection. It is obvious that immediate changes
are necessary if the new service is to survive, for
we understand that it is losing at present a
considerable sum of money each day. Readers

will remember our criticism, which was that there
was too great a stranglehold on the amount of
publicity permitted in each programme and that
it could not be expected that advertisers would

spend large sums of money just to pay for an
alternative programme. Perhaps now that ITA
has had a few months' experience they can
approach the authorities for a relaxation of the
grip they hold over the programmes, some of
which leave the impression that they have been
not only hastily prepared, but with too lively
an eye on the advertisement revenue, and too
little consideration to the important fact that,
as with newspapers and periodicals, the advertiser
must get his money back. Viewers who look in
to 1TA have a duty to write their criticisms to
the Authority for their guidance. We doubt
the accuracy of the so-called metering system
which at present is the guide of ITA viewing
time. We say that it is not possible by this
system to obtain any reliable evidence.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TELEVISION
in this issue we commence
ELSEWHERE
publication of our new series of articles
entitled " A Beginner's Guide to Television," the
treatment of which will follow the style of
" A Beginner's Guide to Radio," which ran in
our companion journal, Practical Wireless. Those
readers intending to follow this series should
place a regular order with their newsagents and
avoid the disappointment experienced by many
readers of our companion journal due to. the
greatly increased demand which that series
created.
SEPARATE LICENCES
-General, replying to a question
THEinPostmaster
the House of Commons recently,
declined to introduce separate licences for radio
and TV so that people who possess only a television set need not pay the full charge of £3. He
said that it was unlikely that the £3 television
licence fee could be reduced in view of the
growing of the TV service. In any case, it would
involve separate licensing of sound sets and
A

TV sets even in the same household.

-F. J. C.
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Colour System

AN OFFICIAL STATEMENT ON THE SYSTEM AND APPARATUS BEING USED
FOR EXPERIMENTS

THE BBC has installed experimental colour
television equipment at the London station at
Alexandra Palace for a series of experimental
tests of colour television transmission systems. These
tests started on October 10th, and at the present
time a particular type of signal, based on the American
N.T.S.C. standard, is being radiated. It is important
to understand the nature of these tests and how it
has come about that this system is the first to be tested.
In December, 1953, the F.C.C. approved for public
service in U.S.A. the colour television standards
recommended by the National Television Systems
Committee (N.T.S.C.). The principal features of the
N.T.S.C. signal which need concern us here are :
1. The colour signal is transmitted in the same
radio frequency channel and by the same transmitters
as carrb the established monochrome service.
2. It is claimed that the system is " compatible "
i.e., that existing monochrome receivers can produce
a monochrome version of the colour picture which
.

is as good as if the picture had originated from a

1. To explore the degree of compatibility of the
system by making observations on some thousands
of black /white receivers.
2. To see whether the system is capable of producing a consistently good quality colour picture.
The tests in connection with the first question are
already proceeding and it is hoped to provide a
statistical answer in due course. Naturally, since
colour pictures are being transmitted, some experience
and knowledge are being obtained on the second
point, but no wide-scale observations are yet taking
place because sufficient colour receivers are not yet
available.
It cannot be emphasised too strongly that the
work is entirely experimental with the sole object of
obtaining data which, in due course, will be studied
by the Television Advisory Committee, the industry
and the BBC.
The test transmissions, which take place outside
normal programme hours and have no entertainment
value, are in no sense a public service and do not
indicate that the start of such a service is imminent.
The BBC has no definite plans for the introduction of
such a service ; there are many difficult technical
problems to be solved before this can be contemplated.

normal monochrome camera.
3. It is further claimed that the standards are
such as to allow for considerable future development
in the quality of the colour picture, in the same way
as the original specification for the monochrome
television service has allowed a continuous improve- The N.T.S.C. Type of Colour Signal
As the equipment at Alexandra Palace has been
ment in quality over the course of the years.
In this country the BBC has operated since 1936 designed on the basis of the N.T.S.C. signal, a brief
(except for the war period) a well -established and description of the essential features of the latter will
successful monochrome service employing 405 lines, be given for the information of those who are not
50 frames per second interlaced. The advent of the acquainted with the principles on which it is based.
N.T.S.C. colour system naturally aroused interest in For those who are familiar with the N.T.S.C. specifithe question as to whether this system would show cation the differences between the signal transmitted
the same advantages here when
modified to suit British television
standards. Since the scanning and
transmission standards of the U.S.A.
and this country differ in important
ways there was no a priori reason
to answer this quest ion affirmatively,
and work was therefore started on
the problem in the BBC research
laboratories and in certain industrial
organisations.
Work in the laboratories has
now reached the stage where
practical transmission equipment is
available and, with the agreement
of the G.P.O. and the co- operation
of the radio industry, the investigation will be extended to. a wider
field. The results of these investigations will be at the disposal
of the Television Advisory Committee, which has been asked by the
Postmaster -General to report on the
whole field of colour television.
The equipment at Alexandra General view of the colour studio control room. On the left is the film
Palace generates a modified scanner, on the right the power supply and pulse generator equipment, In
N.T.S.C. type of colour signal the centre control console and three -tube colour picture monitor, and extreme
and its purpose is :
right the radio check colour receiver.

e
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This ingenious combination of band saving, band
from Alexandra Palace and the American standard
sharing, suppressed carrier modulation and " frewill be apparent.
Because of the physical make -up of the human eye, quency interleaving " is claimed in the U.S.A. to
the sensation produced by practically all the colours produce an adequately compatible signal. Whether
encountered in real life can be reproduced by the or not such is the case in the British version applied
additive mixture of red, green and blue lights. to typical domestic receivers in this country is
Therefore, it is a common feature of all colour the chief matter under investigation at the present
television systems with any pretensions to accurate time.
colour reproduction that the receiver employs The Equipment Installed at Alexandra Palace
coloured lights of red, green and blue, whose inThe main items of equipment installed at Alexandra
tensities are controlled by three separate signals
from the transmitter. The N.T.S.C. signal transmits Palace are :
1. Colour slide and film scanner. -Designed and
these three signals as : (a) a luminance (brightness)
component ; and (b) a chrominance (colour) com- made by Research Department, Engineering Division,
BBC.
ponent, having two separate parts.
2. Colour camera. 3. Signal coding equipment.
The luminance component is the same as that
which would be produced by a panchromatic mono- 4. Colour picture monitors. 5. Colour test equipment.
chrome television camera looking at the same scene, -Designed and made by Marconi's Wireless Teleand this' signal therefore produces a normal mono- graph Company Limited.
chrome representation of the coloured scene on a monochrome
receiver.
The chrominance component consists of two colour -difference signals,
which in the simplest terms may
be said to convey the hue and
degree of saturation of the colour
information. In the colour receiver
these three signals representing
brightness, hue and saturation are
combined to produce the required
intensity from each of the red,
green and blue lights. The fact
that a monochrome receiver and
'a colour receiver can simultaneously
produce each its own version of
the scene from the same signal
gives the N.T.S.C. system its
valuable feature of " compatibility."
It would be possible to transmit
the chrominance signal quite independently of the luminance signal
and in this case the compatibility
would be virtually perfect. How
general view of the three -tube colour camera.
ever, the second unique feature
of the N.T.S.C. signal is that the
two components have been combined in such a way I. Colour Slide and Film Scanner
The colour slide and film scanner is the source of
that they occupy the same total bandwidth as that
used by the equivalent monochrome signal. Due the pictures which are being transmitted for the
to the manner in which the human eye perceives present series of tests of the compatibility of the
colour, the separation of luminance and chrominance N.T.S.C. signal. It produces pictures from slides
enables the bandwidth of the chrominance signal either 34in. x 21,in. or 2in. x 2in. or from 16mm.
to be reduced to about one -third of that of the film, by selection of the appropriate optical system.
The scanner employs the flying spot principle and
luminance. Further saving of bandwidth is achieved
by placing this reduced bandwidth information the source of light is, therefore, a cathode-ray tube
at the upper end of the luminance band in such of which the phosphor emits light as evenly as can be
a way that the inevitable interference (cross -talk) achieved over the whole of the visible spectrum. The
between the two signals has a minimum effect light from the raster on the face of the scanning tube
on the compatible picture on the monochrome is passed either through the slide or the film as
receiver. The actual mechanism by which this desired and the coloured image so produced is then
band sharing takes place employs a colour sub- split into three separate parts, which represent
carrier (in the British version 2.66 Mc/s) which respectively the red, green and blue information in
is simultaneously modulated in amplitude and the picture. This colour analysis process is performed
phase by the two -colour difference signals, the carrier by a combination of dichroic mirrors, coloured filters,
itself being suppressed so that the chrominance signal plane mirrors and lenses. The three-colour separation
exists only when colour is present in the scene being pictures, which emerge from the analyser as three
transmitted. The colour sub -carrier is an odd multiple physically separate rays of light, are then focused
of half the line scanning frequency and, under these cir- each on to a photo-multiplier tube 'which turns the
cumstances the visibility of the best pattern produced intensity of the light, which is varying in accordance
with the scene being scanned, into corresponding
between it and the scanning lines is a minimum.
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electric voltages. The three voltages are then passed
through three separate and identical chains of
electronic equipment which supply gamma correction,
correction for the distortion introduced by the finite
decay time of the light from the scanning tube
phosphor, and equalisation for aperture loss, exactly
as in the case of a monochrome flying spot scanner.
The film transport mechanism is a standard intermittent motion 16 mm. projector with a " pull- down "
time of about 4 milliseconds. Since the time available
for " pull -down " is only 1.4 milliseconds if all the
lines of the television picture are to contain information some picture information is inevitably lost.
This loss occurs at the top and bottom of the picture,
where about 15 lines are presented as black. In
order to preserve the usual aspect ratio of 4 : 3 an
equivalent area at the sides of the picture is also black.
The picture, therefore, appears as in a black frame,
but this disadvantage is accepted because the arrangement permits of a simple and efficient optical system.
Synchronism between the film motion and the tele.

February, 1956

be the same within very close limits so that any

particular detail of the picture occurs at the same
point in the scanning cycle of all three.
The signals from the tubes are amplified in the
camera and transmitted to the control room over three
identical -cables. In the control room each signal is
gamma corrected and equalised in a manner very
similar to that used in monochrome equipments
employing the same type .of camera tube, and finally
emerges as a colour separation signal of the same form
as that produced by the slide and film scanner.
We show two general views of the camera. The
control desk of the camera is seen in the foreground of the photograph of the control room.
The three sets of controls, one for each camera
tube, can be clearly seen. The electronic equipment
for the camera is mounted in the cubicle nearest to the
control desk.
3. Signal Coding Equipment

The signal coding equipment includes the special
colour waveform generating equipment and the " encoder " in which
the luminance and chrominance
signals are formed from the incoming three -colour information.
The " master " frequency, from
which all the other scanning and
pulse waveforms are derived, is
obtained from a temperature controlled crystal oscillator whose
frequency is 2.6578125 Mc/s ± 8 c /s.
This frequency is multiplied and
divided to produce the. usual double
line frequency of 20,250 cycles/
second (i.e.,

Three -tube colour camera, side view, showing one of the camera tubes in its
yoke and its associated amplifiers.

525

times sub -carrier)

from which the standard 405 -line
interlaced waveform is generated.
(It will be noted that the frame
repetition rate is asynchronous with
respect to mains frequency, in
contrast to the existing monochrome
service in which synchronous working is almost always employed.)
Multiple outputs of line and frame
trigger pulses, mixed synchronising
pulses and mixed suppression pulses

are available.
The input to the encoder consists of the three
gamma corrected colour separation signals (red,
green and blue) which are produced by either the
slide and film scanner or by the camera. The encoder
may be considered as performing a single linear
2. The Colour Camera
Coloured light entering the lens of the camera is transformation of the three incoming signals, red,
split into three colour separation images by a colour green and blue, to the other three quantities, Y, 1
analyser similar in principle to that used in the slide and Q, of which Y is the luminance signal. The colour
by the I and Q signals
and film scanner. In place of the three photo-multiplier sub -carrier is then modulated
cells are three image orthicon camera tubes of a type in such a way that the amplitude of the resultant
developed specifically for colour work. These tubes signal conveys the saturation information and the
produce the three colour separation signals in electri- phase conveys the hue. In the absence of colour
The comcal form. Each of the tubes is supplied with the information the sub-carrier is suppressed. luminance
necessary scanning waveforms and electrode potentials plete chrominance signal is added to the
Finally, the
just as in the case of the single-tube monochrome which is, of course, in video form. produce
camera. It will be realised that the output of each tube synchronising waveform is added to waveformtheis
complete waveform. The synchronising
as a separate picture of which not only the transfercharacteristic between light input and voltage output of the normal type except that a " burst " ofin nine
the
must be maintained in a precise manner for the three cycles of the colour sub-carrier is added
(Concluded on page 420)
signals, but the geometry of the three pictures must
vision picture repetition rate is achieved in a simple
way by supplying power to the synchronous motor of
the film transport mechanism by amplifying the 50 c/s
component of the frame pulses.
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A COMPARISON OF VARIOUS METHODS OF H.T. SUPPLY
By W. Cleland

THE H.T. requirements of a television set are Such a valve could be replaced by metal rectifiers
often' met by using metal rectifiers. Valve as shown in Fig. 2. It is interesting to note, however,
that the same rectifier could be modified into a
rectifiers, because of their heavy emission
fail more often than other valves, while metal rectifiers bridge system to provide the same output current and
voltage (Fig. 3). The transformer secondary winding
if not overloaded, last almost indefinitely.
Some constructors, for convenience, mount the would then be halved, but the wire thickness would
rectifiers vertically, but this is a mistake. Horizonta be increased since the single winding now carries all
mounting provides better cooling, and is essentia the current.
if the rectifier has much heat to dissipate. The fina
Since mains transformers for television sets tend
working temperature of rectifier plates must no to be large, heavy, and expensive, they are often
exceed 65 deg. to 70 deg. C., and determines the avoided, or else are used merely for heating the
maximum output permissible. Thus, with the half valves. The H.T. supply is often provided by a half wave rectifier RM4, the maximum D.C. output is wave metal rectifier, which is more suitable for
fixed by the makers (S.T.C.) as follows
working from the mains than from a transformer,
it tends to magnetise.
Max. ambient temperature 35°C. =95 °F 40 °C.= 104 °F 55°C. -131°F which
One disadvantage is that the
ripple is 50 éis and regulation
250 mA
Max. output current (mean)
275 mA
125 mA
also is poor, unless very
It is thus desirable to mount the rectifier so that large smoothing capacitors are used. These cause
cool air can reach it easily. If one is ever careless a large surge when the receiver is switched on, but
enough to overload a selenium rectifier, one finds that suitable rectifiers are designed to withstand this.
Smoothing resistors have no saturation problem
it emits a very unpleasant smell which is unmistakable after being once encountered.
and to some extent can take the place of chokes,
One is strongly advised against dismantling but they waste power by dropping the output voltage.
rectifiers. A selenium rectifier usually survives being At 50 c/s a 3 -Henry 100 -ohm choke has an impedance
taken to pieces, but with copper oxide rectifiers, the of 947 ohms and in conjunction with 100 1 F will
process is almost invariably ruinous.
attenuate ripple 29 times, dropping 25 volts at
250 mA. For such a current it would be out of the
Transformers
question to use an equivalent smoothing resistor,
Mains transformers are usually provided with but separately smoothed supplies can be used instead.
secondary windings for valve rectifiers as in Fig. 1.

:-

'

I

3H.

5U4

425V

200mA

Bridge Rectifier
A bridge rectifier can be used on the mains, but
it must have enough plates to withstand the full
peak inverse voltage, since the source impedance is
much lower than that provided by a transformer.
H.T53 Westinghouse
or 4 x H35-28 -/W (STC)

3H.
16,uF

A.c.

/6j.iF

T

Mains

A.c.

Mains

BA.

Fig. 1. -Full -wave supply system as used for a VCR97
Receiver. Additional smoothing is not shown.

Fig. 2. -Valve replaced by a push -pull metal rectifier.
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Half-wave
Returning to the half -wave rectifier, it is interesting
to note that when this is centre- tapped, it can be
modified into a voltage- doubler for the same output
voltage and current. It would, therefore, he practicable to supply a television set by the system of
Fig. 6. The number of turns in the secondary winding
will be about half of what is required for a half -wave
rectifier. A voltage -doubler of this type has a 100 c/s
ripple, which doubles the reactance of chokes and

At all events, metal rectifiers are widely
used for H.T. supplies. Sometimes thermal delay
switches are used to delay the application of H.T.
These draw about half an ampere from the heater
supply, and often evince contact trouble before long,
causing crackling or erratic working. One prefers to
valves.

D/8-10 -1W (s, Tr)

425V.

20mA.

IOOV\

8pF

ó

Ó
3H,

060000

250ó

240mA

ó
ó 2S0
V

6.3V

84.

Fig.

3.-Bridge

rectifier developed from the push -pull
version of Fig. 2.

capacitors, making a stage of L -C smoothing four
times as effective as at 50 c /s.
There is a type of voltage-doubler which gives a
50 c/s ripple and should therefore be avoided, since
it offers little advantage over an ordinary half-wave
supply, the output capacitor charging only on
alternate half-cycles. This type is shown in Fig. 7.
Personally, I work all radio and television apparatus
from metal rectifiers (either bridge or voltagedoubler) and wind transformers on a home -made
winding machine with a turns -counter. It is not
economical to make transformers oneself unless
bargains in wire or laminations are to be had, and
there are pitfalls as regards insulation and electrostatic screens, but at least one can meet any required
specification and provide tappings to adjust the
output.
There is some uncertainty as to whether the
application of H.T. voltage to valves before they
have heated up is deleterious to them. There is
probably no serious effect, unless with large output
.

250V

/6pF

/6pF

e
0
0

OV

4xRM3 (s.,rc)

/0.10

A.

Fig. 4. -A more economical supply for a VCR97
Receiver, which can later be used for a magnetic picture
tube if required.

avoid such complications, especially as it is usually
unnecessary.
Current Rating
The current carrying capacity of metal rectifiers is
decided by the size of the plates, and more especially
by the size of the fins from which the heat is carried
away. The output voltage is fixed by the number
Some rectifiers have two
of rectifying sections.
rectifying sections between each pair of fins. On
alternate cycles, in a half-wave system, the output
voltage maintained by the reservoir capacitor adds
4xR.M3
3H.
0000® 11-0
250V
240m4

250 V.

250mA.

24pF

0

/6/F

60pF

Fló3V.
0A

/OOpF

/25 V

A.C.

Mains

5. -Half -wave system directly connected to. mains.
Boosted if below this voltage. Note the high values of

Fg.

the capacitors.

6

V.

/0 A.

6.-

pF

Mains

o

Fig.
Voltage -doubler using equivalent of RM4, with
more economical ripple suppression. Neither side of
mains directly connected to chassis.
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to the peak input to give a peak inverse voltage which
the rectifier must be able to withstand.
With a given size of plates, a voltage- doubler
provides the same maximum output current as a
half -wave rectifier, while a push -pull (valve-replacement) rectifier or a bridge can supply twice as much
current as this with the same size of plates.
The following table gives standard voltage ratings
for ordinary selenium rectifiers. Some users have
exceeded them appreciably for long periods, apparently with little deterioration, but it is best to keep
to these figures.

Hr
A.C.

Mains
l6HF

Fig.

7.

-A

3H.
AC.
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voltage -doubler

Total
System

number of
rectifying
sections

/6pF

16 1./F

Fig. 8.-Bridge rectifier capable of working from the
mains.
Neither side of mains directly connected to
chassis.

S
SPACE SCHOOL "

" L.7

/

is the new BBC

lJ
Children's

in four weekly self-contained episodes. It is written by Gordon Ford ;
the scientific adviser is S. H. Groom, Lecturer in
Physics and Astronomy at the Science Museum,
who for the last 25 years has been lecturing to enthusiastic schoolchildren. The producer is Kevin Sheldon
who has varied his long association with " The
Appleyards," by producing " The Lost Planet,"
" Return to the Lost Planét " and other serials.
Mr. Sheldon explains that the whole action of
" Space School " depicts the type of space adventures
that might be expected in the comparatively early
days of space travel, which at the time of the first
play has become accepted as a matter of course.
Landings have been made on Mars and the Moon,
and a satellite advance base for observation purposes
has been set up within easy range of Venus. Mines
have been worked both on the Moon and on Mars,
and valuable new metals-such as a pliable metal
called Segalium taken from Mars -are being used to
revolutionise manufacturing processes of all kinds.
Characters in the play are members of the 500 strong colony on an earth satellite which is established
as the H.Q. of space control. The satellite is 320
yards in diameter and 100 yards deep and revolves
It has all the modern
1,000 miles off the earth.
conveniences including a Space School where the
children receive education on space and earthly
Television serial

subjects.

The Colony is headed by Sir Hugh Stirling, Commodore of the Space Fleet and in charge of all operations
off the earth ; Sir Hugh was one of the pioneers of
early space flights who was responsible for plotting

Half-wave
Full -wave

be

avoided.

ripple and poor regulation.)

230V.
24OmA

Meins

to

/6pF

R.M.S.

input
current

(50c ;s

Typical
R.M.S.
input
voltages

V/10

2.5 I

V x 0.9 to

Voltage -doubler
Push-pull

V/10
V/4

31

Bridge ...

V/4

1.4 I

V x 0.5 to 0.6
V x 0.9 to 1.0
(twice)
V x 0.9 to 1.0

1.1

:

Where V and I are the output direct voltage and
current respectively.
the original navigational routes to the Moon and
Mars. He is played by John Stewart (Dr. Lachlan
McKinnon of the " Lost Planet " serials).
His team consists of Space Captain Michael
O'Rorke, an ace pilot and fiery Irishman, played by
James O'Connor ; his Space Engineer Cedric

is " excellent with a
screwdriver, a tube of glue, and a piece of string,"
played by Donald McCorkindale, son of the South
African boxer Don McCorkindale ; and the Space
Schoolmistress, Miss Osborn who, though a qualified
space pilot, is responsible for teaching her pupils
the conventional earthly subjects of history and
geography, played by Julie Webb, a regular visitor to
" The Appleyards."
Three principal child roles are played by Michael
Maguire, Ann Cooke and Meurig Jones as Wallace,
Winnie and Wilfred Winter.
The BBC Wardrobe Department have designed
smart space suits for the children with a school
badge on their pockets designed by Gordon Roland
who is responsible for the settings. Suitably spatial
music is being composed in co- operation with Sound
Radio whose background noises for " Journey into
Space " are greatly admired by Kevin Sheldon and his
team.

(" Tubby ") Thompson, who

Efo,dh FdIton

WIRELESS

TRANSMISSION

J. CAMM
6/-, by post 6/4

By F.

From

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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The Band III Gascode Circuit
A STRAIGHTFORWARD

EXPLANATION OF ITS DEVELOPMENT
By

"Alpha"

of Band Ill transmissions has
brought the cascode circuit to the fore ; it
is used in many amateur and commercially
built converters as a low-noise " front -end."
Cascode operation has developed logically in the
search for low -noise input circuits with high stability
and ease of adjustment at the very high frequencies
used in Band 11I and is likely to be with us for some
time.
rrIIE opening

Fig.

1.- Basic circuit

showing capacity of salve.

Noise
The successful reception of television pictures
depends very largely upon the ratio of the television
signal to that of " noise " produced by various
sources.
Noise may be classified as random impulses which
find their way into the receiver and become amplified
along with the signal.
Where high -gain fringe televisors are used it is
often possible to obtain the visual equivalent of noise
on the screen, simply by turning up the contrast and
sensitivity controls to maximum.
In sound broadcasting noise is recognised by the
hissing sound which it causes ; under severe conditions the hissing noise can be so loud as to make weak
signals unintelligible. In the case of vision reception
the noise shows itself on the screen as random specks
of light. In severe cases it will cover the screen with
small specks like a snow -storm and is often referred
to as " snow," for this reason.
Normally our picture should be received on the
background of a blank screen, but where the background is not blank but is covered with small specks
due to noise, the quality of the received picture will be
seriously altered, and in severe cases the noise will be
so strong as practically to obliterate the picture.
On Band I most of the noise comes from external
sources and a great deal of it has its origin in the
Milky Way where nuclear disturbances send out
electromagnetic signals over a wide band.
On Band I noise from galactic sources is much less

evident and a much greater proportion of the noise
is to be found due to circuit noise within the early
stages of the receiver itself.
Internal Noise
Noise originating within the televisor is classified
as internal noise and comes from several different
sources.
One quite obvious source is noisedue to the random
novement of the electrons within a resistance : most
constructors must have come across this source in its
worst from where a resistance has become " noisy."
Generally, however, the noise is of quite a low
degree and of no great importance on Band Ill.
Much more important is the noise caused within the
valves themselves.
Within the valve we have several important noise
sources. There is flicker noise caused by the random
emission of electrons from the cathode of the valve ;
there is shot noise due to the fact that the electrons
are inclined to reach the anode of the valve in clusters
rather than in a steady stream ; there is partition
noise which is the random partition of electrons
between the screened grid and the anode.
The latter example is peculiar, of course, to valves
which have an auxiliary grid such as the pentode. The
triode valve does not suffer from this defect as it has
only the one control grid and this has led to the
reversion to triodes for R.F. amplification.
(The word " reversion " is deliberate as triodes were
used many years ago as R.F. amplifiers, before the
screened grid valve and latter the R.F. pentode were
developed.)

Prevention of Re-radiation
An important difficulty associated with the use of
triodes is the Miller effect which takes place between
the anode and grid.
The anode and grid of a triode are separated within

2.-

Fig.
Grounding the grid.

Fig.

3.- Cathode

input.
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the glass bulb by a very small distance. The two
elements, therefore, behave like a small condenser
and this condenser can be shown connected as
indicated by the dotted lines in VI circuit, Fig. 1.
It is at once obvious that this capacitance is such
that positive feedback will occur between anode and
grid. Although the value of the capacitance is quite
small, it is appreciably large compared with the
frequency and feedback will occur.
The noise generated within the valve which is first
in the amplifying chain is of the greatest importance
because each successive valve will amplify that noise.
It is essential to keep the first valve noise at as low a
figure as possible, and if a triode valve is employed
then we have the difficulty previously stated due to
feedback.
There is vet another factor which must be considered. Most Band Ill circuits are of the superhet
type. Fig. 1 shows the basic outline of the arrangement. The first valve V1 amplifies the signal at its
own frequency and the resultant signal is fed to the
input of a mixer valve V2. The mixer valve has two
inputs ; it has that of the amplified signal and also
that of the local oscillator.
In Fig. 1 we show the oscillator input connected in
parallel with the R.F. input to the mixer, a fairly
common arrangement.
Now, it is clear that the oscillator frequency is
present at the anode of the triode valve V1 and due
to the capacitance between anode and grid of the
triode it will appear on the grid of the triode and find
its way thence to the aerial.
The net result is that the oscillator signal is reradiated by the aerial system.
This is obviously most undesirable for several
reasons. As a simple example supposing we have a
televisor tuned to Channel 8 the 1.F. stages being at
10 Mc /s. Now Channel 8 is 189.75 Mc/s vision and to
produce-an I.F. of 10 Mc/s the oscillator may be at
189.75 + 10 = 199:75 Mc/s. This frequency happens
to be that of Channel 10 and so our televisor would
radiate a strong interfering signal in Channel 10.
Grounding the Grid
One method of overcoming the problem of feedback
and re-radiation is to connect the grid of the valve
directly to ground (" earth "). This is shown in Fig. 2.
The grid now acts as a shield and prevents re- radiation.
The snag is that we must connect our aerial circuit at

0
0
V/a

V/

0
(c)

HT.-F
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some point and this cannot be the grid which is now
grounded.
Fortunately, it is possible to obtain amplification
from a valve by injecting the signal either into the
control grid, or into the cathode in the same way that
it is possible to modulate a cathode ray tube by
injecting the signal either into the grid or the cathode.
The circuit arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.
This circuit will work -but we have lost one of the
most useful properties of the valve. This is its high
input impedance
The input impedance of the circuit shown in Fig. 3
is very low. Some alleviation may be made by the
insertion of a capacitance of suitable value in series
with the input circuit at point " X," but in spite of
this the input impedance is far from satisfactory and
exercises serious damping on the aerial system and
mismatch. Further the advantages of the gain of a
step -up transformer (" T " in Fig. 1) are lost.
A correctly designed input transformer can give a
gain of up to five times.
!

HT-/-

Fig. 5.

-A

further development.

Using a Second Valve
In an endeavour to obtain the best of both worlds
we can use another triode valve in front of the existing
one. The circuit arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.
Here we have our input transformer " T " with
its step -up ratio and consequent stage gain. The
output of the triode Vla is improved by the inclusion
of a tuned circuit " L," and is fed to the input of the
second valve via a capacitative ccupler " C."
Up to this point we were quite happy but, going back
to our previous statement, the input impedance of the
grounded grid valve VI is very low and as this impedance is in parallel with the anode load of Vla, i.e.,
" L" this latter tuned circuit is very heavily damped
-so heavily, in fact that it might just as well be
replaced with a simple resistance. This is shown in the
circuit diagram as " R."
Because of the low value of input impedance " R "
would have to be a value of about 150 ohms. It is
obvious that with such a low anode load as 150 ohms,
the amplification of V1 will be very low indeed -so
low, in fact, that the valve might as well not be there.
Now we appear to be in a vicious circle ; we add
another valve so as to overcome the effect of the low
input impedance of the grounded grid valve and now
find that the valve is useless !
But wait Is it really useless ? After all we have
accomplished our aim of retaining the benefits of the
transformer input and also avoided the losses which a
.

T

i. 4. - The basic

!

cascode circuit.
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low input impedance from the aerial system would
involve. Therefore, in spite of the fact that there is

little gain from Vla, nevertheless the valve is performing the useful function of acting as a buffer
between the aerial and the first amplifying valve.

Simplification
One factor which must not be overlooked in dealing
with low -noise circuits, is that the H.T. applied to
these stages should not be high ; generally speaking
a lower H.T. is desirable and voltages in the region
of 100 to 180 are sufficient.
If Fig. 4 is studied further it will be seen that
we can save a component by connecting the anode
of Vla directly to the cathode of VI.
This is shown in Fig. 5. The H.T. supply is now
divided between the two valves ; the anode load of
Vla becomes the bias resistor of VI and a component
has been saved.
However, all is not yet well. First, the cathode
connection of VI is at the wrong end of the R.F.
voltage developed on the anode of Vla. This can be
quite easily overcome by connecting a bypass circuit
for the R.F. and the condenser " C " shown connected by the dotted lines performs the function.
One point still remains to be cleared. The cathode
of VI is now at a high potential with respect to
-ground. As an example, supposing the circuit was so
arranged that a supply H.T. of 250 -volt was equally
shared by the valves, then about 125 -volt would exist
between the -cathode of VI and the chassis. If the
grid of VI is earthed this makes the grid 125 -volt
negative and the valve would not therefore pass
current.
To ensure that the grid is not overbiased it must be
returned to the far end of the cathode resistor as it was
originally when it was grounded, the grounded line
forming the common link between the two. This is
shown in Fig. 6 which also shows the overcoming of
the next problem, that of retaining the grounding of
the grid of V1. Cg performs this function.
An Improvement
While the circuit shown in Fig. 6 will perform quite
well it can be improved and its gain increased.
First, the cathode bias resistor can be replaced with
an inductance tuned to the Band Ill frequency. This
coil (shown as " L " in Fig. 7) should be wound so
as to peak to the Band 11I frequency its inductance
being adjusted so that resonance is reached in conjunction with the capacitances associated with Vla.

A useful increase in gain is obtained and the
selectivity is increased. (Selectivity of the R.F. section
of Band Ill receivers is a prime necessity.)
A further refinement is the connection of a neutraliser between grid and anode of V la. In most cases the

Fig. 7.

-

Circuit refinements.

valve will be found perfectly stable, but if there is any
suspicion of regeneration then either an inductance
or small capacitance can be connected as shown by
the dotted lines.
VI and Vla can be conveniently within the same
envelope and a valve of the 12AT7 class will be found
quite suitable.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
February issue. Nov on sale. Price 1/The main feature of the current issue of our
companion paper is a constructional article on
a 3 -valve Superhet receiver of the A.C. /D.C.
type. In this model the reflex principle is employed in order to reduce the number of valves,
and the A.C. /D.C. technique enables the mains
transformer to be dispensed with. Further

devices are employed in order to reduce the
number of components to a minimum and the

receiver is ideal for the bedroom or kitchen.
Another interesting constructional feature
covers a -small radio tuner for use with a tape
recorder, so that recordings may -be made of
broadcast programmes at better quality than
may be obtained by placing a microphone in
front of the normal broadcast receiver. This
type of unit is often referred to as a " Radio

Jack."

A new series of articles on Amplifier Design
commences in this issue and will consist of
practical data to follow the theoretical series
which concluded early in 1955.
A bedside Time Switch is yet another constructional article for a device which acts as an
alarm and will arouse the sleeper and switch
on a radio, tea-making machine, light or other
mains- operated electrical device.
Other features include Transmitting Topics,
A.F. R.F. Generators, Constructing A.C. /D.C.
Equipment, Using Test Instruments, Readers'
Letters, etc.

Fig.

6.-A

practical circuit.
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SERIES

1.- PERSISTENCE OF VISION
IN
SCANNING -THE
CATHODE

RAY

TUBE

-

PICTURE SIZE
By

F.

J.

Camm

WHEN you look in to a television programme
you are merely watching a tiny spot of light
traversing the screen from side to side
405 times in one -fiftieth of
a second, at a speed of
about 7,000 miles an hour in
the case of a 12in. tube, and
a

correspondingly

higher

°

of a I5in.
This spot of light

speed in the case

tube.
traces out the rectangular
area on which the picture
is seen and which is known
as the raster.
The optical
illusion, which the picture
undoubtedly is, is due to

D

O

C

A

B

what might be termed a defect in the human eye
which we call persistence of vision. This means in
brief that the eye sees as a continuous moving picture
any series of pictures each
1
of which is moved at a
constant speed and then
brought to a stop at a
frequency of 16 pictures
(frames) per second or
more. When you visit the
A
cinema what you see as a

continuously moving picture is a series of " stills "
which are jerked behind the
projector lens at a frequency

°

°
°

°

°

of

24 frames per second.
Each picture is halted in
front of the lens for a fracwheel.
tion of a second and then
moved on to give place to
the next picture in the sequence, thus creating the
illusion of moving pictures because the eye will not
respond to a frequency in excess of 16 per second.
When light rays impinge upon the retina of the
eye the impression which they make does not cease
immediately the light rays stop. On the contrary,
it persists for an appreciable time afterwards, this
effect being known as " persistence of vision," or

Fig. 1.-How the first type of
picture was built up by a
rotating scanning (perforated)

" visual persistence."

It is upon this " lag of retina," as persistence of
vision is sometimes called, that we are able to build
up a reproduction of motion on the television or
cinema screen, in both instances a series of successive
pictures (each differing slightly from the preceding
one) being formed or thrown on a screen so rapidly
that the eye is not able to get rid of the impression
made by the one picture or image before the next
one arrives.
Persistence

twelfth of

These two frames of a cinema film illustrate what is
meant by persistence of vision. Although the illusion
of continuous motion is provided by the film, it is really
a series of stills, the film being drawn past the lens in a
series of jerks.

of vision lasts for approximately one Hence, if a series of varying

a second.

images are projected upon a screen at a minimum
rate of twelve per second the effect of motion will
be obtained.
It should be noted that persistence of vision is a
phenomenon which is attached to the actual retention
of the image on the retina of the eye. The perception
of the image by the retina in the first place is, so
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far as we can tell, instantaneous.

whereas a television picture depends
entirely upon persistence of vision.
With a moving picture it is only the
illusion of movement which depends
upon persistence of vision. With
television, both persistence of vision
and the building up of a picture
are combined.
Thus, in the television studio the

set
amivp/ier
óf-cei

Amplifier

cell

A television picture is, however,
unlike a photograph. In the latter
the whole of the picture is visible,
and is impressed upon the negative,

February, 1956
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Reflected

light

Line Qr
wire less
Moving light spot

r produced

here

Fig. 2. -How the image was first transmitted and received.

up into a large number of
small areas or-picture element's.
Other factors being equal, the
tunnel
smaller the scanning spot the
Ref lector Light
finer in detail will be the televised image, for it will enable
the light and shade of the
picture to be picked up and
transmitted with precision, a
task which becomes more
difficult as the size of the
Subject
Lens
Transmitt ng
scanning spot is increased.
L %gh t source
being
amplifier
The television system emtransmitted
Disc
ployed by the BBC and 1TA
transmits 25 complete pictures
per second, each of 202.5 horiFig. 3.- Diagram illustrating the manner in which the early television
zontal lines. These lines are
system worked.
interlaced and the frame and
cameras photograph the scene being portrayed by flicker frequency is 50 per second. We shall deal
a scanning process which breaks the picture up with interlacing more fully later on in this series,
into tiny pieces. It was Paul Nipkow, a Polish but it is sufficient here to say that the frame frescientist, who in 1884 first demonstrated the quency is 50 a second, scanned from top to bottom
principle of scanning by his crude shadowgraph of the received pictures, and that two frames each
transmitters. It was with the Nipkow system that of 202.5 lines at a speed of 25 per second are interlaced
Baird experimented, and it is only fair that to produce the 405 lines and a complete picture speed
the credit should be given to Nipkow for this of 50 per second.
basic invention. It is right, also, at the very start
that it should be set on record that the Baird system The Cathode -ray Tube
All television receivers, whether designed for direct
was proved to be a failure, since it was based on a
low definition system which gave very crude and or projected reception, make use of a cathode -ray
coarse pictures. High definition TV owes nothing
Picture
Listed
Cathode -ray
to Baird, who is popularly and erroneously supposed
Ratio
Picture Size
Tube Diameter
to have invented television.
The spot of light which traces out the picture is
1.328
x 8in.
12in.
called the scanning spot, and it is made to sweep
1.250
x 8in.
l0in.
12in.
continuously over every portion of the picture to
1.333
102in.
x 7in.
12in.
be televised, thus enabling the picture to be split
1.328
x 8in.
101in.
12in,
Photo-electric cells

_

Back
screen

-

10.75in. x 8.6in.
10tin. x 8in.

1.250
1.333
1.250
1.344

]lin.
llin.

x 81in.
x 8?win.

1.333
1.285

111in.

x 81in.

.1.348

15in.

12 }in.

x loin.

1.250

16in.
16in.

12 in.

x 10in.
x 101in.

1.275

12in.
12in.
12in.
12in.
14in. rect.
14in. rect.
14in.

Fig.

illustration
4.-Anotherimage
by a
no an

of the method of building
mechanical disc.

17in. rect.
17in. rect.
17in. rect.

10in.

llin.

13öin.

x 8in.
x 81in.

141in,
141in.

x

1Qin.

x

x

clin.

11ín.
Ilin.

1.329

1.318
1.296
1.307
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of the tube the aspect
ratio of the rectangular
picture area is always
he same,
namely,
four to three. So that
this point is impressed
upon the mind of the
reader, let us take the
case of a 17in. tube.
The overall dimensions
are 15.375in. a n d
I0.75in. respectively,
the screen diagonal
being 15.375in., which
means that a 17in.
tube has a diagonal of
15.375in., and taking
an aspect ratio of
the
four to three
actual size of the
screen will be 14.33
by 10.75in. This is a
very misleading designation of tube s
which I have criticised
n the past, and I
t

A typical television scene utilising two cameras.
The producer is able to control the output from
these two cameras in the studio control room,

and the output from them is fed to the main
transmitter through the network as shown by the
block diagram below the picture.

tube, which was developed by Dr. V. K.
AMPLIFIER
AMPLIFIER
SHADING
Zworykin. The front of the tube has a fluoresAND
AND
GENERATOR
cent screen, on to which is focused the light
SHADING
SHADING
spot which traces out the raster and the picture which appears upon it. The light spot
PHASE
TEST SIGNAL
varies in intensity according to the magnitude
PHASE
CONTROL
of the received signal, thus providing light
CONTROL
GENERATOR
and shade. This variation takes place, of
1
course, whilst the surface is being scanned in a
TO VISION
FADING AND
series of lines and frames. The cathode -ray
MIXERS DESK
MIXING
CONTROL
REMOTE
tube, like a wireless valve, contains a filament,
1
surrounded by a " Gun " ; as soon as voltage
is applied to the filament it emits electrons
AMPLIFIERS
also as in a wireless valve, and these electrons
shoot off in a stream towards the end of the
SUPPRESSION
SUPPRES
cathode -ray tube. Their direction for scanMIXING
GENERATOR
ning is controlled either by electrostatic or
magnetic means, in conjunction with the
SYNC
impulses received by the aerial.
SYNC
MIXING
GENERATOR
The magnetic system of controlling the
scanning beam is not much used to -day, the
BLACKOUT
electrostatic system being that most generally
DISTRIBUTION
GENERATOR
employed. We shall explain the operation of
the cathode -ray tube in greater detail later on,
when we come to deal with the working of
MONITOR
the television receiver as such. Briefly, how(MAIN)
TO CENTRAL CONTROL
ever, it can be said that the position of the
ROOM& VISION TRANSMITTER
cathode -ray spot on the front of the tube is
SCANNING
SCANNING
always in the same relative position as the
AM PLI FIERST -- GENERATOR
picture element being scanned by the transmitting camera. The fluorescent screen has a
slight afterglow (light persistence) effect, and
EMITRON
EMITRON
this is just less in duration than the time taken
E LECTRODE
GUN SUPPLY\ito scan one frame and this gives a fair comCONTROL
GENERATOR
promise between flicker and blur. Of course,
by the incorporation of a spot wobbler to
TIMING PULSES FROM
1
obscure the scanning lines, blur and flicker
CENTRAL GENERATORS
can be practically eliminated.
The size of a cathode -ray tube, such as 17in., suggest it would be better to classify tubes by the
refers to the diameter of a circle in which the longer dimension of the rectangle ; in the case of a
rectangular raster is inperibed.
Thus, when we 17in. this would be 14in. The diagram (Fig. 5) and
refer to a 17in. tube, this does not mean that one the table shown on page 398 will illustrate the point.
side of the rectangle is 17in. That dimension refers
With a tube diameter of five units, and a square to the diagonal of the rectangle. Whatever the size cornered picture of true ratio (4 : 3), the dimensions
le

t

0-

4_
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give picture width, height, area and tube diameter,
and if a diagonal dimension is provided it should
be stated whether this is actual or extrapolated.

91

t

I

E

C

_1
Fig.

_

5.-Showing
4

how the diagonal
could mislead.
3

:
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measurer ent

Projection television receivers employ a very small
cathode ray tube. It is only about 2 #in. in diameter,
and it is used in connection with an optical unit
which enlarges and projects the received picture.
With a direct vision cathode ray tube, as the size of
the tube is increased the brilliance of the picture
goes down, since it has not yet been found possible
to amplify light as we can amplify sound. Thus,
increased picture size can only be effected at the cost
of picture brightness. There are advantages as well
as disadvantages in both systems of viewing, but the
most obvious advantage of a large picture is in the
improved angle of view which it permits for people
sitting on one side of the axis of view. It is an
established fact that if a viewer is far enough away
from a television picture to render the line structure
invisible, the angle it subtends at his eye level is fixed,
and independent of picture size.
(To be continued)

4:3 Picture with Rounded Corners

Picture with Square Corners

Radius
Width

Diagonal

..B

.,A

Height

Width

Diagonal

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

251+1

15

14

101

2ö

171

16

12

3

20

18

13}

3#

22:}

20

15

..C,

A

"D

Height

in.

in.

15

12

9

17}

14

101

30

20

16

12

321

18

l3}

37;

50

40

30

86

44

40

30

60

48

36

104

52

48

36

221

i

±1
!_

_

ä

"F

"E

in.

óf`

Rounded:

Throw

Corners

i

31

7}
j

9

are four units width, three units
height and five units diagonal. If
the practice followed by many
American companies was adopted
by taking the picture width as
expressing the diameter of the tube,
the picture shape would be as EFGH
(see Fig. 6), as

distinct from

ABCD. The American system would
give five units width, three and
three- quarter units height, and a
diagonal of six and a quarter units
on a five unit diameter picture.
This produces an increased picture
area of over 30 per cent., with the
same diameter tube, and only loses
the corners of the picture, which
seldom show any part of the programme being televised. For square cornered pictures, therefore, the
diagonal dimension A gives the true
picture size, but if advantage is taken
of the rounded corners the breadth
of the picture on a projection receiver
can be increased by tin. and the
height by 11in. With direct viewing
tubes, the fairest description would

3"

4"

Fig. 6.-Tube proportions.
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17.- FERGUSON
By

THIS is a 22 -valve superheterodyne, live- channel
receiver. It features flywheel line synchronisation, which enables a picture to be held in
areas of low signal strength and of high interference
level. The tube is a Mullard MW36 -24 and has a
grey filter face. The receiver is suitable for A.C. /D.C.
mains at 200 -250 volts, and a separate fuse shunts
the rectifier valves when the set is required to work on
low -voltage D.C. mains. This is to avoid the voltage
drop across the valves. This fuse must never be
inserted when the receiver is being worked from A.C.
mains.
It is normal for three minutes to elapse between
switching the set on and receiving a picture. This is
due to the construction of the PY8I efficiency diode
which requires this time for the cathode to reach
operating temperature. The circuit is conventional
except for the flywheel sync circuit which will be
described later.
Fig. shows the top chassis layout and the position
of the EY51 E.H.T. rectifier is shown by dotted lines
to indicate that it is beneath the C.R.T. and inside a
plastic box, the cover of which is spring clip secured.
The PL81 line output and PY8I valves are under
the focus magnet inside a screening box. The front
of this box is secured by a single PK screw. The
position and function of each of the five ECL80
valves is worthy of close study and it should be noted
that V13 and V14 are concerned with sound A.F. and
output only. The output is push -pull and of high
quality. V21 and V22 are the PY82 H.T. rectifiers,
the anodes being strapped and the cathodes each
taken to the unsmoothed H.T. line by a 40-ohm
resistor. The receiver chassis is directly connected
to one side of the mains and there are no H.T.
negative components to consider.
It is not necessary to remove the chassis in order
to clean the C.R.T. face or the viewing window. A
strip of wood is removable from underneath the
speaker fret, and when this and the fret are removed
the viewing window may be gently eased down until
it clears the guide slots. No trace of moisture must
be left upon tube face, surround or viewing window,
otherwise a pin-cushion effect will immediately be
1

L.

MODEL 991T

Lawry -Johns

observed. Inability to fill the corners and sides,
with the picture obstinately curling down or up,
whichever the case may be, are the usual symptoms
of dampness.
The picture shift lever is shown in Fig. L Rotation
effects horizontal shift, whilst a side -to -side movement
moves the picture vertically. A certain amount of
horizontal shift is effected by the operation of the
horizontal hold control and more will he said of this
later, sufficient now to say that this procedure is
incorrect and can result in loss of hold some time
after the control has been altered.
Band IH Conversion
A type B tuner unit is available and requires a
certain amount of fitting internally. This is not
difficult, however, and the instructions are quite
clear. If, after fitting, a certain amount of patterning
is experienced on Band I, move the connecting leads
to see if this affects it. If not, try the effect of decoupling the converter H.T. line to chassis with various
values of capacitor between .1 and .5 fiF. It is quite
possible that a .1'LF will completely clear the patterning if redisposition of the wiring does not do so.
When switching from Band Ito Band III the picture
should, of course, remain locked, but it is quite
possible that although a locked picture is obtained
on Band 1, on Band 111 it is almost impossible to lock
using the horizontal hold control. The correct
procedure, as detailed later, should in this case be
followed and satisfactory operation should then
result.

Common Sound/Vision Stages
The R.F. amplifier, frequency changer and first 1.F.
amplifier are common to both sound and vision. The
R.F. tuned circuits respond to the lower sideband of
the vision carrier and an image rejector is incorporated
in the aerial input circuit. This is factory tuned to
95 Mc /s, but may be adjusted to reduce interference
from signals of other frequencies. The adjustment is
by the core of LI which is mounted on the top of the
chassis at the extreme rear right -hand corner.
VI is the R.F. amplifier valve, is an EF80, and the
anode of this is coupled to the control grid of V2A
which with V2B forms the double triode mixer/
oscillator frequency changer ECC81. The oscillator
tuning is determined by L5, CII and C10. V2B
cathode is connected to a tapping on L5. The oscillator voltages are coupled to V2A grid by C6 (2 pF)
and the anode output of V2A is transformer coupled
to the common I.F. amplifier V3 which is another
EF80.
A tuned circuit L9 C13 is included in the grid_.__-
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L30

L

L/8

limiter variable resistor R37.
If the potential applied to
the cathode is too low the
diode will conduct on peak
white and the highlights of
the picture will be lost.
V6 video amplifier is cathode
biased by a metal. rectifier
(W2). The advantage of using
this type of bias is that the
varying currents do not so
readily produce a voltage -drop
of corresponding magnitude
across it. Thus, undesired
negative feedback and loss of
gain is avoided. A resistor
(unbypassed) would, of course,
produce an amount of feedback due to the voltage drop
across it being in accordance
with the variation of current
through it.
The anode circuit of V6
contains two resistors in
parallel (both 6, K, presenting
an effective resistance of 3 K)
and two chokes in series. An
inspection of Fig. 2 will show
the method of coupling the
video signal to the C.R.T.
cathode. The A.C. signal is
directly coupled via the .1µF
capacitor, but the D.C. signal
is attenuated by the resistors

Linearity

vs.

L29
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components
on top of Frame

WI Crystal Diode

Output Trans.

20 L/9

1/6

V7
V6

Ra

C79 and C80

/OO/iF

Fig. 1.-Plan view of chassis.

200,uF

/04

P103

Note position of EY51 and WI crystal -diode

circuit of V3 and is aligned to 14.5
Mc /s to act as an adjacent channel
To
rejector.
Anode VS
and
vision
The sound
signals are
split at the V3 anode circuit. LII
to
19.5
Mc
/s
which
is tuned
is the rsound I.F.
The vision I.F. is coupled to the
control grid of V4 by C17 (.001 itF).
Type
V4 is an EF80, the control grid
0460'
circuit of which is tuned to 17.75
Mc /s by L13. Also coupled to L13
is a sound rejector L12, C18.
V5 is the final vision I.F. amplifier
coupled to V4 by L15, L16 and L17.
MI=
The anode circuit of V4 also contains another sound rejector L14,
T24
C21. V5 is transformer coupled to
the vision detector WI (crystal
diode) by L18, L19 and L20. It
should be noted that this crystal
diode is contained inside the coil can
and thus is completely out of sight.
The rectifier output of the diode is
Final
Vision
coupled to the control grid of V6
IF Can
video amplifier (PL83) by a choke/
resistor / capacitor filter. The chokes
are L21 and L22 and the vision
interferehce limiter is connected to
the junction of these two. The
limiter is one section of an EB91
(V7A) the cathode of which has
its potential controlled by the

(Continued on page 405)
H.T+

P30
Sync,

P29
ToC.PT
Cathode

Rll7

21(11

L 2/

)11

PL 83
V6

IAMAAti

000
L27

H.Tt

82K()
V7,4

3.91(0

PrW2
Type

FS %9

Fig. 2. -The video stage.
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8/-
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2X2
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Travel of
individual calibrations.
pointer Olin. Scale plate 7ìn. x 41ín.
Seale aperture 5 a ìn. x 11 in. Price 1116.

3 -WAY

MT1

Primary : 200 -220.240 v.

SecmndarysI

273 -0.275 v.

M / A 0 -6.3 v. 4 amp.. 0-4 v.
I amp. Both tapped at 4 v. 17/6 ea.

80

MIS

Primary : 2200- 220.240 v.
Ser-ondarys : -350-0 -350 v.
So M/A 0 -6.3 v.4 amp. 0 -5 v.
2

unp. Both tapped at 4 v. 17/8 ea.

MT3

Primary : 200 -220-240 v.

Secondary : 30 v. 2 amps.
Taps at 3 v., 4 v., 0 v., 8 v.,
9 v., 10 v., 14 v., 18 v., fro v.,

*

* * * *

*

*

SPECIAL PURCHASE

(I.E.('. CABINET LOUDSPEAKERS
Cat. No. BC1952. gin. P.M. Moving
Coil Loudspeaker Unit, 2/4 ohms.
with Volume Control. Price 60/ -each,

* *

* *

*

*

*

I.F. TRANSFORMERS

Rediovmft I.F.S. 465 Kc/s
with compression trimmers,
solid construction, a real
quality job. Size : 31in. x
]2/- pr.
...
...
1.7/161n.
12/- pr
As above, 1011 /127 Kc /s
Philips Round Type, 470 Kc/a 8/- Pr.
Wearite Type 501A and 502,
... 10/- pr.
461 Ke /a ..
Surplus Type, 465 Kc /s ... 6/9 pr.

TELETRON.

BAND

III

CONVERTER COIL SET
Mk.2 (''.ASCODE WITH CIRCUIT
AND PRACTICAL WIRING MAC RASI. Descriptive leaflet available
3d. ea.
TELETRON FERRITE AERIALS
Long and Med. Wave, 12/8. Med.

Wave. 8/8 ea.

9/-

NFL
10F9
10P13
12A6
12AH7
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7
12BEG

716

8/-

6X4

6X50/OT

5/9
8/9
8/9
9/8

7B6
7B7
705
706
7H7

1318

7Q7

9/61,7M
7/8
6N7
7/6Q70/01
9/G8A7CT 8/-

JACKSON B.L. 18 DRIVE
A general purpose slide vile Uri ve
for F.OLIV.H.F. Unit,,, short-wave
Printed in three
converters, etc.
colours on aluminium, with a 0-100
scale and provision is made for

8/6

6V60/CT

6/8

6K7
61010

16/-

7/9
9/8

9/8/6

9/8/8/-

7B7)
707

12K8
12Q7

8!-

8/6

128Q7
128R7

6!6
8/6

1206

8/0
8/9

9/-

9/6

10/10/-

8/5/8/9/6
n,.

11/9/8

CHASSIS

Aluminium Undri led with Reinforced
Corner. Available in the following
I

e

Gin.x 4in. x2 /in.
Fin.x bin. x21in.

40ín. x

lin.

x 2110.

I2in. a 3in. x 21in.
12in..v Sim x '211n.

...
...
...
...
...

4/8d. ea.
6/34. ea.
713d. ea.

5 /9d. ea.
8 19d. ea.

...
12in. x Sin. x 211n.
B'Bd. ea.
I l n. x .3 n. x 21 n.
8.' -d. ea.
14in. x bin. a 21ín.
...
121- ea.
llin.
l6in. x
x 21in.
... 8/64. ea.
...
IIiu. x 11ín. x 21in.
14/- ea.
All are four -sided -Ideal for Radio
Receivers, amplifiers, power packs,
car.
DIAL BULBS, ETC.
0.5 v.. .15A. 15.m.m. Ball Type
i

i

i

0.5 v.. .3A. 10 m.m. Tubular
Type M.E.B.
...
81 d, ea.
Car Headlamp or Spot Bulb,
... 11- ea.
6 -7 volta, 18 watts
G v., .3A. M.B.C.T.
6.5 v..3A. M.B.C.T.
... 3d. ea.
2.5 v. Empire Round
2.5 v Flashlight Empire
Half Opal ...
...
Sd. ea.
3.8 v., Clear Spot Bulb
... 3d.ea.
11 m.m. Round
..
2.5 v., 9 m.m. Tubular
... 3d. ea.

CONTROLS WITH DOUBLE -POLE
SWITCH. 25 K ohms, 50 K ohms,
ohms,/ meg ohms, 1 meg ohms,
t2 meg
meg ohms. All 4/9 ea.
CONTROLS WITH SINGLE -POLE
SWITCH. 10 K ohms, 100 K ohms,
1 meg ohms,
meg
2
ohms. ; All 8 /9 ea
PUBLICATIONS. ETC.
No. 124 -Bernard's Radio
Manant " At A Glance Equivalents." More than 8.000
Valves listed. All Equivalents shown on one line.
*Army, Ale Force, Navy
*Complete CV to
types.
... 5 /-ea.
Commercial Listing
No. 154 -F.M. Tuner Construetion, by W.J. May. Easy

to Build, Point to Point
Wiring. Saper High Fidelity
Response. 32 Pages. AII
Components for this Circuit
2/8
available ea Stock ..
.

No. 138-How to Make Aerials
for TV (Band lland 3) and

201)1
201,2

20Ll

ea.

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE "DEPT. P.T."

EBFeo

250401
2.í7.4G

816

ECH3;, 18/6
ECH42 10I6
ECL80 10/6

EF22

718

1016
1213

8/8

EF41
F.F42

11/6
13/6

EL!

12/6
7/6

EF80

10/-

EL35
IáL4I 1106
EL84 12/EM34 11/8
EM80 11/-

10/91-

25Z0(IT 818
351.6G1 9/35W4 101357.4(IT 9/50LIiC'l' 9/ACIP
8/9
AC6/PEN

ATP

11,18

FCf'.3l

12/6
251.6C:T 8/6

11/6

12,7

10/6

75
77
80

8/6

128E7

4/9
3/6
12/6
12/6

12,7

8/6

7Y4

12:SJt

6/2/-

5/6

12116
12.25

9/-

618

6/6

120'8

8/6

518

2/9

9004
9006
954
955
956
10C2

8/-

7/8
716

12827

616

8D2
900a

9/3

6U5G
6U7G

616

6K7G/OT

8¡8/-

12Ar'7
128G7

807

90OI

618

6174GT

8/8
516/6
7/6

61-

T

68Q7
6887

4/-

6116

THE

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
MOUNTING TYPE

6887

1318

6060

7/8

68(77

13113/6
12/8

61.13

60601

9/-

6C9

6E11

7/6

5/-

6B4
6B8
6BA6

8/6
8/8

08H7

6J5/CT

6AQ5
SATO

9/6
10/5/8

7/3
7/8

8/8
6/8
71-

6AM:5

6.016

7/6

7/6

GDG

GNf,M

5Z3

1A5(IT

61)3

BF6G

6/6/-

163

GUARANTEED NEW AND BOXED

FOR VALVES
I__

,---,% :Jr---_,
07.4
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EY51
ETA()

EZ41

FM

1818

10/11/10/8

E1148
F.Y91

8/6

FW41400

2/7/-

10/-

8/8

18!6
H30
5/HL'2
5/8
HI:2311D7/8
G7.3'2

EA P-12 12,16
EB41
8i101041 111-

V.H.F. (Band 2). Data for
all Channels. Ten different
designs for local mid fringe_
areas ...

No. 134-All D[7 Battery Portimple
able Conelruction.
and cheap tu build. Point
to point wiring. Dial Ferrite
sensitivity
...
aerial for high
No. ISO -A Comprehensive
Valve Guide, Book No. t ...
No. 121 -A Comprehensive
Valve Guide, Book No. 2
(Characteristics and Base
Connections)
..
..
No. 103- Radaofoldee "E ".
The blaster Colour Code
Index for Radio and Tele-

..

vision

..

..

11P21 IC 6/9
KL35
818

PY82
QP21

10/6
7/8

VR9ISYI.

KT33(' 1018
KT66 1018

SPPIU
1122

VR'llti/3o/-

KTW63 8/8
KTZ4I 80-

17329
U40:1

6/9
8113/6
13/8

1.P220

1,404

KTWGI 7/9

819
id H4
516
188/ PEN 5/N7(e9
121-

P41

9/-

11215

51-

centre plate ...

...

...

CHAMBERS

VICTORIA SQUARE

LEEDS I.

VR21
VR53
VR51

2/8 ea.
51- ea.

5/-

V'RfiS

VR50
VR57
VRGS
VRfiSA

VR66
VR91

4)-

VR119
VR tiff;

10)-

VRI37

91-

8/-

41-

7/-

VR150/30

5/6

8/-

8/3/-

11r-

VP23

111-

VT52
8/VT5u1 8/VUa9
819
VU64
9/VU111 3/8
VUL20A 3/W77
8/8
W61
8/X65
10/X66
11/6
Y63
P/er-

l'S70

11/6
11/6
10/8

3/6/6

2/7/8

8/8/3/6
3/S
3l9
6/8

LiOA(R) 918

12607
AZ31

2/6
10/8

5R4(lY 9/8

Frill it stn otions for incorporating these
speakers into existing installations uric
included with every speaker.
Hunts Type WO9 ('andensers.
.002 mid. 350 v., .005 m(d.,
150 v., doll rnfd. 1411 v.
all 6d. ea.
Hunts Type A315 Coadeneer.
.05 mid. '250 v.
.. 8d. ea
TP:C Metalmite Type ('P :13N.
.02 mid. 350 v.
8d. e:,
Drydex by Ex iule llaml Lamp,
Type HLl700. Listed at
24/3 plus tax. Our Price ... 15/- ea.
(Price includes Bulb-Battery. Type L14, extra)
Westector Type 00X6, Wire
envi
219 e...
Assorted Resistors (all Brand
Neri-) ...
...per 100 M.
ERIE CERAMICONS 4 10,,
Type N750 K. 12 0F, 3/I pF,
5 pF, 6.8 id,.
... Bd. ea.
Type 2750M, 180 pF.
8d. ea.
Pencil Rectifiers, Type 2111 ..
21- ea.

2/6 ea.

ea.

1/6 ea.

Ampl ion Volume
meg. S.P.N.

Extension

Centnils.

Speaker

Volume
Controls
Open type Tag Board, take

1/8 ea.

318 ea

1/3 ea.

nine components, with Os ing
feet. Size 4in. x 21in.
...
Vibrator Clips (Standard)
Double Fuse Holders, Panel
Mounting, for two Ilin. fuses

9d. ea.
5d. ea.

NINE -INCH TUBE MASKS
White (Soiled Condition)
...
INDICATOR LAMPS

4/9 ea.

Single hole fixing (Red only)...
Spring fixing type
..
"Aerorua" Condenser ('lips ..
Paper Block. Ill mid., 440 v.
JUNCTION BOXES
Type 5X/22234, 20 woe
RECORDING TAPE, 1,200 lt.
.

Audio volts 60 max. effective. Test
voltage 440 v. 50 c/cs. Price 21 /- (not
subject to P.T.).
Type ISH 75. Size Bin. x Bin. a tin.
Capacity 800 pF. D.C. volts 300 )max.
Audio volta 60 mas. effective. Test
Price 12/8
voltage 440 v. 50 c /os.
(not subject to P.T.).
T.B.L. Electrostatic Speakers reproduce
frequencies beyond
those missing
8.10 Eels and reproduce frequencies up
to 20 Kr /s. By adding one or more of
these units to existing domestic loudspeaker systems. the renmrkable quality
of the V.H.F. transmiaion and the
superb brilliance of modern L.P.
recordings can be faithfully-reproduced.

5/6VINCES

UY4l

11/8

SPEAKERS
Type LSH100. Size Sin. a 4in. a lío.
Capacity 1.100 pF. D.C. volts 60 max.

x9-

UL41

10/-

T.S.L. ELECTROSTATIC LOUD

s-v. w---1(-vv"

UF4t

P(1F80 13/6
PCFB2 12/6
POL83 12/8
PL9I 13/8
PL82
11/8
PLNS 131PP2'25
5/-

Control Knobs.

4000.

UCH!!

PCCO4 13/6

PY80
PY81

7/6
VR11G

UBC41

4)-

T.B.L. F.M. Dial. Specially designed for use with 01340
V.H.F. unit...
.... ... 37/8 ea.

Pekalit type
Brown with gilded

UB4l

PEN25 8/PI'sN4G 8/8
PEN220A

114- Radinlolder "E ". An
inexpensive Tape Recorder
2/6 ea.
T.S.L. COMPONENTS FOR BERNARD'S
F.M. TUNER
Curler type
V.H.F. Unit.
111340
451- + 14/9 P.T.
Inter-stage I.F. Transformer.
Ourler type ÚF376 (11748)
7/- ea.
Ratio Discriminator Transformer. Ourler type I(Rb'37 10/6 ea.
T.S.L. High Stability Resistors.
... Bd. en.
Type It. t w. 10 80 ...
..
9d. ea.
1 w. Ill% ..
.. 10 /6 ea.
Drilled Chassis ...
No.

PL'i

718

NEEDLE CUPS
For Gram Needles (Bakelite)
Al ladin Coil Formera lin.. complete with Iron Dust Cores...
Allred in Coil Formers lin., com-

plete with Iron Dust Cores...
Ceramie Coil Formera, tin. dia.
lin. long 4Ril,s
Paxolin ('oil Formers lin. dia..
21 in. long. These have been
removed iron, R.A.F. Beau
Approach Equipment and
are in some cases complete
with Trimmers
...
...

TERMS
C.O.D.
charges

:

2/8 ea.

31- ea.
Rd. ea.
Id. ea.

4/- ea.
1/8

ea.

14.

e

a.

9d. ea.

6d. ea.
4d. ea.

3d. ea

Cash with order or
Postage and Packing

extra, as follows
Orders value 10/- add 9d.

:

;

20/- add 1/- ; 40/- add 1/6 ; LS
add 2/- unless otherwise stated.
Minimum C.O.D. fee and
postage 2/3.

MAIL ORDER ONLY
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BAND III CONVERTER
UNIT
Complete Kit of Parts.
Including
2 -EF80
and
Chassis and Wiring Diagram.
Voltage required
200 v. at 30 mA 6.3 v. .6
amps. 48'6. plus 2/- P.P.
Or assembled and tested,
67;6. plus 2/- P.P.
Power Supply Components,
The Unit Complete with
Power Supply. Tested and
ready to plug in. 9716.

" RF

26 "

VERTER

N RY 9$
E(RADIO
LTD.)

U.S.A. INDICATOR UNIT

1

;

6X5GT

F.M. CON-

PTE 45 Me/s STRIP

TYPE 3583 UNITS
Size 15ín. x 810, x 2in.
Complete with 45 Mc /s
Pye Strip, 12 valves, 10
EF50, EB34 and EA50,
volume controls and hosts
of Resistors and Condensers. Sound and vision
can be incorporated on this
chassis with minimum
space.
New condition.
Modification data supplied.
Price 69.'6. Carriage paid.

1

ICRY!

2X2

1!6

1f6

POST
FREE

POST
FREE

Ideal for tap', recording ens
amplifiers. Nu matching transformer required.

INDICATOR UNIT
Containing V CR97 with MuMetal Screen 21 valves :12-EF50, 4 -SP61, E -EA50,
2 -EB34,
Plus
Pots.,
Switches, H,V. Cond., Resistors, Muirhead SIM.
Dial, Xtal, Double Deck
62A

Fundamental Frequencies
:00 TYPES IN FOLLOVING FREQUENCIES
5675 kc /s to 8650 kc /s (in steps of 25 kc /s).
5706 kc's to 8340 ke /s (in steps of 33.333 kc /s).
TIPO FT 243

BRAND

NEW

10 /-

EACH

Special Price for Complete Sets of 80 or 120

Chassis.
BRAND NEW.
ORIGINAL CASES, 67;6.
Carr. 7/6.

Type FT 241A. 54th Harmonic 2 -Pin I -In. Spacing
21.1 Mc /s.
23.2 Mcs.
23.2 Mc/s.
26.1 Mc /s.
21.2
21.4

..

13.0
22.8
22.9
Brand New

&

FT241A 200 kc's
...
...
FT243A 465 kcs
HOLDERS FOR CRYSTALS

23.4
24.4
26.0

26.4
27.0

,.

Guaranteed 7/6 ca.
...

...

...

...

SPECIAL PRICE FOR QUANTITIES.

ISTALIINiIIUROPHOINEi

INSERTS

QUARTZ CRYSTALS

UNIT 88:100
Niels
This well-known RF26
Unit is now adaptable for
F.M. reception using 2 IF.

stages and separate local
Oscillator and tuned by a
Muirhead graduated Vernier drive. Can be converted at low cost of 92/6.
Send 1;6 for 8 -page Descriptive booklet containing full
wiring instructions, circuits and layout diagrams.

;

6G6, V /controls, condensers, etc.
Ideal for
'scope. 651 -. Carr. Pd.
1

III'IltllIIIIIIIIII

CATHODE RAY TUBES
(Brand New)
VCR97 (slight cut-off) 3.5/ VCR,97
guaranteed
full T V Picture ... 40/VCR517C, guaranteed
full T; V Picture ... 35/VCR139A, guaranteed
TN Picture
35/3ßP1, guaranteed full
T/V Picture
.. 30/Carr. & packing on all
tubes, 2 / -.

Type BC929A
These Units are in absolutely new condition. In
black
crackle cabinet
141in. x 9in. x lin. Complete
with 3 BPI C/R Tube, Shield
and Holder. 2-6SN7GT 2
6H6GT

February, 1956

INDICATOR UNIT
TYPE 182A
Unit contains . VCR517,
Cathode Ray 610. tube
complete with Mu -Metal
screen, 3 EF50, 4 SP61, and
1 5U4G
valves, 9 wire wound volume controls
and quantity of resistors
and condensers. Suitable
either for basis of television
(full picture guaranteed)
Offered
or Oscilloscope.
BRAND NEW (less relay)
at 67/6. Plus 7/6 carr.
Radio - Constructor "
'scope circuit included.

.

..

10 /-

...

1/3

10 /-

B.S.R. 3-SPEED AUTO -CHANGERS
These are brand new in original cartons. Plays mixed records.
Cream finish. List price 116.10.0. Our Price £7/19/8.,

VALVES-VALVES-VALVES

WE HAVE OVER 50,000 AMERICAN AND ENGLISH
VALVES IN STOCK AT VERY LOW PRICES. SEND 3d.
FOR 28 -PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
s, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2
TEL.: PADDINGTON 1008/9, 0401

VALV
All Boxed

E

S

New & Guaranteed

1/6
3D6

6A L3

l'8
17.411)

uJ5
6K71:

6110M

2x2

718
O'L4

fi0ii

7/6

7I8
l2131:ß
'i.411ä

6lCA

liF3o

6'6

EBOI

8/6
0.4(7

1115
15.1

656

IT-I

fiSA7
601.7
6V61:

GATO

:104

61.'9

;iV4
OBEO

0SN7
707
E('1442
12;6
11(31

11BWG

607

2,1

1:Ffr3
11V

It1.4

0X4

1'_1

(iN.l

1..!F41

VP33
11AN7
121.5, 1257, 12tí7, 31L6,
3524, 371 set.

cÁ11
OBS
1:0.111

10.6

héls
Eí'80
Efdl

P182
1257

121(8

12ít7
;3524

PILO
29;19;6. CONVERT YOUR RADIO. Playing
desk 15 s 2.2 s Tin. Walnut finish, dwet
m
front with 7A r.p.m. motor, turntable and
Volume Controls 80 (áBLE COAX
pick-up. Press lever start places High ImLong spindles. (Maras- Demi -air spaced IN ypedance Magnetic pick -up on records loin. or
teed 1 year. All values these insulated. 1in. dia.
ilio. Auto Stop. Brand new in original
10,000 ohms to 2 Meg. Stranded pore. em
makers boxes. 200/2.50 v. A.C. £4 /18/6.
yd.
No 0w. S.P.Sw.
Losses c It 1(Mó
STANDARD
9/9/9
.001 mid. 7 kV.
CONDENSERS,-New stock.
EXT.
SPIER. TYPE, 3/ -. lis. Coax
yd.
5;6. Ditto, 12.1 kV., 9/8; 100 pi. to 500 pi.
MLa, 8d. Tubular 500 V..001 to .01 mid., 1M, ;
CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT. Fautous make,
.n5, .I, 1/
.21, 1/6 ; .5 1/9 ; .4350 v., 9d,
precision engineered. Size only 11 s 3 :16ín.
600 v., 1/31 1.1;500 v., 3/8.
Bargain Price, 8'6. No transformer required.
CERAMIC COND. -500 v.. :3 pf. to .01 mid., 1/-.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.-10%, 5 pi. to 500
WIRE-WOUND POTS, 8 WATT. FAMOUS MAKES.
pi., li- : 000 pi. to 3,9n0 of., 1 /8. DITTO 1%
Pre-Set Min. TN. Type Standard Size Pots, 21 in.
1.1 pf. to 300 pi., 1/9 ; 513 pf. to 1,000 pi., 2/-. All values 21 ohms to 30 Spindle.
1011 ohms to
C.R.T. LOW LEAKAGE ISOLATION TRANS. Ratio K., 3/ -. -U K.. 9/ -. 10 K., 56 : 100 K.. 6/6.
1.21, 210;, boost, 2 v., 10/6 ; 4 v., 10 /8 ; 6.3 v.,
1
RECORDING TAPE. Exclusive Barmia. 1,200ft.
106 ; 13.3 v., 10/8. Ditto mains reels, High (oereivity. Brand new, 17'6,
10 /6 ; 1u.5
primary, 12;8. MAINS TYPE Multi output. -2, 21, FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.
amp., 17/6. MAINS TYPE Multi Out 2!, oi
6 or 1.3 y-. 1!. mp., 8/9
2 a., 11,'3 : 4 a.. 178.
pnt-2,4..(63 v., 7.:1 v.. 50 v., 13 v., two taps boost CHARGER
TRANSFORMERS. Tapped input 200/
output 25 or 100,' 211
2501 v. for charging at 2, G or 12 v.,
f zap., 13/6 ;
FAMOUS
NEW ELECTROLTTICS.
MAKES. 4 amp.. 21 /-. Suitable for above rectifiers.
CAN TYPES
TUBULAR
TUBULAR
GARRARD
SPEED
AUTOCHANGERS
3
1:271 v.
2 ;- 100/23 v.
2'- 8 +16/450 v.
5/Hi Fi mod. 75a BRAND NEW
2;410y,
2,3 9 +S /500 v. 4/6 16+16/300 v. 0Our price 110-19.6 post free;
4,4 i0 v.
2/- 16 +16 /500 v-. 16 +24/350 v, 9/0 1
v.
6/- :x3 +31/850v. 4/6
2;3
2,9 CAN TYPES 32 +32/450 v. 6/6
X1500 y.
16/450 v. 3:6 ''lip.
3d. 64+ 120/275 v. 7/8
1613130 v.
4::lrin e.
4.- 60 +1107310 V. 1118
32/500 v, 59 ::2. :730 v.
4 - 100 +200;275 r.
6,u,
48 Hour Mail
25/13 r.
19
10/6
.10 V. 5,6
307, Whitehorse Road, West Croydon.
:01/25 v.
19 :::-A I50 T. 5.8 1,000 +1,000 ¡6 r.
50/50 v.
2 - 300¡12 v.
3:6/6 Open all day.
THO 1865.
Wed. 1 p.m.
Screw Base 'Ty ,e 11.1. 8/500 v 3/- ; 10/300 v. 9 ¡ -. Posi dl. Ll (wde,r lout yre. C.Q.D. i;5. Lists s.0 e.

8d

;

1

c

'

;

,

I

o;

1

RADIO COMPONENT
SPECIALISTS
Order Service

-

(Limited Period)

£6 -19

Brand new Plessey 3 -speed Autochaa cr Miser
Unit for 7, 10 and 12in. records. Twin Hi -P,
Rtal Head with Dnopoint sapphire stylus. Plays
4,000 records. Sprung mounting. Baseboard
required, 151 in. x 121 in. Height 5 i in. Depth tin.
Superb Quality. A.C. 200/250 v. Post tree.

1I:lA.
X PLUGS ... 1/C s
SOCKETS
1/- OUTLET BOXES ... 4.6
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER, yd. Od. 80 or 300 ohw=
TYANA.- Siidect Soldering Iron. 200 /220 v. o
230/250 v., 19 11. 'Triple Three mod. with dome),
Ole bench el.auI, 19;6. Solon Midget Iron, 22/RESISTORS : All values : 10 ohms to 10 meg.
} w., 4d.: 1
60. 1 x-., 8d. ; 2
HIGH STABILITY, 1 n-.
2/ -. Preferred values
100 ohms to 10 Meg.
ALADDIN FORMERS and core, 1 in., 8d. 1 in., 104.
SENTERCEL
RECTIFIERS. -EHT Type. Fly
hack Vol t,ue.
3/21, 2 kV., 4/3: 53/40, :1.2 kV.,6 :53/41, 3.0 kV.. 6/6: K:: ;30, 4 kV., 7/8; 53/100, x kV.
12/6. MAINS TYPE. -Null, 125 v., 60 ma., 4 EMS, IOU ma., 4 9
ItM3, 120 ma., 5/9 ; ER4,
250 v., 271 ma., 16/ -.
:

;

-K

;

BAND 3 T.V. CONVERTER KITS
London, Midland and Northern Transmissions.
Suitable all T.V. makes. T.RF. or Superhet.
Ready wound roils, two 1íF50 valves, all
components, punched chassis, circuit diagram,
wiring plane.
COMPLETE KIT for mains.
operation 00.250 r. A.C. £3/10/0.
22

AN ABOVE leas

POWER PACK.

200 v. 20 mA. H.T. 6.3 v.

1

a. L.T.

Require,
92,5, -.

PUNCHED CHASSIS and WOUND COILS.
component Il.st, circuit diagram, wiring plan -,
only 19 /6. Full Plans and circuit details, 6d.
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so as to effect a reduction of rapid fading such as
that caused by aircraft.
The Sound Stages
VII is the first sound I.F. amplifier and its grid
circuit is tuned by L10. The anode circuit is transformer coupled to V12 (EBF80) by L27, L28. V12 is
The pentode section
a double -diode -pentode.
functions as the final sound I.F. amplifier and the
diodes are used for detection and A.V.C. purposes.
Actually, the signal detector diode also provides the
A.V.C. voltage-or A.G.C. to be more correct -and
the second diode is positively biased to effect a
delay action. Therefore, only signals in excess of a
certain magnitude will provoke the A.G.C. circuit
into operation.
The rectified signals are fed to the anode of V7B
interference limiter via a filter choke and .1 pF
capacitor. This diode is normally conductive, but
upon the reception of a large pulse of extremely short
duration the anode is driven negative with respect to
the cathode, and the diode ceases to conduct. The
effectiveness of the limiter is determined by the three position plug which alters the capacity in the cathode
circuit. The cathode circuit is coupled to the volumecontrol via a .01 pF capacitor and the control grid of
VI3A (triode of ECL80) is fed from the slider. The
anode circuit of this triode is resistance /capacity
coupled to the control grid of YOB (pentode output
section ECL80). From the same point a pair of
resistors in series connect to the anode of VI4A
(triode). From the centre point of these resistors a
capacitor couples a- percentage of the VI 3A output
to the V14A control grid. Therefore, the output of
V 14A is in opposite phase to the output of V13A but
is of the same magnitude.
The two voltages are

405

resistance-capacity -coupled to the output pentode
sections V13B and VI4B. A feedback circuit is
incorporated and consists of capacitors C49 and C50,
and tone -control is effected by C52 and R70 which are
in series across the primary winding of the output

transformer.

Sync Separation
This is carried out over three stages by both
sections of V18 (ECL80) and VI9 pentode section.
The sync signal,' and picture signal, at the anode of
V6 is taken to the control grid of V19 pentode section
via R29 and C26 (12 K and .1 pF), and these signals
are positive-going. The negative pulses appearing at
the anode of this section are applied to the line
timebase circuit through a differentiating circuit
which ensures, that only line pulses are passed. The
components concerned are capacitors C67 and C64
and resistor R82. The pulses at V19 pentode anode

are also coupled to V 18 triode section control grid,
which is returned to the H.T. positive line. The
method of biasing and the choice of component values
ensure that the signal at the triode anode consists
mainly of frame sync pulses. These are coupled to
the pentode section control grid which is heavily
biased. Therefore, only large pulses cause the section
to conduct so that the remaining line pulses do not
appear at the anode. The completely separated frame
pulses are then fed to the frame timebase by C70
(500 pF). This rather long explanation of the sync
separation is included so as to enable the reader to
identify the purposes of the various ECL80 sections.

Frame Timebase
The oscillator is of the multivibrator type. and
consists of the triode sections
of V19 and V20. The pentode
section of V20 functions as
the frame output and is
coupled to the frame-span
coils by the T3 transformer.
A frame pulse is also applied
to the C.R.T. grid to effect
frame flyback suppression. A
rather complicated circuit is
employed to effect frame
R82\ Flywheel
linearity, and C77 (.05 ¡SF)
Sync.
feeds the fixed and variable
feedback arrangements. Two
resistors, 27 K and 150 K, are
in series with a .01 pF which
connects to the control grid L7
leak (R102, 2.2 MD). ShuntL28
ing these components to
chassis is a fixed resistor
V/2
(100 K) and a variable, which
is the frame linearity control.
L2
The R116 (27 K) resistor may
L/8
L30
be found to be shorted out
and this is optional to provide
for variation in the characterV6
istics of replacement T3 out3/
put transformers. The output
W2
2/ 22
valve is biased by a 620 ohm
resistor bypassed by a 50 pF
electrolytic (C74). The framescan coils are damped by
Fig. 3.- Simplified under- chassis view. Note W2 V6 bias metal rectifier, core of two 1K resistors, R43 and
L32 and R82. The PL81 grid -leak is R27 2.2 Mo. R112 may not be fitted.
R44.

1

r
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It is not proposed to describe the flywheel circuit
in detail as this would take up too much space and
limit the amount of practical servicing information.
The broad outline is as follows : V16 is the EF80
line oscillator, the resonant frequency of which is
controlled by the " reactance " valve V 15 E F80.
This is in effect a variable capacitor forming part
of the V16 tuned circuit. This effective capacity is
varied by the grid bias of V15 which is derived from
the discriminator (EB91) V17 and .line -ho!d control
circuit. The line -hold control applies a negative bias
to the control grid of V15, and this is obtained from
the control grid to chassis circuit of V8 which is the
PL8I line output valve. The remaining bias of V15
is obtained from the V 17 double diode circuit and this
may be positive or negative depending upon whether
the time base tends to run too fast or too slow.
No bias is applied from V17 when the circuit is
perfectly aligned and the sync pulses are arriving
properly.
The output of V16 is resistance capacity coupled to
the control grid of V8 which is returned to chassis
via R27 2.2 MD, R26 horizontal hold 100 K. variable
and R25 68 K.
The anode H.T. of V8 is supplemented by the usual
efficiency diode PY8I (V9) and an over-wind on the
line output transformer supplies the EY5I EHT
rectifier anode. The PY81 reservoir capacitor is a

CRT
V4 V/9

VS

F'g.

V6

V20 V/8 V/4

V/3

NS

V/2

V3

Vl7 V2

V7

4.- Showing

V//

Vl6

VI

power supplies and heater chain. RI l2
only fitted with Brimistor (XI) or Varite.
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.25 ¡uF (C29) and the first anode vóliage of the
is derived from this point via R41 and C30 (220

C.R.T.
K. and

.01 MF).

The line linearity control is a rotatable magnet
which is situated just beneath the rear of the tube neck.

Power Supply
The two H.T. rectifiers are of the PY82 type as
previously stated and the heaters of all valves and the
C.R.T. are wired in a single series chain, the C.R.T.
heater being

"

nearest

"

chassis.

Possible Faults and the Probable Causes
No results at a //. -Check mains input and fuse.
If the fuse has blown, replace with one of the same
rating (not more than 1.5 amp) and if this too blows,
check both PY82 valves for heater/cathode leakage
and shorts.
If in order, check H.T. line for shorts. This should
also be done if one or both of the PY82 valves are
defective.
If the fuse has not blown, suspect heater chain,
as one valve is probably defective with an open circuited heater. If a resistance check proves valve
chain has continuity, check Brimistor as this may be
cracked or otherwise high resistance.
Sound but no picture. -Turn up brilliance. If no
raster is available, check EHT by attempting to
draw a spark from anode cap of C.R.T. If there is
no sign of a spark, remove cap and test again.
If a spark is available from the clip when it is off the
C.R.T. but not when it is on, replace clip and turn
brilliance fully down. If with no beam current still no
spark is available, the indications are that the tube
is defective. Check grid and cathode volts to ensure
that the correct, or approximately correct, voltages
are present. This is necessary, as with no bias on the
tube a heavy beam current would result which could
overload the EY51 EHT rectifier and result in its
inability to supply FHT voltage when connected
to the anode cap. If no EHT is present with the
cap on or off. listen for the line time base whistle.
If it can be heard, suspect EY51 valve and check its
heater. This involves removing one of the heater
leads from the transformer connection.
If the
whistle is absent, however, check V16, V8 and V9.
If the EHT voltage is present as indicated by a
healthy spark at the C.R.T. anode, check V6 PL83
video amplifier (C.R.T. cathode volts high), ion trap
(if not properly secured) and first anode voltage,
pin '10, of C.R.T. Whilst checking these points,
observe tube heater. If this is very poorly heated, the
fault is probably due to a partial short circuit (internal)
of the heater itself.
Check grid volts, pin two of tube base, and if no
positive voltage can be recorded with the operation
of the brilliance control, check brilliance series H.T.
resistor and other grid circuit resistors. If no first
anode voltage can be read, check R41 for open circuit
or high resistance and C30 for leakage. The values of
these components have already been given.
Raster but no picture, no sound.-Check aerial
plug, plug connections and VI, 2 and 3, ensuring that
the station tuner has not been interfered with.
If the aerial circuit cable and plug connections are
in order, and the valves are known to be good,
check H.T. voltage on anode and screens and if these
are not all present test decoupling resistors.
(To be continued)
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(Continued from page 363 January issue)

FRSIN MULTICORE produce a fivecore solder in thin gauge especially
for hand soldering of printed

adjusting screw from the ceramic body. putting
the square section of the body into the hole,
the body of the condenser being on the underside of the printed panel, then from the top of the
panel the screw on which is also mounted the spring
nut is screwed into the body. It is only necessary for
the screw to enter the ceramic body a short way,
after which the spring nut is itself screwed down until
it comes into contact with the printed panel ; it is then
moved round a little farther so as to hold the screw
under tension and thereby prevent it shifting under
the effects of vibration. The valve holders used are a
special printed circuit type and are normally included
with the kit of components which includes the printed
panels.
The screens for the valves are mounted directly
on to the printed panel, the screen bases being
screwed on with the aid of 6 B.A. bolts in the positions indicated, whilst the top part of the screen
containing a spring to hold the valve in position locks

circuits. A little practice on the edge of
the printed panel will soon indicate the best methods
of soldering and so far as soldering of resistors which
are mounted directly on the surface of the printed
panel is concerned there need be no difficulty at all.
Some care, however, must be taken with the coaxial
feed -through condensers. These are silvered on the
outside of the ceramic tube and if an excessive temperature for an excessive time is applied then it is possible
for the silver on the ceramic body to dissolve into
the solder, the result being that the capacity of the
condenser falls very appreciably. The recommended
method of soldering the coaxial feed- through condensers into the printed plate is first to ensure that the
hole through which the body of the condenser
passes is a reasonably tight fit so that the condenser is
held in position firmly with the tinned portion slightly
above the copper foil. A small ring of the resin cored solder should then be made and slipped
directly over the body of the condenser so that it rests on the
copper surface of the panel. If the
'soldering iron is then brought into
contact with the solder ring and the
copper surface, the solder will immediately melt and start to flow around the
copper and will then wet on to the body
of the condenser. This operation is
very rapid and immediately the solder
has flowed and wetted the condenser
body, the soldering iron should be
removed and the operation is complete. Care must, of course, be taken
to ensure that solder splashes do not
.
bridge adjacent conductors and that
the soldering iron is not kept in contact
with the copper for an excessive time
since it is then possible for the phenolic
base of the tuner plate to be damaged
with the result that the copper may then
lift.
The trimmer condensers C3 and C18
are mounted by first removing the
Component parts of the snitch
<

assem

ly.
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on to the base and need not,
the valves are in position.

of course,

be fitted until

The input and output transformers are mounted
on the top of the panel by means of small stand -off
The photographs clearly indicate this
spacers.
method of mounting, but particular care is required
with coil L12, as the fixing screws also function as
terminations for the transformer. The connection
between the anode of V2 and L12 is taken through
the panel by one of the screws
and the connection between H.T.
and the other end of 112 is
carried through the panel by the
The damping
other screw.
resistor R14 is also mounted
directly across these points. in
the photograph will also be seen
a small terminal disc mounted
at the top of the input and
These
output transformers.
terminal discs are easily made
and consist of circles or washers

turns of No. 28 gauge enamel wire wound on a /8in.
former and again soldered into position across the
valveholder tags so as to be self- supporting.
One end of the oscillator coil is soldered on to
the printed anode tag of V2, the other end of the
coil remaining free as it later has to be connected to
the SW4 switch wafer. At this stage it is necessary
1

L7

C/O

of

bake!ite board or other
insulating material with tags or
even wire loops mounted at the
periphery. The diameter of the
Links between switch tags
hole in the washer is approxifor adding inductance to
mately jin. and it should be a
tune to channe/ 8
tight fit around the moulded
View of the switch unit with some components identified.
coil former. After fitting on to
to take any springiness out of the oscillator coil
the coil former it should be glued in position.
The connection between L9 and the junction of since otherwise it can be the cause of severe micro C9 and CI I will be seen to be a strip of foil. This phony. LIO consists of three turns of No. 18 s.w.g.
should be about tin. wide and may be of any suitable tinned copper wire tightly wound on to a -jin. diametal that can readily be soldered. Copper foil has meter former then removed and the turns slightly
been found to be easy to work with, but on no account separated. This method of making the oscillator
should this strip of metal be too thick or stiff as it coil imparts an appreciable degree of springiness
might then damage the printed condenser C9 to it. Fortunately, the removal of the springy effect
deposited on the panel. A similar copper strip is also is easily carried out and this may be done by heating
the coil in a flame.
used to connect the earthy end of L9 to the panel.
A lighted match is usually sufficient though
The use of copper strip for these connections has been
found to be advisable in order to keep the total occasionally the operation may have to be repeated.
inductance of the input circuit to V2 low, since These operations complete the assembly of the
otherwise due to the input capacity of this valve printed panel and the constructor is now advised
the circuit might resonate at too low a frequency. carefully to recheck all connections, making certain
Two last details remain before completing the that there are no errors in either wiring or the quality
assembly of the printed plate, these being the small of the soldering.
coils L14 and L5. L14 consists of 10 turns on No.28
gauge enamel wire close wound on a 3 /16in. dia- The Switch Unit
With the printed circuit panel now complete the
meter former and soldered into position in such a
way that it is self-supporting. L5 consists of eight assembly of the switch unit may be undertaken.

o
o
Switches

; 2, 3, and

4
Fig.

3.- Details

Switch S
of the six switch wafers.

Dummy Wafer

